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INTRODUCTION

This study is significant for several reasons. In the first place it
presents information which is badly needed concerning adult education
programs in institutions of higher education. Surveys of this kind from
time to time are helpful.

More importantly, this is also a study in some depth. The selec-
tion of eighteen institutions for detailed analysis has resulted in much
more than superficial descriptive facts.

Finally, the research is soundly and effectively undergircied by a
welt conceived theoretical framework. Here is an excellent example
of how the use of theory can deepen understandings derived from re-
search. For Instance, adaptations of such concepts as growth cycle, the
force-field situation, and equilibrium in movement aid in providing in-
sights. The development and use of several typologies reveal full com-
prehension of the complexity of the subject matter. In fact, these
typologies may well serve as landmarks in adult education and univer-
sity extension. Such creative and imaginative concepts, used as a guide
In analysis, give added value to the study. The summary of hypotheses
Is cautiously done and quite helpful.

Mr. Carey and the Center for the Study of Liberal Education for
Adults should be commended for this contribution to the understanding
of one of the important functions of universities.

Tallahassee, Florida
December 8, 1960

. 6
vii

Gordon W. El lackwell
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THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The first half of the twentieth century witnessed the transforma-
tion of the United States from ;.n isolated, rural, agricultural society
into an industrialized and urban world power. This transformation,with
its attendant technological, social, and economic changes, was inevit-
ably accompanied by two crucial shifts in the orientation and ideals of
individuals and institutions.

I. A dynamic attitude replaced the earlier static one today men
and institutions tend toview themselves as continuouslychang-
ing entities and tend to reject ideals and plans that fail to in-
corporate the notion of continual change.

2. An expansionist attitude replaced the earlier conservative one:
today notions of interrelatedness, organic grt ith, 'together-
ness" color the operations and planning of the more respon-
sible societal elements, just as exploitation, monopolization,
and "merging" color those of the less responsible elements.

American colleges and universities did not escape this ubiquitous
transformation: they, too, adopted the principle of dynamic expansion-
ism. As consequences, universities have become increasingly bureauc-
ratized and many of their presidents have become primarily business
managers and fund raisers rather than, as before, intellectual loaders.
One of the earliest symptoms and salient features of this trans.'orma-
tion was the university's acceptance of government and business con-
tracts. Others were the increasing emphasis upon physical ph-nt ex-
pansion, the competition for entering freshmen based on educationally
peripheral considerations, the emergence of the -market" conceptton
of curriculum development, and the concern for extension education.

The founding fathers of the modern liberal aria college would con-
cur wholeheartedly with the earlier founders of the modern universtty
in disavowing the "dynamic expansionism" of thetr current American
progeny. Indeed, the 1950's have been notable for a new climate of self-
criticism in American educational circles themselves, a climate that
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has become somewhat frenzied since the launching of Sputnik 1. Amer-
ican educators have come to concern themselves more and more seri-
ously with the question, "Just what precisely are we preparing our cit-
izens for?"

One of the significant problems to emerge from this recent intro-
specttonism is: How much change can take place without making the
survival of the thousand-year-old liberal arts tradition problematic?1
To survive in America today, a university must grow, adapt, change.
At the same time, the university is dedicated to the attempt to sustain
the liberal tradition, build upon it, and communicate it to the largest
possible audience.

The attempt to protect and foster the liberal tradition in the mi-
lieu of dynamic expansionism has its dedicated core 3f adherents. At
the undergraduate level, the attempt has resulted in partial success; an
increasing percentage of the collegeage population is being exposed to
the tradition. A growing group of publishers and leaders in industry,
business, and politics is also championing the liberal cause. A more
modest phase of tne attempt is that being conducted by the educators
who are trying to communicate the liberal tradition to the adults of the
nation who can benefit from It. The burden of this last phase has been
carried by university adult divisionssporadically, sometimes unen-
thusiastically, and occasionally in a brilliant fashion.

The present studyundertaken in 1957 through a grant of $40,000
from the Flind for Adult Educationaddresses the attempt being made
by university adult educators to foster liberal education in an age of
dynamic expansionism.

How is liberal adult education faring?

What may we expee. of it hi the future?

What are the organizational and institutional bates that must be
present before it can exist and flourish?

The broader purposes of the study are (1) to give further depth

1. This formulation is derived from Nicholas J. Dernerath. The
Changing Character of the University," in George H. Daigneault, The
Changing University (Chicago: Center for the Study of Liberal EduTi:
ion forliful(a, 1959), pp. 5-19.

4
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and currency to the preceding studies in this limited area t2 (2) to unify
these earlier studies in order to make identity of common problems
possible; and, through the addition of this depth. unity, and identity,
(3) to formulate a platform for development, expansion, and progress.
Thus the study is intended to be diagnostic, not simply another, more
recent survey of the field. This implies that the study is designed to be
of use to university adult leaders and agencies in their formation of
policy.

With these broad purposes in mind, the study was designed to ob-
tain the kind of data about adult education in institutions of higher
learning that would help adult educators broaden their liberal pro-
grams and make them more effective. The specific aim of the study
was to get as accurate and as detailed a description as possible of the
"liberal" programs in American extension and evening colleges. Since
only a comparative description could pretend to be adequate, it was
necessary to determine the amount of time, energy, and funds, and the
number of students, involved in liberal programs as compared to non -
liberal ones. (Such descriptions also provide benchmarks against which
to measure future changes.)

To implement this aim, a number of factors were isolated for ex-
amination. These factors were chosen because they were observably
ci ucial in the past development of liberal adult education.

1. The source of control and organization of the adult division.
2. Local history and budgeting tradition.
3. Degree of parent institution acceptance of adult education.
4. The community context of the adult program.
5. The caliber and local status of the adult dean or director.

Store any attempt could be made to relate these five factors to
the particular kind of liberal education that existed at a particular in-
stitution, it was necessary to clarify the meaning of "effective liberal
education."

2. Frank Neuffer. Administrative Policies and Practices of
Evening Colleges (Chicago: Center ror The Study or-LIbei-41-1.-Tid5tio-ii
Tar Adults, 1953).

Jack Morton, University Extension in the United States (Uni-
versity, Ala.: UniversfiTor A1a6arna-Pr1153).

5
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The Meaning of "Effecti;c Liberal Education"

The research design presupposed a rough working definition of
effective liberal education in institutions of higher learning. The work-
ing definition siros established with the assistance of an advisory com-
mittee composed 01 adult deans and staff memberb from a number of
universities that by common consent, were considered among the best
in the field. 3 With the help of this committee, a list of conditions that
favor the development of liberal adult programs was drawn up. The
existence of these conditions was then taken as prima facie evidence of
the operation of desirable forces. The results of the study could now
be translated into recommendations that might operate to Improve the
liberal arts programming of extension divisions. Specifically, the con-
ditions established were the following;

1. The institution's statement of purposes should recognize the
importance of liberal education for adults. This statement
should be in a published, rather than in an understood, form.
In addition, the statement should be recognized by all ele-
ments of the faculty (e.g., faculty committees and key per-
sonnel in central administration). Finally, the statement
should be developed jointly by a widely representative uni-
versity committee.

2. The regular liberal arts faculty Should be involved in the
planning of adult programs, even though its function might be
simply advisory.

3. There should be a special staff assigned to liberal program-
ming.

4. The administrative staff of the adult education division should
have liberal arts background or some special interest in it.

5. There should be some degree of initiation of liberal education
programming by adult divisions as contrasted with the me-
chanical offering of day or campus programs.

3. Martin Chamberlain, University of Washington; Alexander
Charters, Syracuse University; James Crimi, Aurora College; Maurice
F. X. Donohue, University of Chicago; James Harrison, Michigan State
University; Ernest McMahon, Rutgers University: Paul Sheats, Univer-
sity of California.

6
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6. There should be some commitment at more than a verbal lev-
el to experimental programs that need not be self-supporting.

7. There should be some breadth to an adult division's under-
standing of liberal education for different publics. (Does the
division regard liberal education as appropriate only for re-
medial students who are working for degrees or, at the other
extreme, only for alumni?)

8. There should be a stated intent to extend liberal education to
disparate groups such as alumni, older people, labor groups,
etc.

It was soon suggested that the foregoing set of conditions, or "de-
sirable forces," could be construed as a definition of "effective liberal
education." This suggestion served to pose yet another problem for
the investigatorsstaff members of the Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults. The constituency of the Center comprises uni-
versities and colleges that subscribe to different definitions of "liberal
education" and different approaches to it. How could the study espouse
a particular definition without alienating a large section of the group
served?

The notion implicit in the elaboration of a set of conditions is that
any type of liberal education that satisfies the conditions will be "good"
from the investigators' point of view. In this sense the definition is op-
erational; and in this sense, too. it reflects the dynamics of the field
itself.

These conditions, however, do invite a more explicit definition .1
liberal education. Liberal education is education that looks to areas of
knowledge traditionally considered liberatingknowledge of the physi-
cal and biological world, of oneself and others, of man's achievements
and his cultures, of his religious and philosophical heritage. But to be
appropriate to adult education, this definition presupposes organization
in terms of the more important themes of adulthood rather than of ado-
lescence. In brief, to the extent that liberal content is modified to take
into account the adult's experience, thought patterns, and motivations it
is liberal education from the standpoint of this study. 4

4. See James 13. Whipple, Especially for Adults (Chicago: Center

7
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A more practical problem confronted the investigators in assess-
ing tie amount of liberal effort in the various colleges and universities
across the country. It was impossible to "count" the amount of impact
of the conditions and it was therefore necessary to use the respond-
ent's o vn definition of literal education. The study used as a funda-
mental mit the liberal arts course, and as a guide, the breakdown sug-
gested kr the U. S. Office of Education. Liberal arts then included all
courses ,n the biological sciences, humanities, physical sciences and
social sciences. It does not include the fields of education, engineering
or business administration. (This simple classification scheme, how-
ever, was liter extended in order to deal with unusual credit and non-
credit programs, courses, and methods.)

The Character of Available Research Data

Most of the research into adult education activities of colleges and
universities shows the strain of meeting the special difficulties which,
at this stage of its development, are inherent in the field itself. The
most common forms of research have been:

I. Status surveys of all sorts of administrative and teaching
practices. These surveys range from modest questionnaires
to elicit the range of salaries paid, to elaborate surveys
among extension institutions and evening colleges. It is often
difficult to understand the uses to which these data can be put.
Do administrators carefully compare their own institutions
with the norms indicated in such studies? Is it soothing and
supportive to know that one's institution is somewhere near
the norm? If it is not, does it arouse anxiety? It is likely that
at least some of these data are used strategically in local
situations to support budget requests. More often they engen-
der either complacent feelings that one is doing about what
everyone else is doing, or they evoke a list of reasons to ex-
plain why one's own institution cannot be compared to others.

However they may be used, there is considerable interest in
the field in having such surveys done. For those interested in

for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, l957) for an elaboration
of some adu:' characteristics that educators should consider.

8
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educational change, however, these data, by themselves have
very little to recommend them. The validity of the studies,
too, is often suspect, due in part to sonic of the problems that
will be mentioned later.

2. Studies of individual problems. Examples of this kind of re-
search may be found among the numerous studies of student
drop-out, adult student motivation, etc. Some of these studies
have been carefully done, because most were undertaken as
master or doctoral theses, and many have been valuable. Un-
fortunately, there have been comparatively few of these stud-
ies; they have dealt with widely scattered problems; and,
taken together, they fall to provide an even minimally com-
prehensive picture of the whole area of activity.

3. A third form of research has been a kind of diagnostic study
based on the case method. Patterns of Liberal Education in
the Evening Colleges is an example of this approach.5 For the
agency that sponsored it, this particular study was very use-
ful: it provided a broad picture of the problems of liberal edu-
cation in fairly representative evening colleges; through it,
CSLEA was enabled to begin serious work. Patterns also
proved to be useful for a number of other people in the field.
But its general value is limited for a number of reasons. It
was an exploratory study in which the Center was deliberately
groping in the dark. (That it eventually stumbled onto the im-
portant factors is true enough, but it did not end up with a
very accurate notion of the dimensions or dynamics of the
factors. To discover and to estimate roughly the ambivalence
among evening teachers about teaching adults is useful; but to
have related this ambivalence to a theory of role conflict, and
then to have studied it with some sharply focused hypotheses,
would have produced much more meaningful and useful con-
clusions.) Another limitation, of course, is that Patterns was
restricted to evening colleges and not to all college-level
adult liberal education.

5. Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults. Patterns
of Liberal Education in the Evening Colleges: A Case Study of Nine In-
ilitutIons (Chicago: CSLEA, 1952).

14
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Basic Problem

Past investigations had to deal with special and basic problems in
the field itself. These problems are listed here because they had to be
confronted anew in the present study:

1. The variation in the amount of control the adult dean has is
tremendous. Some adult divisions are autonomous; others op-
erate only as instruments for day departments. Deans or di-
rectors of some divisions are glorified bookkeepers who as-
sign rooms and take in money; others are among the most
powerful men in their institutions. Some adult deans report
to day deans, others to presidents; some speak only to God.
The locus of decision-making and policy formation is scat-
tered all over the map and seems to depend upon the partic-
ular institution one is viewing.

2. The field itself is so young that theories about its operations
and explanations of its problems are in the realm of guess
work and folklore. As a result, most studies start out either
with no hypotheses at all about what is being studied, or with
hypotheses notable for a singular lack of sophistication.

3. The fluidity of the field coupled with its lack of definite or-
ganization, has made it difficult to find a common purpose
for large-acale research. Aside from a generally expressed
wish to "know what's going on (which results in the kind of
status studies mentioned earlier), administrators see re-
search as answering their own very immediate tactical prob-
lems (for example, cutting drop-out rates, determining differ-
ences in the effectiveness of newspaper and direct-inail pro-
motion). Research with a more general purpose, if it is to
arise naturally from the field, must depend upon the existence
of a common perception of strategical problems, or at least
upon soide general awareness, such as a sense of mission,
among the key figures.

Preliminary interview;ng at six institutions gave the investigators
some deeper appreciation of the problems involved in this kind of in
quiry. On the basis of these Initial observations, it was decided to use
a combination of survey research and case study method to deal with

15
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the wide variation in control and the lack of any specific theories of
how the field operates. Some theoretical orientation was required,
however, to help organize thr data and pinpoint problem areas. The
requisite hypotheses wee de '.oiled out of a reading of the works of
Morton and Neuffer cited earlier. The observations contained in these
works were codified and reformulated so that they could be tested.
The Center staff was enormously helpful at all stages of the project,
providing ideas, suggestions, and clarifications of some of the re-
search problems.

The theory that adult div1:51ons go through typical stages of growth
that can be charted was suggested by Everett Hughes.6 (This study re-
fers to the theory as the "growth cycle" theory of the adult divisicn.)
Briefly, we suggest that evening collages and extension divisions go
through four stages of growth:

The first stage is that of departmental domination. In this stage
the control of faculty, programs, and resources is located in the regu-
lar departments and the adult division may have only part-time leader-
ship.

The second stage reveals the impulse toward autonomous develop-
ment. The adult enterprise enters this stage only when it escapes
departmental domination.

The third stage occurs after a period of autonomous operation. It
is the stage of movement toward integration. The independence of the
evening college or extension division is no longer threatened by close
ties with the campus. Rather, there is a recognition of the need for
campus resources in doing a more effective job.

Finally, there is the stage of assimilation. In this stage the adult
edcation function is recognized as a legitimate university concern and
the adult division is accepted as a peer in the university family. Now
the adult division has a well-developed notion of its service area and it
is free to move within the university system to meet the needs of its
many publics.

This concept of a pattern of grovvth has been extremely valuable

6. Everett Hughes, -Institutions," Principles of Sociology, ed.Alfred M. Lee (New York: Barnes & Noblee, IR55).

16
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to the investigators: it made it possible to chart regularities and to
organize systematically all th° information on unii.z.blty adult divi-
sions. In using the theory, however, it was important to realize that the
theory does not deny the fact that in particular instances there may be
a great deal of fluctuation in growth. Some divisions may start at a
later stage of development and grow very rapidly. Others may be ar-
rested at some early level because of a unique set of circumstances.
There is nothing inevitable about the "growth cycle." The five general
factors isolated for study (cf. page 5 above) can be viewed as forces
that either favor or inhibit the growth of liberal adult education. These
forces operate in a different way at each stage of the lifa cycle. (The
patterning of these forces will be elaborated in more detail in the body
of the report.)

Growth or change occurs when leadership within the adult divisioa
perceives and uses the opportunities present in its environment. The
path forward toward the "ideal state" is marked by the quick percep-
tion, the sound decisions, and the adaptive enterprise of the crucial

p

actors involved. Viewing these changes as phases of a growth cycle

1

makes the path forward less rocky by evoking a series of questions
pertinent to each stage of a division's growth; it may provide a frame-
work within which leadership may more easily formulate sound rec-
ommendations.

Organization of the Report

The data accumulated by the study is organized and reported in
Section 11. The organizing principle of Section II is precisely those
forces that have shape.: liberal education programming and that are
sustaining its present level of practice (cf. page 5 above). This organ-
izing principle was chosen because It organizes the data in the most
effective way for its practical use.

The organizing principle is a borrowed one: it employs the "field"
approach of physics. Kurt Lewin's fruitful work on social change con-
vinced the investigators that this imagery would enable them to isolate
"pressure points" for attack by policy makers and by organizations
interested in changing the present picture.? (See Methodological Notes.

7. Kurt Lewin, "Frontiers ti, Group Dynamics: Concept, Method
and Reality in Social Science: Social Equilibria and Social Change."
Human Relations, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1947.

17
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Appendix 1, for further clarification of this approach.)

Weighting of Factors

Some assumptions were made as to which factors were the most
important, but not as to how they were interrelated at any particular
school. The adult dean or director, as the key administrative officer,
was usually the factor given most weight; his education, background,
attitudes, and convictions were assumed to be of central concern to
this study. More specifically, the attitudes of the dean toward liberal
education were assumed to be crucially important, assuming that he
had some freedom of choke. The university context of adult education
was considered next in importanceespecia:ly the president's view of
the adult program and the acceptance or rejection of the program by
other key university personnel. Following university acceptance and
closely linked to it were the budgeting traditions of the university and
the adult division. These budget dimensions rarely operated as an in-
dependent variable but were ustmlly a significant index of university
acceptance. Also connected with university acceptance of the adult edu-
cation function were the saurce of control and the organization of the
adult division. Singly, these two factors do not explain an adult divi-
sion's strength or its personnel's o ientation toward liberal education,
but they do provide important indices of internal support within the
university. Lastly, there wae the community context of the adult educa-
tion program. Certainly, if the focus was on the clientele of the univer-
sity adult education instead of its internal dynamics, this area would be
the most important. In terms of this analysts, however, community
context was considered of lesser importance than the other factors.

18
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The first system of public education in the American colonies was
established in Massachusetts in 1647. Four attitudes that have shaped
American education throughout its history appear clearly in the law
with which this first system of public education was launchea.

It being one chiefe project of ye oulde deluder, Satan, to keepe men
from the knowledge of ye Scriptures. . It is therefore ordered
that every township ... shall forthwith appoint one within their
towne to teach all such children as shall resort to him to write and
read.1

These four attitudesattitudes that have been assumed by most
subsequent American politicians and educational theorists, voters and
educational administrators, parents and teachersare:

L Education should be inspired by felt practical needs.
2. Education is a powerful and effective tool for the satisfaction

of practical needs: knowledge Is power.
3. Education should be public; it should be available to every

prospective citizen.
4. Education Is a governmental responsibility; government should

encourage and actively sponsor education.

A century and a half later the United States was born. From its
inception the new republic encouraged the development of public

schools and co'leges. America's early leaders recognized that effec-
tive democracy presupposes an enlightened citizenry; they championed
the view that education Is an inalienable right of every citizen.

This is not to suggest that all early Americans felt that education
should be thoroughly democratic at all levels. Gentlemen from the old
English tradition were more or less in exclusive possession of the no-
bler skills of the humanities and many of them felt that these noble
skills should be limited to the aristocracy. Fortunately the country was

I. Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay
In New England, 1T, 203-.

1J
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so large, and there was so much to be done, that the fears of these
gentlemen regarding the provision of reading and writing skills to the
masses could never crystallize into a powerful force. Lack of effective
opposition made the extension of the democratic attitude to encompass
the liberal arts and the "higher learning" easier than it might other-
wise have been.

The events of the nineteenth century were to lead more and more
Americans to the classroom and to keep them there longer. This cul-
minated, finally, in a new movement that came to be called "University
Extension": If the people can't or won't come to the university, the uni-
versity must go to them. By the end of the nineteenth century many
scholars were energetically spreading the gospel of university exten-
sion, working to see that the entire population of the United States
might share in this product of democracy.

The history of extension, its sources and its roots in American
life, constitute one of the forces sustaining the present level of adult
liberal education. History-as-a-force is always a significant element
in a developmental study, and because of Sts application in the current
study, an entire chapter is allotted to it.

The Formative Era: The Nineteenth Century

In the course of the 1800's, stodgy entrenched ideas were swept
away one by one, as were the trees and brush covering so much of the
land. The notion that education is the imperative of a governing elite
of those born to it! received a mortal blow with the election of Jack-
son in 1828. During the second half of the century, industrialization,
the newly emerging importance of science and technology, and the sec-
ularization of society intertwined to produce profound effects upon
American education, increasing its scope and prestige. This period
saw the expansion of state universit'es and the growth of the Idea of the
school as a public institution with responsibilities to society.

During the nineteenth century, attempts to fulfill these social re-
sponsibilities were evident for the most part only within the university
more students, more courses, more professional schools, more ad-
vanced graduate studybut there 'A as a growing interest in the general
populace. As early as 1808 a Yale University professor presented pop-
ular lectu es on science: in 1869 Harvard offered a series of lectures
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to the people of Cambridge; and from its opening in 1876, Johns Hop-
kins also offered a number of outside courses. The passage of the first
Morrill Act in 1862, which created land-grant colleges to promote lib-
eral and practical education and to encourage the study of agriculture
and mechanic arts, was a giant step in the democratization of educa-
tion.

With these developments the clergyman, who from his pulpit had
been the chief agent of adult education, began to be replaced by the
professor, who as the harbinger of scientific advances cleared the way
for expanding curricula and the rise of the elective system.

Lyceum and Chatauqua: Training Ground for
University Adult Educators

Outside the university arena the work of two men In particular
planted seeds for the later flowering of adult education.

in 1824, Josiah Holbrook, a Connecticut farmer Interested In 'Nat-
ural Philosophy," got the idea of a meeting for cooperative study. He
called his meeting a lyceum and set about spreading his notion through-
out New England. The idea traveled further to the Middle States and to
the South, exciting the imagination of scholars everywhere it went.

As the lyceum scheme expanded, it turned Into a formal lecture
circuit. After the Civil War it truly became a commercial enterprise.
Ostensibly, its aim was to provide literary societies with the lecture
Services of men like Emerson, Thoreau, and Lowell; In fact, however,
its target became increasingly the captivation of audiences with jubilee
singers, magicians, and the programs of P. T. Barnum. The MON ement

struggled for large audiences, not to spread the gospel of education
and progress, but to get net returns. '2

A more significant endeavor was that of Rev. John H. Vincent, lat-
er a Methodist bishop, who, with Lewis Miller, started the Chautauqua

institution In New York In 1874. An enthusiast of the Chautauqua cir-
cuit described it In the following terms:

it Is a great summer school, lasting from one week to six weeks,
sometimes even longer, but usually about two weeks. it Is usually

2. J. J. Pettijohn, "University Extension Lyceum Service." NUEA
Proceedings (Madison, Wis., 1915), p. 227.
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located in a beautiful spot near a body of water, with quiet woody
places all around. Along the shores of the lake are tents and cot-
tages where live the regular patrons. Upon the hill is a summer
hotel for transient visitors. All around are tennis courts and golf
links. In the center is the great auoitorium with its seating capac-
ity for thousands.. . Picture a community in a place like this, a
community gathered with the common purpose of combining mental
stimulation with physical recreation. They begin each day with re-
ligious worship.... They repair to their classrooms, their lec-
ture halls, their studies for an hour of vigorous thinking. In the
afternoon a crowd gathers at the auditorium to listen to a concert
or play, and later to hear some great man or woman statesman,
educator, clergyman, or reformer discuss a topic of the day.i

English Import

Lyceum and Chautauqua helped to make American universities
more receptive to an idea being developed in England, ''... [Thel ex-
tension of university instruction in popular form by lecturers from the
great university centers of Oxford and Cambridge throughout the great
towns and manufacturing districts of England."4 The scheme of "Uni-
versity Ex-tension" had been the invention of the 1850 Oxford Commis-
sion. Cambridge University, too, was quick to take it up. The idea
found its way into a few American educational Journals, but it was the
fervor of a handful of Am. rican scholars, notably Herbert Baxter
Adams of Johns Hankins, that made Exterrston sweep the breadth of the
United States in the few years before and after 1890.

Americans and Englishmen traveled back and forth across the At-
lantic to talk to each other about the English methods. During this time
more than two hundred organizations started lecture series, corre-
spondence instruction, and evening classes in nearly every state of the
union. Harvard, Wisconsin, Chicago, California, Kansas. Ilutgere, Co-
lumbia, Minnesota. and other universities implemented the English
idea.

Through the promptings of the University of Peieisylvania, the
Philadelphia S,vctety for the Extensiru of University Teaching was
founded. It soon changed its name to the American Society fr,i the Ex-

3. Paul Voeiker. The University of Chautauqua,' NOVA Proceed-
iriLs_ (Madison, Wis., 1915). pp. 241-42.

1. Herbert Baxter Adams. quoted in -Fifteen Lean YearsThe .:x-
pertment of English University Extension in the United States.- by J.
M. P. Owens. Bewley House Papers. fit, 5. 1956-57, Oxford. p. 13.
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tension of University Teaching. The Society maintained close alliance
with Oxford. In December, 1891, the Society sponsore at Philadelphia
the first national conference on university extension.

It was William Rainey Harper, the first President of the new Uni-
versity of Chicago, who gave extension a new dimension. Responsible
for the design of the new university and convinced of the importance
and permanency of University Extension, he incorporated extension as
one of the five major divisions of the institution and gave it equal sta-
tus with the ''University Proper." Harper had been associated with
Chautauqua, was experienced with correspondence instruction, and had
examined and admired the extension program conducted by Cambridge.
Imbued with the notion of university service, "... service not merely'
to the students within its walls, but also to the public, to mankind,"
Harper wanted to provide for the large numbers of people unable to at-
tend regular classes on the campus, but whom he knew could nonethe-
less profit from the facilities of the university.5

President Harper wasted no time. The university opened on Satur-
day, October 1, 1892, and on Sunday, October 2, Harper gave the first
public lecture. That same night the evening program began with a
course on the literary study of the Bible. It is significant to note that
the first class conducted at Chicago was an evening class.6

Harper's translation of English methods provided an extension
program more suited to American needs at that time. He included
"standard university and college courses lifted bodily (rem the regular
curricula, credits and alt."?

Nearly everywhere else extension's success was ephemeral. It

was to muddle through the so-called ''Fifteen Lean Years" until a

modern form of university extension" was conceived at the University
of Wisconsin around 19()E,8

5. Thomas W. Gooespecd, A History of the University of Chicago
(Chicago: University of Chicago Tress, IPIfi), p. TIT

6. Ibid., p. 246.

7. James Crecse, cr,J,Itcd in Owens, cit., p. 14.

8. Robert Peers, Adult Education: A Comparative Study (New York:
Humanities Press, 1950. 265.
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Explanations of the meteoric rise and fall of early extension ef-
forts abound. Some skeptics argue that the efforts failed because
American education generally is subject to facile enthusiasms, which
are taken up with consuming eagerness and as quickly and casually
abandoned. However legitimate the accusation is in some respects,
there seems to be little doubt that the true explanation is somewhat
more complex.

An analysis of why extension patterned after English models failed,
even where adjusted somewhat to American needs, must take into ac-
count the failure of the early extension champions to profit from les-
sons learned from other adult education organizations such as the ly-
ceum.

Criticism simply on the grourds of "newness" may be disregarded
simply on the grounds of logic. TMs is not the case, however, with
criticisms that point to the prevalence of second-rate offerings.

That so much of early extension education was second-rate is at-
tributable in part to the failure to appreciate the importance of esti-
mating and building public demand.

Faculty censure and popular dissatistzetion or lack of interest
also contributed to the failure; they might have been alleviated in some
measure by providir; extension with a firmer financial base and with
appropriate formal recognition by university presidents and boards of
trustees and legislatures. The University of Chicago was spared these
problems on the one hand through the munificence of Mr. Rockefeller,
and on the other because President Harper made extension a funda-
mental part of the university.

Any explanation of the failure must also recognize the fact that the
lecture-examination methods of Oxford were more appropriate to ur-
ban areas than to rural. In trying to make extension self-supporting in
rural areas, it had to be made too varied and popularthus 'see,ond-
rate at second hand. '9

English extension has been given considerable credit for its liber-
al content. ft has been pointed out, however, that America had free

9. Charles IL Van }Ilse, "The University Function in the Ntodern
University,' NUEA Proceeding (Madison, Wis.. 1915). p. 14.
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public high schools, which England lacked. English liberal emphasis
was, then, an attempt to fill this gap; American extension, presumably
ai ling at a higher level, would ail the more be obliged to cope with the
criticisms outlined above.

In making such a literal transference of the English extension sys-
tem to the American scene, its American adaptors failed to recognize
the realities of the open class structure in the United States. As
Schwertman points out In this country the motivation for adult educa-
tion Is essentially economic, whereas in Europe it has been political
and ideological. For example, in Scandinavia adult education has been
Identified as a folk movement for the elevation of an entire social
class." 10 The same could be said of English extension. In America,
however, adult education has always been identified with Individual op-
portunity to move upward out of one's social class. The soil for the
planting of the extension movement in America was prepared by previ-
ous efforts in adult education, by the cardinal position of education in
American life, and by the social conditions of the times. Because of the
disparity between the English and American educational systems, it
was necessary to organize extension in harmony with the American ed-
ucational scene. This was not done by the founders of the early Ameri-
can extension movement. (The University of Wisconsin was later to un-
derstand this American phenomena, at least implicitly, and was to
adapt extension to the realities of an open class structure.)

Foundations of Modern Extension: 1906 1215

Urbanization had a tremendous impact on the character of 'he res-
toration and the continuing development of adult education. licifstadt?r
describing the Urban Scene'' writes thus: From 1660 to 1010, towns
and cities sprouted up with miraculous rapidity all over the United
States. Large cities grew into great metropolises, small towns grew
into large cities. and new towns sprang into existence on vacant

land.' .11 The great numbers goi!flng the farms and the influx of immi-

10. John B. Schwertman, The Enrollment Pulse: Some Implications
for University_Adult Education (Clacago: Center for the study or in

Abli7s71M). p. 1.

11. Richard ihifstadter. Age of Reform (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf. 19551, p. 173.
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grants coupled to produce this tremendous growth of the cities. ''The
city with its immense need for stew facilities in transportation, sanita-
tion, policing, light, gas, and public structures, offered a magnificent
internal market for American business." 12 Further it offered the lure
of employment to the American rural populace and to the incoming
Europeans.

These new Americans, plus Americans new-to-the-city, became
the American dilemma: the strain and push of the new versus the old,
or as Hofstadter says further:

One senses again and again in the best Progressive literature
on immigration that the old nativist Mugwump prejudice is being
held in check by a strenuous effort of mind and rill, that the de-
cent Anglo-Saxon liberals were forever reminding themselves of
their own humane values, of the courage of the immigrant, the re-
ality of his hardships, the poignancy of his deracination, the cul-
tural achievements of his homeland, his ultimate potentialities as
an American, and, above all, of the fact that the bulk of the hard
and dirty work of American industry and urban life was his.13

The businessmen and the social workers were able to unify their
conflicting views of the immigrant in their determination to prevent the
dissemination of his foreign, and radical, ideologies. Americanization
was urgent.

From the limited amount of information available we can see the
greater stress on liberal education during the early days of extension.
Extension emerged in an agrarian context where rural values predom-
inated. The agrarian notion of the successful person was the well-
rounded man. This meant the gentleman appreciative of the liberal val-
ues. After 1876, however, America began to industrialize more rapid-
ly. This industrialization, with its attendant shift in values, wa:
complished by the early part of the twentieth century. As Whipple
poirts out:

The transforalation involved more than the economic organi-
zation of American society'. Political, social and intellectual insti-
ttions and attitudes were revolutionized. The agrarian way of life
had been relatively simple. Small communities and the wide open
spaces made for fewer complications, and encouraged the growth
of a progressive European heritage which emphasized freedom of

12. Ibid., p. 173.

13. lbiu , p. 180.
. 2r)
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thought and action, rugged individualism and laissez faire. Some-
what less progressive was the inheritance of a vigorous, and often
Calvinistic Protestantism. Frequently harsh, intolerant, and ex-
cessively preoccupied with the supernatural, it was nevertheless
adequate for rural America. Obviously, much more than econom-
ics determined the composition of this agrarian mind. The small
community influenced attitudes regarding social intercourse, or it
limited and defined intellectual preoccupations. All this was
changed by urban industrializationobligations, human relation-
ships, and opportunities were altered.14

The shift in values that accompanied the rapid industrialization and ur-
banization built up a new image of the successful man. Acceptance by
society was now Judged in terms of success in a mercantile world.
Adult schools sprang up after the turn of the century to enable individ-
uals living within cities to fulfill their vocational and professional
goals. The loss of the image of the well-rounded man, which was so fa-
vorable to liberal education, considerably dampened interest and in-
volvement of adult students in any kind of liberal education.

The Reluctant University

It was the focus on the Immigrant problem which triggered the
renascence of the Extension Division of the University of Wisconsin.
Wisconsin had had earlier experience with off-campus activities
through its Farmers' Institutes. It had adopted English Extension in
1888, but by 1906 these offerings amounted to little more than a couple
of pages In the catalogue.

Dr. Charles McCarthy (an aid to the head of the Wisconsin Free
Library Commission) looms large in the restoration of General Exten-
sion. He was convinced that a "tax-supported joh-tralning program"15
would benefit Wisconsin workers and employers alike. He was further
convinced that the university was the agency to provide this service.
McCarthy was anxious, as were t*,e Wisconsin manufacturers, "to dis-
courage labor's interest in socialism, even as the partially state-fi-
ranced rural prosperity liad rendered rural areas resistant to radical

14. .Tame6 13. Whipple, "Cleveland in Conflict: A Study in Urban
Adolescence, 1876-1900' (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, History De-
partment, Western Reserve University, 1951), p. iv.

15. Frederick M. Rosentreter. The Boundaries of the Campus: A
Histopr of the Um. ersity of Wisconsin -Extension Division_,T87;5'IM
Madison: Lfni rsiti of Wisconsin Pr es,-1-PS7)7
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philosophies."18 His model was Germany with its "interrelationship of
the universities, government, and industry."17

As further encouragement to McCarthy, the University, and par-
ticularly President Van Hise, were impressed by Governor La Fol-
lette's eagerness for the University to serve the State.

McCarthy marshalled his forces and in 1905, using as a lever
Van Hise's casually uttered words about the field and scope of the uni-
versity, he forced upon the president and the faculty the question of re-
viving extension.' 18

McCarthy's pressure on the university administration, coupled
with the Milwaukee Merchants and Manufacturers Association pressure
on the legislature, produced a refurbished extension division backed by
state financial aid. The object was a factory on-the-job-training pro-
gram. "Together with manual skills, conservative ideologies were to
be imparted. Once the Wisconsin Dairymen's Association had helped
force the Universityhence the stateto take over the program the
Association had inaugurated; now the industrialists were similarly en-
gaged.' , 19

Once extension secured this financial and organizational foothold,
with continuing and powerful support, it was able to demonstrate its
determination to make the boundaries of the university campus coter-
minous with the boundaries of the State, ,,20 As needs changed, exten-
sion's cultivated flexibility insured the division's survival.

The Movement Expands

The Wisconsin experiment flourished and its example became a
model to be studied if not always emulated. In any case, a revitaliza-
tion of extension throughout the United States commenced.

There was also an expansion of extension work in the endowed uni-

16. Ibid., p. 46.

17. Ibid.

18. Ibid., p. 48.

19. Ibid., p. 51

20. Peers, op. cit., p. 259.
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versities. President Lowell's report for 1909-10 announced a perma-
nent commission on extension cours.s represented by Harvard, Boston
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Tufts, Wellesley,
Simmons, and the Museum of Fine Arts. Harvard, Radcliffe, Tufts, and
Wellesley created an Associate in Arts degree requiring the same
number and kind of courses as a BA. There were no entrance require-
ments. The first degrees were awarded in 1912-13.

Columbia carried on extension work under the Trustees of Teach-
ers College, but in 1910-11 the university took lull charge of the pro-
gram including financial responsibility, and put a director in charge.
Extension included antra- and extra-mural courses and was considered
"an experiment station of educational ventures."21

Brown, Tulane, Pittsburgh, and Northwestern were other endowed
schools with extension programs.

In 1914 thirty state universities had organized extension divisions
with a permanent director or committee. Twenty-five or more inde-
pendent agricultural and mechanical arts schools were doing extension
work.

Extension began to assume a kind of regional coloration. In the
eastern state.i there were no state universities as in the West and the
South. Aside from the work being done by private schools like Colum-
bia, Harvard, Clark, and Pittsburgh, significant extension work was
done by the state departments of education. In general, the private
school; were offering miscellaneous evening courses or occasional
lectures. Those with more formal set-ups concentrated on teachers or
on a be siness audience.

Extension work in the Southwest, as represented by the University
of Texas, provided standard correspondence instruction and extension
teaching. The University did a large part of its extension work through
hiv,t schools throughout the state.

In the Scutheast, as well, work through the high schools was eni-
phasizeci. The University of North Carolina, an extension pioneer in the

21. C. B. Pcbertscn. "Types of University Extension Development
Presentclay Tendencies in the Eastern States,' NUEA Proceeding

(Pittsburgh, Pa., 1917), p. 74.
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South, developed its extension program through departments rather
than through a separate division. Specifically, extension was an adjunct
of the package library service of the University. Correspondence work
was not initiated because of insufficient demand. The people in North
Carolina had to be convinced that the people who went to the University
were not only the fine old ante-bellum fellows, but that the institution
works for the everyday people.' ,22

By 1915 every state west of the Rocky Moun'ains had a state uni-
versity and every one had an established extension division. In fact,
they boasted a Department or Division made up of bureaus of instruc-
tion and bureaus of public service.

First NUEA Conference: An Occasion for Appraisal

Reflecting the growth of extension and its universal acceptance, an
extension associationthe National University Extension Association
was formed and held its first conference in 1915, with a membership of
22 colleges and universities. The group met at the University of Wis-
consin, in tribute to the role of this university in the extension move-
ment.

At the time of its first meeting the breadth of activities encom-
passed by extension service was formidable. Defining extension's func-
tion and scope, Louis Reber, Dean of the Extension Division of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, commented that:

A very broad and general classification defines the scope of uni-
versity extension under three main divisions: (1) including all
measures for the benefit of a nonresident body, (2) consisting of
aid to the state through utilization of the equipment of trained me:i
and educational facilities belonging to a university, and (3) certdn
activities carried on at the institution.23

Under benefits for the non-resident body were included corrspond-
ence, field classes, educational materials, and exhibits. Aid to the
state made available research information and applicatiJns to state
governments. The last classification included s.'lort-terri courses, lec-

22. Louis R. Wilson, "Extension Work in the Southeast,- NIJEA
Proceedings (Pittsburgh, Pa., 1917, 1922), p.

23. Louis E. Heber, The Scope Of Univeistly Extension at Its Or-
ganization and Subdivision," NUEA ProccedirKs (Madison, Wis., 1915).
p. 29.
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tures, and evening classes.

Systematic off-campus instruction provided by university staff was
in vogue at the Universities of Chicago, Wisconsin, and Columbia. Such
"regular class" extension was viewed as the most satisfactory kind of
university extension but was, of course, dependent upon adequate li-
brary facilities.

The Philosophy of Extension in 1915

By 1915 most state universities had accepted extension as a third
function added to the traditional ones of teaching and research. What
might be ea/led a philosophy of extension had been formulated to justify
the extension of educational resources of the state out over a wide geo-
graphic area and in formats not dictated by classroom considerations.
The theme of service was reiterated again and again in statements of
the objectives of extension.

One of the university extension's crusaders, Richard Moulton,
looking hard at the human career saw extension as "the third of three
revolutions in society which together constitute the transition from
medieval to modern." First the Reformation, then the political revolu-
tions enlarged popular vision and participation. Finally, ''by the exten-
sion movement, instead of a favored few the whole body of the people
came to claim their share of culture and the higher education."24

According to another spokesman, "the primary function of exten-
sion work through public service is en unselfish onea real desire on
the part of educators and educational institutions to spend themselves
and be spent for public welfare. 25

Van Rise offered the justification for large-seaIe university par-
ticipation in social welfare work:

It may he suggested at this point that, while this idea of service
cannot be gainsaid. it is not a function of the university but rather
of some other instrumentality. If it is meant by this that it has not
been the function of the traditional university, to this dissent can-
not be made. But It seems to me that whether it is the function of

24. Richard Moulton, The Humanities In University Extension,
NUEA Proceedings (Madison, Wis., 1915), p. 255.

25. William O. Henderson, "General Education through Extension."
NUEA Proceedings (Madison, Wis., 1915), p. 41.
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the university should be decided by the simple criterion as to
whether the university is the best fitted instrument to do this
work. If it is, it should do the work without reference to any per-
son's preconceptions as to the scope of a university.26

From its very beginnings NUEA set forth the purpose of university
extension: ''... to carry light and opportunity to every human being in
all parts of the nation; this is the only adequate ideal of service for the
university. .,27

At the same time there were warnings. Extension should not over-
step, trying to supersede or replace the work of other legitimate edu-
cational institutions, such as the high schools, or the foundations, such
as the Lowell Institute in Boston and the Cooper Institute in New York.
It should also recognize the enterprise of the various literary and sci-
entific circles.

Some suggested that extension cut itself off from the university
family, but this idea was quickly dismissed by reaffirmation of the
need for high standards that university affiliation compelled. The

temptation to present lectures of a quality that would be unacceptable
to the university was considered a particular danger.

The NUEA conferees were aware that extension was frequently di-
rected toward recruitment of resident students for the university. Al-
though this approach was considered to have its limited validity, it was
decried as a sole motivation.

Who composed the extension audience considered by these philos
ophers7 Farmers; working men who wanted to become foreman; work-
ing men who wanted to become managers; school teachers; white collar
workers; engineers; state civil servants; women; immigrants: all those
moving out and upward in the Americar. class fabric.

This period also saw a tremendous growth of organizations in
American life. Many of them sought, or were sought out by, extension.
Extension directed its efforts, too, to the professionals and public
leade rs:

These . professional people reed to read, hear, study, and think

26. Van Hise, op. cit., pp. 8-9.

27. lbid , p. 24. 32
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upon the means of social welfare, not alone with respect to their
own particular callings, but also comprehensively with respect to
the social situation as a whole.. .. The goal of our highest thought
and effort in university extension will be to work toward that per-
fected humanity in which the wellbeing of each individual in organ-
ic relations with all others will be achieved.28

A delegate reported at this first NUEA session, and with justifia-
ble pride, that we have made nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, pro-
tein, carbohydrates, nitrates, and other similar terms, as the orator
would say, household words. .,29

But what about liberal adult education?

After the general shift in values around 1900, extension increas-
ingly applied itself to ''needs," which meant "vocational" requirements.
The cultural stuff could come later. Hmanities spokesmen were not
without a hearing, however.

Richard Moulton, borrowed from England by the University of Chi-
cago, was able to claim over forty years of uninterrupted extension
work in 1915, all of this in the humanities. For him "extension" meant
that education must be offered to every man, must extend to the whole
period of life, and must extend to all the vital interests of life." He
preached that ''the humanities have a firm footing in the work of uni-
versities; they must be maintained with equal firmness in extension
cork. 30

The Emergence of the Evening College: 1915-1951

Historically, the term "extension" was borrowed from England and
came to be applied to all the educational activities outside the tradi-
tional scope of the university. The term enveloped the already existing
activities such as farmers' meetings and lecture series; it was ex-
panded to encompass the gro..ing number of correspondence programs,
lyceum series, miscellaneous entertainments; later it was further ex-

28. Clyde W. Votaw, "University Extension Service in Its Relation
to Local, Intellectual and Spiritual Leadership," NUEA Proceedings
(Madison, Wis., 1915), p. 184.

29. J. H. Miller, "Agricultural Education in Extension," NUFA
Proceedings (Madlsor, Wis., 1915), p. 55.

30. Moulton, op cll., p. 257.
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panded to cover vocational and welfare work. In the eyes of its critics
(who were not necessarily unsympathetic), extension developed into the
university's organizational dumping ground.

The applications of the word "extension" were myriad. To some it
meant circuiting lecturers; to correspondence instructors, it involved
the U.S. mails; to the humanist it meant life-long learning and suitable
employment of leisure; to the pragmatic, it was coterminous with
skills or promotion; to the thoughtful extension faculty, it was the im-
position of university standards compelled by university association; to
the settlement worker, it was Americanization.

As stag universities came to dominate general extension and the
growth of the cities encouraged increased dependence on evening
classes in the private, and particularly the urban, universities, exten-
sion tended to bifurcate. One branch was defined by its concern for
spatial expansion (embodied in the notion "the state is our campus").
The other branch was characterized by concern for time expansion
("the busiest nightspot in town"). By usage the term "extension'' came
to be confined to the activities of the former. The evening phase of ex-
tension, meanwhile, was assuming significant proportions; thus we dis-
tinguish ''extension schools.' and 'evening schools.''

Extension in Urban Areas

Evening study had been a significant part of the adult education
program at many institutions in the nineteenth century, The Drexel In-
stitute of Technology in Philadelphia, dedicated to vocational studies,
and the University of Chicago, dedicated to liberal studies, were both
started in the 1890's: both sponsored evening classes. in 1904 Denver
University was offering liberal arts courses for credit and non-credit.
Gradually, In response to the pressures of urbanization, some of the
urban schools (including such extension pioneers as Jo!ins Hopkins and
Chicago) tended more and more to withdraw from extramural services
and to devote their efforts to a buildup of their evening programs. The
growth of the cities introduced increasing numbers of urban insti-
tutions and the devlopment of new municiwl universities: it was no
longer necessary to range the state setting op classes; now there was a
cast audience at hand pressing to attend school at night and on Sa tu r

creating divisI ns .icsoted exclusively to evening. programs.
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Dyer relates the growth of evening colleges to more general de-
velopments. 31 First, intellectual life was becoming more specialized
and professionalized. The older apprenticeship system for training
professional men was giving way to the professional school. Industry
and commerce were expanding greatly and were demanding the techni-
cal assistance of experts in engineering, science, sales, and adminis-
tration. Business was willing to pay for this assistance and university
endowments increased greatly. Second, during the half-century between
1875 and 1925 there were a number of attempts to take knowledge to
the man in the street. This was not a new development. It has always
been a rather unique characteristic of American educational philosophy
that education Is for everyone; that its universality is essential to the
success of a democratic society; that it can bridge all gaps by foster-
ing social mobility. The increae K1 financial and moral support and the
renewed emphasis on democratizing educational opportunity were in-
fluential in the development of two types of academic institution: uni-
versity extension service and the municipal university. (The municipal
university appeared on the scene in the latter part of the nineteenth
century.) The curricula and programs of these institutions were geared
to meet specific local needs; their presidents were committed to
bringing university education to all the people. But because of rapid
urbanization, it was no longer necessary or even desirable to go out-
side the city to establish extension classes. Universities began to es-
tablish evening divisions to meet the demand for educational facilities
at a convenient time and place.

Today, extension remains largely a rural and small-town affair
whereas evening education is an urban phenomenon.

In the same year that the NUEA held is first conference (1915),
the Association of Urban Universities was organized. More and more
the delegates to the Association of Urban Universities annual meetings
tended to be evening deans of ter member schools. The Association
s,rved as a forum for L colleges whose services were not com-
plex enough to qualify them for admission to the National University
Extension Association. Gradually, the evening deans began to dominate
the Association of Urban Universities meetings, cortf,Anding these mho

31. /,,h.n Dyer. Ivo!). TAers in the Marketplace
P tbbs Met-rill, 1956). pp. 52-:43.
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wanted to abide by the original reason for the association; that is, con-
sideration of the total urban university. When the Association of Urban
Universities insisted that university presidents, not evening deans, be
delegated to attend their conferences, the deans were inspired to
create their own organization in 1939. The multiple problems of mush-
room growth and the administrative intricacies, frequently without
precedent, were sufficient cause to found the Association of University
Evening Colleges.

The War

The Second World War and, to a lesser extent, the Korean War
have had a hand in shaping university adult education. Many adult divi-
sions expanded phenomenally with the flood of GI's from 1945 to 1952.
One in every five of the 10,000,000 war veterans employing university
services during that period, did so through extension or evening col-
leges.

Post-war GI enrollments were not the only agents of change. Gov-
ernment and industrial contracts and military bases played a part. In
some instances, Industries gave money directly to evening or extension
divisions to set up specified classes. (One dean observed, That ended

but Extension has gone right on growing.") Special offerings for nearby
military bases have become a significant part of adult programs in a
number of schools.

The Philosophy of the Evening College

The evening college has not yet developed a philosophy to justify
its activities. The transformation of the urban university was a "silent
revolution." Suddenly thousands of adult students appeared on the scene
and kept returning each term until in many instances they outnumbered
the day students. It proved difficult to build a set of objectives for this
"new" part of the university that was doing the same things as the un-
dergraduate sections. Essentially, what the evening college has said is,
"Come to us and we will provide the learning experiences that you need
and want at a time and in a manner in which you want them." The two
points in this statement around which some framework of meaning can
be built are the time the service Is offered and the subjects that are
offe red.

Only a very limited set (f objectives can be built around ti-,e time
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of day education is offered"evenings and Saturdays.'' A more fruitful
starting place is the subjects offered and their organization. This has
not yet been done. One way to begin is for university adult educators to
develop a dialogue with the
on an adolescent clientele.
tain extent the curriculum
credit hours) becomes the
Some attempts have been
some directions in building

undergraduate organization, which focuses
This adolescent clientele shapes to a cer-

offered, and historically time served (120
ultimate criterion of the educated person.
made to open up the discussion and point
a philosophy. 32 The problem is to draw the

undergraduate divisions or their representative Into the conversation.
The position usually taken is that the traditional organization of the
subject matter Is dictated by the nature of the subject matter itself and
not by the ability of the clientele to absorb it. (Would that curricula
were that rationally and logically structured!) A serious conversation
within the universi'v about the nature of adulthood and adolescence and
about how the educational program should, and in fact does, take this
into account can only have a generally salutary effect on the whole uni-
versity programundergraduate and adult alike.

While General Extension is, to some extent, the manifestation of
an ideology, the Evening College can be viewed as a response to public
demand. Each represents an answer to educational needs. Whereas ex-
tension, through the voice of a handful of scholars, articulated the idea
of the university's role in coping with the reeds of an expanding soci-
ety, the evening college reflects the urban university's response to
community pressures.

Establishment of the Center

Within the Association of University Evening Colleges, several
committees were set up to deal with specific problems in the evening
college milieu. Among them was the Committee of Liberal Education.
This committee submitted a proposal to the Fund for Adult Education
in 1950. The proposal was for a two-year grant to establish a research
center. The Committee believed that four important unsatisfied needs
limited Phe grcwth of evening college programs of liberal education for
adults.

32. Most of the publications of the CSLEA tend In this direction.
The most ambitious attempt so far has been WhIpple's Especially for
Mutts.
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First was the need for developing sound and meaningful curricula
for the liberal education of adults on community-wide bases. Second
was the need for the greater use of the "discussion method." Third,
few evening colleges had fully explored the possibility of reaching the
optimum number of adult students through community-wide discussion
programs. Lastly, because of the financial risks involved, few evening
colleges had undertaken large-scale experimental programs of liberal
education for adults.

It was suggested that a Center for the Study of Liberal Education
for Adults would greatly minimize these deterrents. Three years after
the Center's founding, John Schwertman stated in his interim report:
"we might then summarize the situation at the time of the Center's
founding.... The adult education movement was growing; while not
anti-liberal, it was largely non-liberal in nature. . . ." Projects in
curriculum development started during the first year of the Center's
existence were most directly related to the original proposal. Courses
were developed specifically for an adult clientele and were used at a
number of evening colleges. The preoccupation with the problem of
good curricula for the liberal education of adults shaped part of the
Center's activity. Modest grants were given to a small number of in-
stitutions to experiment with special adult liberal education programs.
The concern with discussion method in the original proposal was re-
flected in the Center's incorporation of discussion techniques in its
courses and In its emphasis on discussion in Center publications. The
deterrent relating to community organizations and the problems and
possibilities involved led the Center to develop a number of projects to
help clarify the relationship of the university to the community of
which it is a part, so that an increasing portion of tne community might
be involved in liberal adult education. The Inhibiting factor of financing
stressed by the original proposal was not dealt with directly by the
work of the Center. Rather, the Center's concern for "what kind of lib-
eral education and for what purpose- has revealed some prior ques-
tions. Until these prior questions are answered, and the answers are
implemented by actual curricula, the financial problem ^annot be tack-
led.

At the time of the Center's founding there were ninety members of
the Association of University Evening Colleges that reported A total of
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290,000 students.33 The case study of nine institutions conducted by the
Center in the second year of its operation emphasized the dearth of
liberal education programs for adults. Professional and vocational de-
gree programs were the rule because the students wanted them.

Several years after its establishment CSLEA expanded its area of
concern to state exterision divisions as well as urban evening colleges.
In 1956 the National University Extension Association made an official
request to the Fund for Adult Education for cooperation and liaison
with the Center on the same terms as those enjoyed by the Association
of University Evening Colleges. This request was welcomed by the
Center: the request jibed with the Center's goal of including as its
eventual clientele all institutions of higher learning interested in l'b-
eral education for adults.

What has been the impact of the Center? It is too early to make
any firm generalizations. An attempt has been made by Center staff
members to assess the results of the last five years of Center activ-
ity. 34 One thing that can be noted is the side effects of the existence of
an organization like the Center specifically concerned with university-
level liberal adult education. The interest of an outside foundation-
sponsored agency in university adult education has served to draw at-
tention of educators to it, help legitimize it, and give it some prestige.

Scores of adult deans and directors have been involved in liberal
education activities under the aegis of the Center. Research projects in
university adult education have been sponsored and have provided a
firm basis for future activity in the field. Increased atten., n has been
paid b, adult deans and directors to liberal education in their profes-
sional meetings and official conversations as a result of foundation-
sponsored interest. Demonstration programs in liberal education have
been set up and their repetition encouraged in diverse settings. A
Clearinghouse of information and research has been set up under the
Center and has systematically gathered all the information available on
liberal adult education and pinpointed specific areas for research. The

33. Association of University Evening Colleges, Proceedings (At-
lanta. Ga., 1952). p, 23.

34. Center for the Study of Liberal Fducation for Adults, Impact
Study (Chicago: CSLEA, 1958). mimeo.
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Center's activities have been in the area of conferences and workshops
for adult deans and directors, faculty, and other university personnel;
field work and consultation; small grants and subsidies for specific
projects; development of a series of publications that add to the grow-
ing literature in the field; demonstration and model-program building;
and actual conduct of theoretical and practical research.

Models and Patterns of Growth

As General Extension expanded throughout the United States, the
newer divisions generally looked to regional leaders, where special
regional developments seemed to be prominent, with a weather eye
upon the progress of the University of Wisconsin.

Many of the private urban schools initially developed the broad
areas of extension enterprise. Although they tended gradually to em-
phasize their evening programs, the newer evening colleges saw these
older schools in an extension context. These newer schools referred to
their parent institut4ons in an "attempt to achieve respectability
through academic orthodJxy"35 and to the more successful urban uni-
versities (such as the University of Cincinnati) for operational ideas.

The keynote in a study of extension division growth is flexibility.

The work of the division usually started with one or more of the
following activities: correspondence instruction, lecture series, resi-
dent evening classes, or classes at distant centers (usually at local
high schools). These offerings were in a kind of equilibrium according
to the demands of the area or the period: requests for correspondence
courses increased or subsided with changing communities; new indus-
try with new needs arose; requirements were altered; centers rose and
fell; lecture series became popular and then the audience lost interest.

However, once the divisions got a foothold, shrewd administration,
sensitive to changing needs, manipulated extension's areas of service,
thus insuring survival and, wherever possible, expansion.

Gradually (and this is especially true in state schools), it has be-
come a generally accepted principle (accepted in annual reports, if not
in the hearts of all the faculty) that extension should take its place with

35. T>yer. op. sit., p. 37.
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teaching and research as one of the three major responsibilities of
university education.

A generalized summary of the history of the growth of the evening
schools reveals that they have developed along similar organizational
lines. Usually they have not actively gone out into the community and
sought their students; rather, the students have more frequently come
to them with plans in mind. Corisequently, evening colleges have often
started as remedial institutions for late starters or as annexes to han-
dle enrollment bulges in post-war eras. Meeting the needs of these
students inevitably meant a degree program of a professional or up-
grading nature, and in their early stages most evening schools have
merely offered day-time courses at night.

The beginnings of evening schools have been less consistent than
their development, once launched. Their origin might represent the
crusade of one man, or the expansion of one department and the result-
ant concentration in that field, or perhaps the efforts of a faculty com-
mittue. Education and Business Administration have often been the
early loci of activity. In some instances a flourishing evening program
has resulted in the creation of a new school or college in the univer-
sity, notably in Business Administration. Meanwhile, other depart-
ments within the university have expanded into evening work on their
own.

The net step has been the consolidation of evening activities into
a department or division, even though its only function is a housekeep-
ing one under residence supervision. Finally, and in contemporary
terms, the evening program has been organized as a school or college,
more or less autonomous, with varying kinds of relationships with the
day departments for sharing faculty, facilities, and buildings. The pro-
gram at some of these schools is of such a character and calibre that
they are now empowered to grant their own degrees. At one university
there are two schools of liberal artsone day and one evening.

The kind of program that has evolved in extension and evening di-
visions, programs that reflect sensitivity to the various publics that
are the special audience of adult education. is another area of crucial
significance to an understanding of today's picture of liberal adult
schooling.



Keeping in mind the sporadic and shaky steps that add up to the
history of liberal adult education, an examination of the content of adult
programming should do more than merely describe its history; it
should also attempt to project future trends in this vital field.
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THE PRESENT ,.CTURE IN LIBERAL
ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMMING

Introduction

A normative analysis of liberal adult education must grapple with
the "ought"with the desirable state of affairs toward which university
adult education should be moving. Some of the conditions that seem
particularly propitious for the development of effective liberal educa-
tion experiences for adults were noted in Section I. Some courses of
action will be recommended in Section III that might tend to bring the
realm of the ''ought" into the domain of the "possible."

It is clear that what an institution desires to become is inexorably
/inked to what it has been and what it is: both the past and the present
operate as powerful forces and limitations affecting the future. In the
previous chapter the struggle and conflict that characterized the evolv-
ing history of liberal adult education was briefly described. This chap-
ter will discuss the culmination of that strugglethe concrete pro-
grams that are offered today by the various colleges and universities
included in the study.

Quite apart from the need for descriptions of the present status of
adult liberal education to serve as guides in planning for the future, a
careful statement can serve other important functions. A complete pic-
ture of present offerings can serve as a benchmark for future studies.
The data can contribute to the development of an institutional memory
that may be drawn upon by future leaders and policy makers. Thus, the
state of the field at some future date. can be compared to this present
picture both to assess evolution and progress and to aid in the evalua-
tion of present plans that are intended to stimulate progress.

The Statistical Approach

The investigators' initial effort to gain some understanding of the

I. In all that follows concerning statistics the investig,ators are In-
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present state of liberal adult education involved the collection of sta-
tistics. There were three possible sources for adult education statis-
tics: the Association of University Evening Colleges, the National Uni-
versity Extension Association, and the United States Office of Educa-
tion. It was soon discovered that the condition of statistics in the field
was one of general confusion.

Both evening colleges and extension divisions have been concerned
for years with the difficult question of how to repo:I adult education
activities so that each institution might have a reasonable basis for
comparing itself with others, as well as having an accurate picture of
the field nationally. But there are perplexing problems of classification
which the two associations have not yet solved. How can one compare
the highly diverse activities of urban evening colleges and state exten-
sion divisions? Can a single non-credit concert be compared in any
meaningful sense with a credit course in physics? The situation is fur-
ther confused by the overlap of institutions belonging to both associa-
tions.

Nor were the statistics gathered by the U.S. Office of Education
any more helpful. U.S. Office of Education Circular 493, Resident and
Extension Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Education (November,
1955) made a promising start toward reporting the continuing education
enterprises of all colleges and universities in the country. But the cat-
egories under which its data were compiled were confusing and incom-
plete. Part-time enrollment was not distinguished from full-time en-
rollment; no attempt was made to distinguish between non-credit pro-
grams of different intensity.

Since available statistics were so confused, the investigators de-
veloped an instrument which they felt would provide more systematic
and comprehensive statistical data concerning the activities of evening
colleges and extension divisions, data that could be used comparatively.
A standardized form was worked out and pretested. Then it was sent to
all of the institutions in the study in conjunction with a questionnaire.
This initial experiment concentrated on credit-course information. it

debted to Dr. James Harrison of Michigan State University. He has
been the driving force behind the statistical reform attempted here. He
has generously given of his time, talent, and effort in this undertaking.
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was felt, and with reason, that if a Statistical Supplement were too long
or too complex respondents would be overwhelmed and might even de-
cline to fill out the questionnaire.

A Caveat

The experiment with the new reporting system was less than com-
pletely successful. First of all, the response to the request for statis-
tics was about 12% less than the response received for the question-
naire. This, however, is only the beginning of the problem. A very
large percentage of returned questionnaires were not filled out proper-
ly. Many were submitted with blank responses, checks instead of num-
ber3 in the boxes, and cross-outs. Many deans and directors found the
reporting form extremely complex and difficult to fill out. These diffi-
culties are in large part attributable to the fact that data was frequent-
ly not kept in such a way that it could easily be translated into the new
categories. (The more complex and well-organized divisions had the
most difficulty since they had evolved their own methods of counting.)
None of these problems seem insuperable from the point of view of fu-
ture experiments with the new system; but in terms of making signifi-
cant generalizations about the state of the field, the value of the statis-
tics is limited.

The Program

Tables 1, 2, and 3 deal with program offerings.2 Table 1 is a com-
posite of 2 and 3 and summarizes the total program for both extension
divisions and evening colleges. The three charts taken together reflect
common notions concerning the division of effort in the evening and ex-
tension divisions. In both divisions, the credit emphasis is heavily un-
dergraduate. There are, however, proportionally more g.aduate credit
offerings in the extension divisions than in the evening colleges, even
though both divisions seem to offer about the same number of non-
credit cuulses. However, correspondence work, conferences, and in-
stitutes are used almost exclusively by the state extension divisions.
(Response to the question on television and radio instruction was low.

2. See the Statistics section of Appendix I for definitions of the
terms used In the tables and for a discussion of the response percent-
ages upon uhich the tables are based.
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TABLE 1

TOTAL NUMBER OF PROGRAMS IN EVENING
COLLEGES AND EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Level 1 Course institute Corre- TVTutorial] spondence Radio

Residence Credit Only

Graduate 2,178 11 57 1 -

Undergraduate 9,962 25 18 968 3

Other 33 12 - 8 1

Total 12,173 48 75 1 977 4

Extension Credit Only

Graduate 1,272 66

Undergraduate 4,050 2 60 4,596 14

Other 137 - 1,403 1

Total 5,459 2 60 6,065 15

All Noncredit

Only "extended'
noncredit offer-
ings included 4,782 1,042 30 363 18

Total 22,414 1,092 165 7,405 37

This may be explained by the fact that many schools offer such courses
outside of the domains of the evening and extension deans.)

ELrollments

Tables 4, 5, and 6 present enrollment statistics.3 Once again the
first chart is a composite of the second and third.

These tables substantiate the division of effort between the evening
and extension divisions presented in the previous set of charts. Con-
ferences, institutes. and correspondence work are almost exclubively
extension division forms. T We 6 reveals a very high number of credit
enr Rees in correspondence courses listed In ffe -other category.

3. the Enrollment Response section of Appendix 1.
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TABLE 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF PROGRAMS IN EVENING COLLEGES

Level Course Institute Tutorial Corre-
spondence

TV-
Radio

Residence Credit Only

Graduate 1,492 2 52 1

Undergraduate 8,403 2 4 47 3

Other 33

Total 9,928 4 56 48 3

Extension Credit Only

Graduate 32 44

Undergraduate 132 198

Other
Total 164 242

All Noncredit

Only 'extended'
noncredit offer-
ings included 2,048 150 23 1

Total 12,140 154 79 291 3

The 'other" category undoubtedly includes a very large number of high
school correspondence programs, which many state extension divisions
operate. This kind of statistic produces the image of the vast and di-
versified potpourri of offerings that is the extension division.

Field of Study

Tables 7, 8, and 9 take the enrollment figures listed above and
break them down by field of study in the credit area only.4 From the
po!.! of view of this study, this set of tables was expected to be the
me at useful.

All three tables suggest an extremely high percentage of liberal
arts in all categories. The percentages are somewhat higher than pre-

4. See the Response by Field of section of Appendix I.
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TABLE 3

TOTAL NUMBER OF PROGRAMS IN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Level Course Institute Tutorial Corre-
spondence

TV-
Radio

Residence Credit Only

Graduate 686 9 5 - -

Undergraduate 1.559 23 14 921

Other - 12 8

Total 2,245 44 19 929

Extension Credit Only

Graduate 1,240 .. 22 -

Undergraduate 3,918 2 60 4,398 14

Other 137 - 1,403 1

Total 5,295 2 60 5,823 15

All Noncredit

2,734 892 7 362 18

Total 10,274 938 86 7,114 34

vious experience with the field indicated. In the evening colleges, for
example, forty-five per cent of all credit courses offered are in the
liberal arts. The percentage in the extension divisions was even higher
(51 %). In fact, for almost every category in the total sample (Table 7),
the percentage of liberal arts offerings ranged between 45 and 55 per
cent.

The reader must be reminded that the definition of liberal arts
used in this part of the study is an extremely broad and all-encompass-
ing one which goes far beyond what the investigators would customarily
consider "liberal education." Further, this initial experiment did not
attempt to gather data on the field breakdown of the non-credit courses.

Perhaps these statistics can be put into proper focus by referring
to the rather comprehensive program Information that the researchers
collected at the eighteen scho,ols to which personal field visits were
made. In all of these 18 schools, the interview data sug.,est that non-
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TABLE 4

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN EVENING COLLEGES
AND EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Level Cours1I Cor re TV
1

e Institute 1

, Tutorial
1

spondence Radio

Residence Credit Only

Graduate 43,181 466 765 90 -

Undergraduate 331,082 475 146 1,538 95

Other 3,793 108 - 126 157

Total 378,056 1,049 911 1,754 252

Extension Credit Only

Graduate 19,186 - - 3,831 31

Undergraduate 106,154 81 60 43,898 216

Other 5,642 18,539 22

Total 130,982 81 60 66,268 :69

Total

All Noncredit

129,823 127,362

638,861 128,492 4,254

3,283 8,650 1,337

76,670 1,858

credit liberal arts offerings do not exceed 20 per cent of the total non-
credit program. Certainly, most of this could be classified as "liberal
education" in accord with the investigators' main interest. However,
the material from the 18 schools suggests that virtually all of the lib-
eral arts courses offered were part of the normal credit program. This
day-school-in-the-evening orientation is a far cry from the programs
that are designed especially to meet the needs of the adult clientele.

In short, there is in fact a rather high percentage of liberal arts
credit work offered in the evening and extension divisions, but the num-
ber of programs that have been modified for the special adult audience
is miniscule.

Probably the most important outcome of the investigators' adven-
ture in statistics have been to point up once again the vast complexity
of the field and to re-emphasize the need for better reporting systems.
A great deal was learned alor,it these problems, thanks to the defini-
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TABLE 5

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN EVENING COLLEGES

Level Course Institute Tutorial Corre- TV-
spondence Radio

Residence Credit Only

Graduate 33,310 60 765 90

Undergraduate 286,079 13 136 602 95

Other 3,543 50

Tota. 322,932 73 901 692 145

Extension Credit Only

Graduate 1,893 44

Undergraduate 12,464 198

Other 75

Total 14,432 242

All Noncredit

46,522 8,674 432 120

Total 383,886 8,747 1,333 1,054 I 145

tions and categories used. Future efforts in the field may well profit
f:om this Initial venture.

Despite admitted difficulties, it is possible to use the findings to
estimate the yearly total of people who are enrolled in liberal adult ed-
ucallin programs in colleges and universities throughout the United
States. The United States Office of Education recently has estimated
that from a population of 8,270.000 adults engaged in educational pro-
grams, some 996,000 attended at least an adult education class or
group meeting at the university level three or more times during the
year. 5 Such data can be used to deduce the number of adults in the lib-
eral arts. Thus. Table 4, which provides the total enrollment for the

5. B.S. Office of 1.:(1,+catir,n. ParticIpati,n in Adult E.: ducatL,n. based
on the October, 1957, Current PopuTation Survey, Ilureau of tFe Cen-
sus, Circular No. 539, p. 3. adults attending adult education classos or
group meetings: p. 34. college or university estimates.
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TABLE 6

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Level Course Institute

Residence Credit Only

Corre-
spondencespondence

TV-
Radio

Graduate 9,871 406 - -

Undergraduate 45,003 462 10 936

Other 250 108 126 107

Total 55,124 976 10 1,062 107

Extension Credit Only

Graduate 17,293 . 3,787 31

Undergraduate 93,690 81 60 43,700 216

°the- 5,567 - 18,539 22

T .tat 116,550 81 60 66,026 269

All Noncredit

83,301 118,68E. 2,851 8,530 1,331

254,975 119,74: 2,921 75,616 1,713

sample, indicate:, that 661 of the total enrollment was for credit and
the remaining 341 not for credit.6 Further, Table 7, indicating total
field breakdown for credit offerings, reveals that 491 of the total field
was classified as liberal arts. If we add to this the finding that of the
non-credit programs observed at the eighteen schools '(sited, some
201 of the total non-credit offerings were In the liberal arts, we are
now in a position to esi;mate how many of our total of 996,000 adults
are taking liberal courses Thus, of the 996,000, 34'1 (338,640) would
be not for credit; the remaining 661 (657,360) would be for credit. Of
the 338,640 non-credit enrollees, some 20 c or 67,728 would be in the
liberal arts; of the 657,360 credit enrollees, some 491 or 332,106
would be liberal. This adds up to a total of 339,834 adults attending

6! In arriving at our percentages In this section we have omitted
the data on mass media sine the total figure furnished by the U.S. Of-
fice of Education does not take this Into account.
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TABLE 7

ENROLLMENT BY FIELD OF STUDY IN EVENING
COLLEGES AND EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Field Course Institute Tutorial Corre-
spondence

TV-
Radio

Residence Cred t Only

Agriculture
Bus. & Commerce

523

62,507
- 6

88

70

383

Education 20,215 520 334 613

Engineering 28,696 - 59 346

Liberal Arts 103,106 228 92 1,172

Other 5,244 - -

Total 220,291 748 579 2,584

Extension Credit Only

Agriculture 417 454

Bus. & Commerce 13,229 1,235 - 3,393

Education 16,258 1,063 - 3,438

Engineering 1,950 391 - 4,351

Liberal Arts 43,859 3,586 - 18,298 133

Other 4,850 - 1,441 22

Total 80,563 6,275 31,375 162

classes in the Itberal arts in the universities and colleges throughout
the United States. Unquestionably an unreliable figure, but given the
present state of the field, It is probably the most reliable one avail-
able.

If the sample had been much larger, and if all of the Statistical
Supplements had been filled out completely and accurately, the kind of
information obtained would still have been insufficient for the purposes
of this study. The definition of 'liberal education" that was used in the
collection of statistics was a liberal arts definition (i.e., a collection of
courses by subject matter), not a definition in accord with the investi-
gators' conceptio,i of thinz; liberal. (Probably this will always be on
limitation on tte use of statistics in this field, since it Is difficdt in-
deed to Imagine a definition that will capture the spirit and essence of
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TABLE 8

ENROLLMENT BY FIELD OF STUDY IN EVENING COLLEGES

Field Course Institute Tutorial Corre-
spondence

TV-
Radio

Residence Credit Only

Agriculture - -

Business 58,806 75

Education 8,624 25 5 90

Engineering 27,798 45

Liberal Arts 87,726 - 75 602

Other 4,832 .

Total 187,786 25 200 692

Extension Credit Only

Agriculture
Business

_ -

Education 450 _

Engineering
Liberal Arts 3 659

Total 4,109

liberal education and yet remain simple and operational enough for
statistical reporting purposes.) A second and probably more important
limitation on the use of statistics is the tremendous difficulty of basing
qualitative judgments upon quantitative data. The fact that there are
10,000 enrollees in liberal arts conferences and institutes does not tell
nearly enough. Omitted in the bare statistics is information about the
nature of the institutes, the nature of the subjects taught, and the meth-
ods used. These Questions among others require a deeper and more in-
terpretive analysis than the use of even the most accurate statistics
affords.

An Analysis in Depth

possible way to obtain the kind of program information. that
would be most useful is through a thorough and thoughtful screening of
university catalogves, announcements, and brochures. Material was
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TABLE 9

ENROLLMENT BY FIELD OF STUDY IN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Field Course Institute Tutorial Corre-
spondence

TV-
Radio

Residence Credit Only

Agriculture
Business

523

3,701

6

13

70

383

Education 11,591 495 329 523

Engineering 898 - 14 346

Liberal Arts 15,380 228 17 570

Other 412 -

Total 32,505 723 I_ 379 1,092

Extension Credit Only

Agriculture 417 454

Business 13,229 1,235 3,393
Education 15,808 1,063 3,438 7

Engineering 1,950 391 - 4,351
Liberal Arts 40,200 3,586 18,298 133

Other 4,650 1,441 22

Total 76,454 6,275 31,375 162

gathered from the 164 institutions constituting the combined member-
ship of the Association of University Evening Colleges and the National
University Extension Association.

In the initial evaluation the objective was to distinguish the unusual
credit and non-credit programs from the traditional work in both
areas. The material, covering the credit and non-credit courses, was
studied against a checklist of areas of interest. The checklist included,
in the credit field, unusual liberal programs, special degrees, certifi-
cates, Associate in Arts plans, honors-tutorials, workshops, study
tours, and advanced-standing programs. In the non-credit field the
checklist included liberal programs, programs for specialized groups.
workshops, and conferences. A final miscellaneous category covered
uses of film. radio, and television media. Several areas of interest.
such as libra.y facilities and student ac vities (clubs. newspapers),
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did not prove to be of value as the material did not provide adequate
information.

On the basis of this analysis, Association of University Evening
Colleges and National University Extension Association institutions
were classified in terms of liberal program activity from inactive to
very active. (See the Liberal Program Activity section of Appendix I-)

Three categories emerged that cut across both the credit and non-
credit fields: content, form, and method. Content concerns the subject
matterliberal arts subjects, as distinguished from vocational, tech-
nical, and professional subjects. Form concerns the means of presen-
tationtraditional classrooms, workshops, seminars, residential and
non-residential institutes, certificates, special degrees. utilization of
radio or television, lecture series, etc. Method concerns both content
and form; it is recognized in programs that give evidence, through
their listings, of a consciousness of the experience factor in adult
learning. Method crystallized when there was an indication that content
and form were shaped to fit the needs and potentialities a adult stu-
dents, as exemplified by the granting of advanced standing, utilization
of resources outside of the university, and a general freeing from the
conventional classroom techniques. These three categories were found
to be useful tools in analyzing the credit area In the non-credit area
the categories were still convenient, although they could not be applied
as rigorously.

Some Limitations of the Analysis

The procedure of screening brochures, announcements, and cata-
logues has some disadvantages that limit its effe:tiveness. Many divi-
sions do not list offerings in any single catalogue; they may scatter
their offerings over any number of brochures and announcements. The
investigators could not be certain that the material used included the
total offerings of each program. Moreover, it could only be assumed
that courses listed in the announcements were actually given; yet often
announced courses are not given if enrollment is insufficient.

Further, it would be a mistake to discount the possibility of dis-
tortion caused by the writing of course descriptions by public-relations
motivated personnel: two identical courses can appear to be quite dif-
ferent. In adiition, the professor, one of the most influential forces in
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the ''methods" appraisal, is obscured in the formal announcement.
These problems only point to the same difficulty of making qualitative
judgments that was mentioned in the preceding discussion of statistics.
Thus, for example, one school may offer what appears to be a large
number of liberal courses, yet this total may not come near matching
the quality of a carefully planned, more limited program at another in-
stitution.

The Statistical Supplement did not provide any dear picture of
program distribution. Problems of terminology, and differing methods
of counting enrollments, led to a great deal of confusion. A complete
program study would require visitation and interviewing at each of the
164 Association of University Evening Colleges and National University
Extension Association institutions. Lacking sufficient time and funds
for such a marathon task, this second approach, even with its many
drawbacks, does provide an over-all view of programming in the field,
and it is valid as long as the imposed restrictions are understood as
conditioning factors.

Credit Programming

The Traditional Liberal Program

In the traditional liberal extension program that offers credit, day
classes are transferred to night hours and are heavily augmented by
vocational, professional, technical, and educational courses. The credit
earned can be applied to bachelor and advanced degrees, which are
granted by the parent institution or the adult division itself.?

Although the content of these courses may be liberal, the courses
fall within the context of the day division's basic core requirements or
the requirements of remedial education. Accordingly, the high liberal
education figures (50 i) reported by a large majority of the 18-school
sample are somewhat Illusorythe figures include everything from
Fundamentals of English Composition to upper division offerings in the
humanities. The methods also reflect this kind of all-purpose pro-
gramming in that they are restricted to the conventional classroom

7. According to a recent survey by G. Allen Sager: A Preliminary
Survey_ of Baccalaureate Degree Programs of Adult Higher Education
(College Park, gd.: College of Special k Continuation Studies. TM8).
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meeting either on campus or in extension classes. There is no indica-
tion of special formats outside of those which would be standard in the
regular day program.

Unusual Liberal Credit Programming: Content

The yardstick used to differentiate "unusual" liberal credit pro-
gramming from the traditional was not always easy to apply. The basic
distinction was found in programs that emphasize the humanities, the
social sciences, and the physical sciences. However, further refine-
ment was needed. Courseswhether strictly "academic," presented in-
terdepartmentally, or geared specifically to adult problemswere
judged 'unusual" when they were not necessary steps in professional
or vocational training. Liberal programming is seen most clearly in
schools that show a sense of responsibility for giving depth and breadth
to the individual student and the community. Some of these schools
offer only a few courses; others offer fully developed adult programs.
The study revealed that 76% of the schools offered standard credit pro-
grams in the liberal arts and that 34% offered one or more courses
falling into the usual liberal credit domain.

Special Degree, Certificate, Associate in Arts. Thirty-two of the
AUEC-NUEA schools were found to have Associate in Arts, special de-
gree, or liberal certificate programs. These programs vary widely and
are based either on one or two-year study plans, often with the possi-
ble option of application toward more advanced degrees. (In the case of
the Associate in Arts degree, the program may actually have been es-
tablished as part of four-year adult programs culminating in an ad-
vanced degree.) The liberal certificate and special degree plans occur
most commonly in the field of general education or general studies, but
In a few instances {for example, at American University, Chicago,
Chattanooga, Delaware, and Louisville) s'.ich plans existed in the fitIcis
of world affairs, government, arts and sciences.8

8. Special degrees and/or liberal certificates were offered at
Akron, American University, Boston, Bridgeport, Brigham Young,
Brooklyn, Buffalo, Chattanooga, Chicago. Cincinnati, CCNY, Clark,
Delaware, Drake, Louisville, Nlinnesot.z, NYU, Northwestern, Regis,
Rhode Island, Rutgers, and St. Joseph's -n Philadelphia.

Associate in Arts programs were offered at American Interna-
tional, American University, Boston Co liege. Bridgeport, Buffalo. Day-
ton. Evansville, Hofstra, University of Pernsylvanla, Queens College
(Nela York), Russell Sage, Seton Hall. and Texas Christian.
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Honors-T..torial. Only one school, Drexel institute, used the hon-
ors method. A liberal arts reading program, including seminars in
history and economics, was offered to qualified students who had com-
pleted a four-year basic science program.

Credit Workshops, Institutes Eleven adult divisions maintained
credit workshops, both residential and non-residential. The workshops
involved intensive study over a limited period of time, generally taking
place in the summer months. The residential form is perhaps best il-
lustrated, and employed, by schools that are able to use theft environ-
ment as a means of drawing enrollments from both within and outside
of .he state. (E.g., New MexicoMusic, Drama, Communications, In-
tercultural Relations, Radiation Biology; UtahIntroduction to Aesthet-
ics, Piano, tforne and Family Living, Ceramics; ColoradoSummer
Painting in the Rockies, Aspen Summer Music Festival.) Anchor vari-
ation has been developed by urban schools: some on oz rent facilities
in resort areas specifically for residential& (California's Lake Ar-
rowLead, Chicago's Clearing, Columbia's Arden. House, New York Uni-
versity's Gould House, and Syracuse's Adirondack Centers.)

Adelphi's workshops in suburban living problems and Pittsburgh's
Intercultural Education are examples of the non-residential workshop
held on campus; these two programs point to the wide variety within
liberal credit programming.

Study Tours. Study tours were held at 14 institutions.9 Three to
six credits were offered, although In each case there was a non-credit
option. Programs included European tours built around a specific sub-
ject (art, music, or history) or around more generalized subjects or
objectives, such as increasing intercultural understanding. In the case
of Mississippi and Syracuse, summer school or semester study was
available to adult students in Frame, Italy, and Mexico. Utah estab-
lished an arts tour to New York City and Louisville students were pro-
vided with an opporiunity to take a weekend Picasso Train to Chi-
cago. 10

9. Brigham Young. Clark. Hunter. Kansas City Louisville, Maine,
litinnesota. Mississippi, Omaha. Southern California, Syracuse. Utah,
Utah State, WisconG.in.

:O. The Louisville Junket, however, was non-credit.
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Courses Designed for Specialized Groups. These credit courses
are directed toward professional development and there is little indi-
cation of general liberal programming for specialized groups beyond
summer workshops, where the specialized nature of the session (paint-
ing, ceramics, music, drama) would select a somewhat homogeneous
audience. One exception is seen in the extension programs offered to
Armed Service Personnel by such schools as Maryland and Omaha.
These offerings, however, were most often ether vocationally or pro-
fessionally oriented, or followed closely the requirements of the day
program.

Day Courses. Ten per cent of the institutions" offered day pro-
grams: some operated Saturday classes: others offered weekday
courses for housewives and non-working women. The weekday courses
were music, theatre, writing, and languages; credit was optional. The

University of California Extension Division has initiated a unique non-
credit "Breakfast Forum in the Liberal Arts" attended weekly by busi-
ness and professional men. Day classes provide a possible area of ex-
pansion in adult education because they offer a means of using facili-
ties that in many cases stand empty during daylight hours.

Utilization of Visiting Lecturer. This procedure is commonly used
for short-term staffing of workshops and institutes and as part of a
lecture series program. Many urban schools also use specialists in
art, music, and writing from outside the university teaching communi-
ty. However, in only o,le case was a chair provided for a visiting lec-
turer on a full-year basis. Although this practice provides an excellent
means for upgroding an adult division in the estimation of C,e p.
institution, the financial investment required to bring in a "big name
for a full semester or year is doubtl.ss an inhibiting factor.

Unusual Credit PL2gramming: Form

Advanced Standing Only nine schools made specific t.ention of

advanced standing procedures." These follo,ed two patterns: the

11. Akron. Alabama, Boston University, California, Chicago,
CCNYGener.iStudies. Hawaii, University of Kansas City. University
of Michigan, New York University, Omaha, University of Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh, Queens (Noah Carolina), Scion Mall, Syracuse, Wichita.

12. Maurice DArlan Needham in Survey of Policks and Practices
Relating to Advanced Standing," unpublished report, Center f-Ir the
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granting of credit for Armed Forces' experience and the use of tests to
estaillish academic status. In the latter case, tests were used (a) to
measure entrance eligibility for students who had not completed high
school, or (b) as a means of waiving lower division requirements or of
allowing a student to receive credit when he had mastered a subject.

Television Programming. Twenty-one schools used television
programs. (This number Is no doubt conservative Inasmuch as this is
an area in which there would be much overlapping with the parent in-
stitution.) The content ranged from liberal credit courses in science,
mathematics, language, economics, and psychology to local history and
the arts. It is surprising, however, that despite the overwhelming suc-
cess of television educationsome 300,000 viewers reported participa-
tion In an eastern television science seriesthe use of the medium Is
negligible. It is true that the cost is high, but as one dean remarked,
"Our president Is willing to pick up the tab for the public relations
value of our programming." In addition, the cost should be more than
offset by the opportunity afforded by television tc transmit knowledge
to adult audiences and by the power television gives the university In
strengthening "its tafluence in the improvement of society." 13

Radio, AM and FM. This is another difficult area to appraise, be-
cause here again there is considerable overlapping with the program-
ming of the parent institution. Only 12 schools specifically mentioned
use of radio in their various bulletins, and In no case was radio uti-
lized for credit courses. However, many additional adults are probably
being reached by university and college broadcasts. even though these
adults are not fuimally enrolled in courses.

Guidance and Counselling. Almost all tho literature mentioned the

Study of Liberal Education for Adults, Niat ch. 1959, p. 15ff., indicates
a much higher number of AL/EC-NUE:A institutions that have advanced
standirg procedures. Although policies and practices vary consider-
ably, 86 (of 161) permit advanced placement and some 67; permit
scnv2 system of advanced standing. The interesting observation he
makes is that this Is related to regional accrediting membership. Tne

ith Central schools are most likely to permit advanced standing and
placement. the New England sch...)ols least likely to do so.

13. the Committee on Eflucatt,i.nal Television, I:niversity of Chi-
cago, Te,eyision and the University (Chicago: Center for the Study of
Liberal Piucation for Adults, Kites 4; Essays -5. 19531.
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availability of counselling services. However, onl; 20% of the adult di-
visions indicated that the services provided went beyond appointments
with (acuity members for vocational and psychological guidance.

Outside of the Associate in Arts degree, liberal certificate and
honors programs, and the credit workshops and study-travel tours, the
credit area shows little experimentation. The possibility that thE adult
learns differently from the undergraduate and, therefore, may profit
from special techniques, seems to have little influence. It must be re-
membered, however, that within the credit area there is more oblii,a-
tIon to con:orm to the demands of academic respectability In terms of
the undergraduate tradition and that there is greater limitation on ex-
perimental programming because the credit area is under closer sur-
veillance by the day departments. With a few exceptions, the schools
that offered special degrees and liberal certificates showed a more
consistent sophistication In their over-rsll programming.
schools rarely offered only one course specifically tailored for adults
in, the credit area. It would appear that if there were resources for one
such course, there would be an accompanying cluster in the liberal
field.

Non-Credit Programming

The Traditional Non-Credit Pro.sram

Sixty-one per cent of the schools studied had non-credit programs
of some soil. The most typical non-credit programs included lecture
and concert series, craft-skill and recreation meetings, or commu
nity-service programs, as well as standard credit offerings open to
auditors. Also noted were a large number of workshops and institutes
designed to satisfy technical and professional 11CCdS. According to the
18-sihoo1 survey. approximately 20"b of the non-credit program in
Each school would qualify as liberal adult edccation. (The hit-and-miss
nature of the remaining 80 suggests that the non-credit area Is sub-
ject to greater pressures from the community than the credit and re-
sponds with greater flexibility than can the credit structure.)

The Liberal Non-Credit Program: Content

Identical criteria were used in separating both liberal non-credit
and liberal credit programs from the traditional ones. Many more
sch,..xls had credit programs than had non-credit ones. H co.eer.
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among the schools offering non-credit programs, the proportion that
offered some liberal courses was a good deal higher than in the credit
area

No non-credit 39",9
Liberal non-credit 491,
Traditional non-credit 121,

Liberal Non-Credit Programs: Method

Study-Discussion Programs. Where AFPE, Great Books, and FAE
offerings were found, they were usually accompanied by additional lib-
eral non-credit programming. Where there were no study-discussion
courses, little beyond discrete traditional offerings was found. This
may indicate that in the libera' area the canned programs have pro-
vided an initial impetus for many adult Programs.

The informal study-discussion technique has been refilled beyond
the above-mentioned formats by several institutions. One program em-
ployed television to stimulate weekly home discussion groups In prob-
lems of community development.

Programs for Special Publics. Fifteen per cent of the schools of-
fered prog.anis for one or more of the following publics: labor, execu-
tives, secretaries, housewives, parents and children, retired people,

alumni, community leaders, educators, conference supervisors, engi-
neers, and scientists. Many schools that offered no liberal non-credit
courses beyond "audit" courses and canned discussion programs
branched into the special-audience field with courses specifically la-
beled "liberal arts" for secretaries, executives, and labor groups.
Through this kind of course it Is possible to recruit in organized

groups and to draw upon an audience with some common experiences
and interests.

sil,rt-Term informal Workshops, institutes, Seminars. Some of

these were residential: others were not. Duration ranged from single
day, through weekend, to full semester.

Among the 3U t, of schools with programs of this kind, the content
ranged from such hroaci sol,pjects as creative writing, workshops in
opera, folk song, and drama, a Weekend with th. Arts, Arts in Amer-
ica Today, International Understanding and Duman Etelati ns, to pro
grams established for specialized audiences, such as liberal education
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for labor, secretaries, or executives. The residential weekend was
also used as a means of Introducing a more formally structured non-
credit class of semester duration.

Miscellaneous. Six schools offered summer arts festivals, while
an even larger number provided integrated lecture, television, concert,
or film series. Paralleling the credit structure, non-credit programs
sometimes encompassed foreign travel and the use of television and
radio.

Liberal Non-Credit Programs: Form

Although liberal non-credit programming within each school is
less extensive than liberal credit programming, more schools had
courses in the liberal non-credit area than In the credit. As noted be-
fore, this may be explained in part by the fact that there is less de-
mand for maintaining "university academic level' to satisfy tne day
departments. Such programming also allows for ro-eater diversity in
method and content and particularly in form. Resources outside the
university (museums, artists' studios, art gallet les, concerts, operas)
are used in noncredit programs; and writers, painters, and ether non-
university specialists can be brought into the classroom.

Summar):

An attempt has been made In this chapter to clarify some of the
problems that arise in counting programs and enrollments in univer-
sity adult education. Variety in forms of presentation and in methods
was more common in extension divisions than in evening colleges, al-
though the actual amount of liberal effort ...1.5 roughly the same in both.
Classes were the standard formats in evening colleges. In extension
divisions, conference, institute, and correspondence course were used
as much as classes. Liberal education courses in credit programs in
as high as 50Z; in non-credit programs, only 201. 'the estimate of en-
rollment in university adult education by the United States Office of
Education prodded a basis for figuring enro.iment breakdowns.

The analysis of brochures and announcements gave a more de-
tailed program picture in university adult education. The pattern was
for adult divisions to repeat the offerings of the campus and the day
ccilege at first. Initially. .he biggest investnielt of energy was in tia-
chtional credit No.-Janis. abyit one-half of which were liberal ails.
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TABLE 10

ESTIMATE OF ENROLLMENT IN LIBERAL EDUCATION

Credit Non-Credit Total

Etirollment in University
i.dult Education 657,360 338,640 996,000

Liberal Arts Enrollments 322,106 67,728 389,834

This generalization applies to many of the liberal arts colleges studied
and seems to be the pattern for adult divisions during early stage.., of
growth. As adult divisions mature beyond this initial stage, unusual
credit programming tends to be Introduced in the form of special de-
grees, certificates, tutorials, credit workshops, and the like. Unusual

programming makes possible a wider variety of offerings and implies
a recognition of a special and unique clientele around which various
programs can be organized. Only limited experimentation, however, is
possible within the credit framework. The development of non-credit
programming allows more latitude to the adult division in discovering
its own audiences and building programs to suit them, resulting gener-
ally in a more consistent sophistication in over-all programming. The
breakthrough occurs with the recognition of a special adult audience
that requires a special approach.

Conclusion

This chapter has 'Alcoa-Tied to provide a complete picture of the
present level of libcral programming In evening and extension di-
visions. We have seen the complexity of the field, the great diversity of
offerings in evening college and extension divisions, the vocational bent
of the extension division, and the highly developed liberal (non - credit}
programming in the larger urban evening divisions. flow can we ex-
plain the present state of the field? What are the forces that sustain the
present level of offerings? It is to these Importa..1 Ile:Aims that we
now turn.
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SECTION 11:

FORCES SUSTAINING THE PRESENT

LEVEL OF PRACTICE
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SOURCE OF CONTROL AND ORGANIZATION OF
THE ADULT DIVISION

Preliminary interviews indicated that the kind of liberal adult
program a school has is affected in a number of ways by the school's
controlling power and by the organization of its adult division. As a re-
sult of these initial interviews, the following hypotheses were formu-
lated:

1. Source of control makes a difference: public support Im.ins
more active liberal programming; private or church support means
less.

2. Adult divisions that are organized separately from the main
college or university are more favorable to the growth and develop-
ment of liberal adult education than are those that al( lot. The most
favorable organization for liberal adult education is an adult division
that functions like a college under a dear,.

3. The existence of a set of formal objectives for the alult pro-
gram is positively related to the mount of liberal education.

4. Liberal education tends to have a higher priority in the adult
division when a person is assigned primarily to dream up ideas. do re-
search, or undertake experimental programs. Further. more time, ef-
fort, and energy ,end to be spent on liberal education if there is a lib-
eral education staff specifically ass'gred to program de%el,,Pment.

5. The length of time that a university has been involifd in
owning or (A tcrsion work influences liberal adult programming: the
older the division. the moie ability the division has to sustain, a pro-
gram.

Sour. t.? of Control

The initial hypotheses related to source of control as a dctcr mina nt
in lito:ral adult education. The hypothesis .hat public support produccs
inore adult programming than 1.1-i% ate was checked against the NU} A-
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AUEC sample. (How source of control functions to sustain traditions
favorable or unfavorable to liberal education is treated in the next sec-
tion.) These schools were mostly private or church-related colleges
(62q) rather than public (35',-).

TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION BY SOURCE OF CONTROL
Ala) TYPE INSTITUTION'

Evening Coll. Ext. Div. L. A. Coll. Total

Slate 11.1 93.7 - 28.31-

Municipal 13.3 - - 6.2q
Private 42.2 - 19.6 25.2',-

Church 30.0 2.0 78.5 .57.1(7

Mixed 2.2 4.1 1.7 2.6'7

No Answer 1.1 - -
.5,--,2

Tho four most active divisions (California, Chicago, New York
University, and Wisconsin) were evenly divided between public and pri-
vate control. The remaining divisions were also evenly split between
pA)lic (stare) and private institutions. (See the Liberal Program Activ-

y section of Appendix 1 for definitions of the activity c4legories.)

The active schools we e also fairly evenly proportioned between
state and private-church schools. Both the state schools and the pri-
vate had a rn.ich wider range of liberal program activity than did the

1. The remainder of the report uses the three categories, evening
college, extensioa division. and liberal arts college, as t,ypes of insti-
tution. These categories describe three distinct groupings.. T.yen-1,1g
Colleges were oNi iwhelnrngly private, large, church -t el?ted, and ur-
ban. Extension divisions u ere all state -supported (serer al were church
connected) and operated over a wi& geographical area through exten-
sion classes, conferences, institutes field activities, etc. 1 iberal arts
colleges were small church-related colleges with limited offerings op
crating in cities of under 500.000. In rddition this distinction was more
useful than categorization according to AUFT or NUEA membership.
since a large number of our sample belong to both organi7ations.

2. Frequently percentages do not total 1007 1.tut Nary .1 or .2 pro-
ducing sums like 100.1'7- or 99.84. This results from rounding off per-
centages it. the calculatio.,s.
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municipal coliegas.3

It can lit.: coaluded that liberal adult education is not influenced
simply by the controlhin.: powers. The relationship is much more corn-
plex and includes the itniversity's image of itself and of its misF,:on.
The adult program is partly a reflection of this view the larger um-
versify has of itself. (7 is will be considered in more detail later.)

TABLE 12

LIBEP.AL PROGRAM AC:Th.1TV BY SOURCE OF CONTROL

1

1

Public
(Slate)

25'7

M-mtcipal

Inactive (33)
Slightly Ac-

(17)

tive (103) 631 (12) 571 {6'

Active (23) 91 (6) 50'; (6)

Most Active
(4) 31 (2)

Priva'c'Church Total

201 (16) 20 (33)

65'; (55) 63'7 (103)

1.3":. 14'1 (23)

2'.; (2) 11 (4)

Separate Organizatiot: of Adult Education

Mort of the Institutions that responded had separate a iministra-
ttins for adult education.

13

S..PAILATE ORGANIZAT10:i 01' ADULT EDUCATION BY
TYPE OF INS';ITL1T1ON

Evening Extension
Colic ge Division

Liberal
Arts Coll. Total

No. separate organi-
zation 23.31 4 27 48 27 25.87

Yes. separate organi-
zation CIS 81 51.7%- 73.71

No answer 1.1r:r7.

3. It is interesting to note that municipal colleget were found only
in the middle two categories of the four-part continuum: if none of
them were among the most active schools. neither were any of them
among the inactive.
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Almost one- fourth of the evening divisions were not separately
orgdniz.:.1 and alrnoA one-half of the small liberal arts colleges were
not autcnonious These were the small educational enterprises usually

since id47. l'hese adult unit,: were in the earliest stage of the
growth cyclethe atage of departmental dominationand co,itral re-
sided largely with a part-time director.

TABLE 14

FORMAL CONTROL OF ADULT EDUCATION BY
TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Formal control lies
with residence de-
partments; only a
part-time director

Formal control lies
with full-time direc-
tor of adult education

Formal control is in
the hands of a dean
and the division func-
tions much like a
college

Other
No Answer

Evening
College

Extension
Division

I. A.
Coll. Total

21.11 4,2 71.41 31.4;

34.41 64.6% 19.6% 37.61

41.1% 31.3'; 1,7q 27.31
2.2% 5.4q, 2.61
1.1% 1.71 1.0/

Control moves from part-time direction, with decision-making
responsibility located in the departments (this situation Is character-
istic in liberal arts colleges) to a full-scale collegial organlration
(characteristic in the larger evening colleges and extension divi-
sions).4

The decision to set up a separate organiration within the institu-
tion and to appoint full-lime personnel requires some acceptance of the
adult student as a legitimate consumer of a university or college edu-
cation. Separate organization Is positively related to liberal program
activity: nor e of the institutions in the top three categories of Ilber41

4. See Appendix 4 for Profile of Adult Divisions by Type of For-
mat Control.
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program activity were departmentally connected or functioned with
part-tirre directors. .111 of the schools with no separate organizations
and part-time directors were concentrated on the inactive side of thq
activity continuum.

TABLE 15

LIBERAL PROGRAMMING ACTIVITY AS RELATED TO
ORGANIZATION OF THE ADULT DIVISION

liesidem:e
Control

Full time
Director

Dean
of College

AtAive Liberal
Programming 1ooq-

Inactive Liberal
Programming 64'Z, 367-

Adult divisloo personnel cannot operate in vacuums: they must re-
spond to the problems, the concerns, the demands, the pressures of
the non-academic world. Thus their function tends to be pc. Thera' to
the ce.ltral concerns of the university and tends to be closer to the in-
terests and ,oncerns of othcr segments of the society or community.
If this fact is accepted by the university, and if the university recog-
nizes the legitimacy of university - community overlap, tiler the adult
division will be able to do a more effective job. A base within a col-
legial structure seems to sustain liberal education programs aimed
specifically at an adult audience better than Any other base.

Objectives of tie Adult Division

The hypothesis here v as that the existence of a formal set of guid-
ing principles provided a framework %Thin which liberal education
would flourish.

The erpe-tation was that a foimal set of principles wutild be more
congenial to libe:al adult education than none or informal ones. The
interest was in objectives that were specifically developed for the adult
division and not in these simply carried over from tne university.
Most divisions that published announcements had specified their au-
diences and sometimes stated their objectives in this printed material.
The large. more diversified operations had at leasi gone so far as to
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TABLE 16

EXPLICIT GUIDING PRINCIPLES BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

ENteasion
Division

Liberal
Arts Coll. 'rotal

No, none at all
Yes, Lmformalized ones
Ycs, formalized ones
No Answer

te.sq
36.77
36.77
7.87

18.7(17(

41,97
29 17

4. SeT

35.77

16.17

23.77
39.17
28.87

differentiate programs and prospective cileNteles. A very small mi-
nority of divisions actually bad statements of principles rt.nning to

tw,-,fity printed pages worked out by faculty committees from the
main university. Observations by Center staff and preliminary inter-
viewing suggested that thi6 was a favorable contex, for tie development
of liberal adult education. It implied some history of effort in adiit ed-
ucation and relatively strong faculty support.

The pattern was for extension divisions to function pretty largely
with uniormalized objectives, while evening colleges tended more to-
ward formalized k.,bjectives. (Many evening colleges, however, only
appeared to have worked out formal statements of objectives. Tr fact,
their statements were simply reitera+lons of guiding principles devel
oped for the larger university)5

TABLE 17

LIBERAL PROGRAM ACTIVITY AS RELATED TO THE
EXISTENCE or WADING PRINCIPLES FOR

A')Ull DIVISION

1 No Guiding Unforrnalized
Principles Guiding Principles

Formalized
Principles

Active liberal
Programming

Inactive Liberal
Programming 427 561

1007

5. See Appendix 4 for Profiles of Advil Divisb rs by Type of Guid-
ing Principle,
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"rogram activity dramatically points up the differ.nce between
schools that have guiding principles and those that do not. Those that
do are farther alon;,, the activity continuum; those That Go not have ob-
jectives fall toward the inactive end. (The distinction between divisions
naving formalized and those having informal objectives was more dif-
ficult to see on the program activity continuum.)

Sta !fins

This general area refers to the existence of a second-level pro-
fessional staff in the adult divisionusually called "program adminis-
trators." wore specifically, the interest was in research staff or lib-
eral education personnel. The questien was: -Does your staff include
any persons (apart from faculty) whose primary responsibilities 2 .1

otter than administration? What we have in mind is any person whose
main job is to dream up ideas, or do research, or undertake experi-
mental programs, or th. like?"

TABLE 18

RESEARCH PERSONNEL 1W TYPE CF INSTITUTION
-

Evening
College

Extensior.
Division

Liberal
Arts Coll. Total

None at all 88.97 77.17- 92.8q 87.01
Yes 11.17- 20.87 5.93 11.97
No answer - 2.17 1.77 1.07

Extension divisicns are more likely to naNe this sort of person on
their staff than evening schools, probably because of larger organiza-
tioaal s.trJetures. Such staffing s; as definitely associated with progri'm
activity. All of the divisions having a research person were at the ac-
tive end of the liberal programming continuum. The breakdov,n was al-
most the same o the questien: "Are any members of your staff Epecif-
ically assigned to programming Sr the liberal arts?"

Evening colleges are mere likely to ..,re a liberal educations staff
than a research person, but in both instances the extension divisions
emerged more favorably. The four most active divisions all had re-
search personnel and liberal education staffs: so did many of the "ac-
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TABLE 19

LIBERAL EDUCATION STAFF BY TYPE INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

Liberal
Arts Coll. Total

None at all 78.91 68.77 87.31 78.87

Yes, at least one 17.(( 29.1r.;'.- 1.77 I6.07
No answer 3.3r7, 2.01 10.77 5.27

live" divisions. None of the inactive or slightly active divisions had a
liberal grog: am slit&

History of the Adult Edication Enterprise

Schools were asked, "What year was evening or extension work set
up as a separative administrative structuie, if it was at all?" ...0e

breakdowns were:

TABLE 20

YEAR ADULT DIVISION F:STA131.ISHED DY TYPE INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

Liberal
Arts Coll. Total

Pre-1929 21.17 52.11 - 24.27
1930-1946 26.77 14.67 8.97 19.87

1947 to present 22.27 25.07 39.23 29.41
Not separately

organized 24.41 4.21. 44.61 25.87
No Answer 5.61 4.21 7.11 1.07

Most of the extension divisions were established prior to 1929;
most of the evening colleges were organizer. after 1930. Liberal arts
colleges, to the extent they committed themselves at all to adult educa-
tion, did so after 1947. When a division began seemed to be a critical
factor In its development. Generally, the longer an adult division was
on the scene, the more likelihood there was that the division would
have evolved to an equal member of the university family (i.e., to the
stage of -assimilation-I. This can be ascertained by looking at the
composition of the student body v.,ithin the divis,')n, at the professional-
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ization of the evening or extension staff, and at the programs offered.
Briefly, equal sta+us or final stabilization requires a core of students
committed for a specified period of time and a regular supply of poten-
tial students. In most instances this means a core of remedial students
and stcJents seeking vocational and professional upgrading. This stu-
dent population can be regulated by the administration of the adult divi-
sion. Professionaliza,lon of staff refers to level of educational attain-
ment and differentiation of second-level ilnetions. The more slabilized
divisions have a raft of second-level specialized personnel whose ca-
reers are linked to university adult education, and a supply of readily
available faculty. Program complexity refers to the core of programs
offered degree- seeking students, plus specialized offerings &signed
for a m.mber of other specifically adult publics.6

6. See Appendix 4 for Profiles of Adult Divisions by Age.
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UNIVERSITY TRADITIONS AND THE BUDGET

The hypotheses in this area were formulated In terms of four fac-
tors: 1) the notions of community snvire that exist at a school; 2) the
kind of commitment that is formalized; 3) the departments or divisions
Initially involved it the effort; 4) adult program financing.

1. There is more likelihood that liberal education will flourish if
there is sonic recopnition in the charter or the university of the legit-
imacy of serving the adults of the community. This recognition can also
appear in public documents of the university catalogues, official his-
tor es, :o-ochures, and the Ekr.

2. The adult division Is aided by a strong conception of community
service within the university.

The departments in which evening or extension work was first
offered affect present practice in the adult division. When the first
adult cfferings are sponsored by the liberal arts departments, there
are proportionally more liberal offerings than when other departments
are sponsors.

4. The higher the budget of the adult division, the more
there is to be a high proportion of liberal adult offerings.

5, The more budget flexibility e adult dfan has, the more favor-
able is the Ituation for liberal adult education.

likely

Traditions of the University_

Inveslit,ation bcgan with the observation that university tradith,ns
were an Important variable operating favorably or unfavorably on the
development of liberal adult programming. In considering traditions.
the image the institution has of itself and of its public was studied. Also
studied were I) traditional source of control, 2) the origin of the uni-
versity, 3) official statements of objectives relating to an adult clien-
tele, and 4't university attitudes toward community service.
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Source of Control

Preliminary investigation indicated that the effect of the tradition-
:A source of control was quite marked. The publicly supported institu-
tions were service oriented :mod had an active, aggressive outlook to-
ward the communities they served and town:6 the needs of their vari-
ous publics. In many cases, state extension divisions filled in all the
educational gaps in their states. (For example, if the state had many
rural areas with poor high-school facilities, the extension cIivision was
very likely to have a vigorous high-school correspondence program.)
The charters of such schools teforred all the people of the
state.... ' These universities usually recognized responsibility to
"teaching, research, and extension," in that order. On the whole, lib-
eral adult education did not fare too well in the state extension divi-
sions. This might well be due to the fact that the communities solved
were still making up a high-schiyil deficiency and so had not as yet ex-
pressed more advanced needs.

Staffs, salaries, and oudgets at publicly-supported Institutions
were generally :arger, and research or idea men were found more fre-
quently on their staffs than on the staffs of private schools. (This same
relationship holds true of liberal education program staffs)

The adult divisions of the state universities Were older and more
stable than those of private universities and the work they were trying
to do with.n the university was more widely accepted than at private
schools. Half of the state schools had established separate extension
divisions before 1929 Iktter than one-half of the municipal and private
schools had separate administrations by 1918. Publiclysupported
schools were more likely to have some kind of training program for
the ex'.ersion faculty. (Less tt n half of the private schools had such
training: 80 -v of the public schools had it or were planning to have it.)
Almost 70 of the publicly-supported institutions had some kind of
adult education faculty advisory committee, as contrasted vith SO; for
the private schools. Age, complexity, and she of the school, and the
development of their faculty training programs, are all related to the
amount of liberal adult program activity.

The orientation of the deans :Ind directors in state schools also
was characteristically different from the private schools: more public-
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school deans listed ''community service' as their orientation than did
private-school deans.

The private and denominational universities were more selective
in their recruiting. They did not seek out extension students but
seemed to sit back and wait for students to conic to them. Occasional-
ly, an urban evening college became so large and powerful that it began
to function like an extension division. It sought out publics and estab-
lished centers throughout the area in which it WAS located; it made a
conscious attempt to take the resources out to the community. (Syra-
cuse, Buffalo, and Boston are examples.)

These private universities that looked somewhat like public insti-
tutions were the exceptions, however, and only seemed to develop in
this way when there was no state university, In the area.

The denominational schools, largely urban evening colleges,
seemed to have a pattern all theft own. They were largely day schools
in the evening. They tended to view liberal education as the liberal
arts" and were reluctant to change these liberal arts offerings in any
way to meet the special needs of adults.

Summary. In general, public institutions provided sullicient re-
sources to support liberal education ventures that were not completely
self-supporting. Negative forces were the absence, by and large, of any
comprehensive objectives for literal education spelled out by the adult
divisions. This seemed to be related to the relatively weak influence of
the arts and science division within the state university as contrasted
with the private university.

The force In the private college that favored the growth of liberal
education was the existence of clear-cut goa, with specific publics and
specific purposes In mind. The difficulty here was that the objectives
wert primarily remedial and were taken over from the daytime pro-
gram without any modification for the adult. Another negative feature
In the private colleges was the view of the evening college as a money-
making venture: liberal adult education must limp along In such a

Attitudes toward Community Service

Attitudes tciard community service do not correlate neatly with
source of control, although there are some significant tie-ins. flec,)g-
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nizing that there are exceptions, it can be said that state institutions
have an active outlook toward their communities and private universi-
ties tend to have a passive outlook: the point Is, however, that either
outlook can operate favorably or unfavorably on liberal adult program-
ming.

Many universities and colleges started out as medical institutes,
schools for government employees, teachers' colleges, or engineering
schools. Where this was the case, the original emphasis has helped
sustain a tradition of community service within the institution even
though it Id privately supported. Positive attitudes toward the commu-
nity were generally reflected by the dean's or director's activities in
the community and the kind of support he developed for his programs,
as is noted in the section 2n the adult dean.

A community outlook usually results in programs tailored to the
specific needs and problems of an adu!' clientele. It can also lead to
the development of a discerning constituency among the influential peo-
ple within the comniwnity. This constituency can verve a protective
function for the adult division and can ge It the freedom and autonomy
needed for creative adult mogramming.

Community awr-i eness, however, can be disadvantageous: it can

reflect nly the business and Indus'.rial Interests of the community, to
the detriment of the other Interests. Several slate institu ions had
over-all program advisory committees that were dominated by power-
ful citizens interested primarily in the vocational features of the ex-
tension program: their effect was, of course, damaging to liberal adult
programs. (This is dealt with in more detail under the community
context of the adult program.)

Commitment of University to Adult Education

Again the commitment the university has to adult education Is not
coterminous with the source of control. One feature of the university's
self Image Is the job It sees Itself doing, the audience It publicly states
that it Is serving or must serve, and the place it gives to Its adult pro-
grams in the chief university catalogues. Schools that had flourishing
programs of liberal adult education generally indi,-ated It in their chief
eatalop;es At such schools, adult staff men served on int!uential
standing committees and some nod was given in the objective of the
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university to its responsibilities to an adult clientele, the citizenry of
the stale, or the community. This was not the case at most private
schools. Here the variation in the catalogues was much broader. It was
th.' unusual private university whose objectives referred to the com-
munity or to an adult clientele of any sort.

Commitment of the university to extension education w;:s usually a
stimulus to the development of guiding principles for the adult division.
A rationale, philosophy of operation, or set of objectives was usually
found In the older, more diversified divisions.

Creating a University Tradition

Several universities created their own traditions of community
service simply because they were forced to.

The small liberal arts college with limited endowment, c local
constituency, and no dormitories must often move in the directicn of
community service simply to survive. Officials at one small university
freely admitted that the community relations arm of the uniyersitythe
evening e;%islonwas set up to improve the univers'iy's financial situ-
ation anc, lessen the town-gown dissension. The bulletin cf the main
university now slates firmly the institction's responsibility to the local
community in terms that suggest it has always been them!. Another
small liberal arts college for gide set up an evening program in 1947
to improve its public relations and endowment situation the local
community. It has yet to create a "tradition' to justify the move, al-
thoori some of the college officials see the need to d3 so.

Another Baptist-founded liberal arts college for men seized the
opportunities that the First World War afforded in 1916 to build an
evening program. The effort was sustained and reinforced through the
years by presidential statements regarding community service, faculty
committee affirmations of this move, and formally stated goals in an
official history of the university.

Another private university has mobilized itself to meet the decay
of its whole region by consolidating scattered evening offerings. An of-
ficial of the Institution stated:

13ehlnd our readiness Ito accommodate requests for s,trvicel Is a
traditional philosophy of being a community universityour char-
ter refers to us as a 'People's University.'
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Rewriting history, creating a past, restoring a "tradition" always
reflects a need for some present az':irm. Usually top administrators
see the need to move out to the commui.ity for one reason or another
and explanations come after the fact. A variation of this move can be
seen when the impulse to act does not come from the top administra-
tion but from one of the schools in the university. This is illustrated
most dramatically in schools or departments of education, although it
ctten is illustrated just as well in schools of business administration
and engineering. In ore private eastern university the department of
education set up its own extension program to train teachers. The pro-
gram has been functioning effectively for over thirty years. This uni-
versity's recent commitment to adult education can be seen as accept-
'ince by the larger university of the education department's orientation.
(In this way departments sometimes function like language groupings In
societies that anthropologists have studied. One language eventually
becomes dominant and Is accepted by the larger group. In the univer-
sity a language of extension'' becomes elaborated In a department and
becomes generally accepted.)

Summary. The traditions that are favorable to the growth of lib-
eral adult education seem to be: 1) some recognition of the importance
of the adult or the citizen in the coat-ter of the university (this is seen
most clearly in municipal college charters): 2) some emphasis by the
university in Its public documents of the importance of liberal adult
education: sotne positive conception of community service. General-
ly., the traditions are more often found in publicly supported institu-
tions. Private universities that are exceptions usually function as com-
munity colleges, have a broad constituency, and face no competition
from public institutions.

In short, what seems to be vital is the recognition of the Impor-
tam-4 of adult education by the university as a whole. Such university-
v.ide statements are usually not very specific, nor do they provide
much direction to evening college or extension division activities.. Nev-
ertheless. the streng:h of the large publicly-supported institutions' ex-
tension divisions may be attributed in great measure to the formal
recognition 1.. charter, catalogue, faculty committee, and administra-
tive statement of the resp,,nsibi'ity fir the continuing education of the

Such formal e.Jnlmitrnents can he undermined by any current
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administration, but they can never be completely ignored. They are dif-
ficult to change; they have a way of outliving an administration opposed
to the goals of adult education.

The Hole of University Finance: Limited
--Resources ani Legitimate Goals

The history of education in the United States is scarred by the
struggles of universities and colleges for financial survival. Income
from tuition fees has seldom ben sufficient to support any educational
program. As a result, the university has had to rely, upon gifts from
individuals and groups, and in more recent times, upon state and fed-
era: aid.

The scarcity of financial resources has necessitated an allocation
process that attempts to maximize existing funds. Quite naturally, this
process has been guided by some plan of priorities within the univer-
sity system. The most important enterprise will receive the most
money, and those that are deemed less important will -eceive less fi-
nancial support.

The amount of financial support that the central administration is
willing to give to an educational enterprise, then, would seem to be a
good hp,rometer of the status of that particular enterprise within the
university. An operation that is expected to pay its own way, or at least
break even, is obviously not considered as legitimate as one that the
university is willing to subsidize.

It would aryear that all new enterprises must go through some pe-
riod of legitimization during which they receive less -upport from the
university than the old, traditional programs. Eventually, as in the
case of the graduate school movement, 1 the university comes to recog-
nize that the enterprise is on a par with Its other concerns, and sub-
sidization is possible. Liberal adult education in America has not yet
achieved such legitimacy and support.

In general, extenson divisions and evening colleges are required
to pay their own way or at least to break even. In some of the less
well-endowed institutions, adult education in fact arts as a money -

1. Richard 1. Sion-. The Beginninu of Graduate Education in
America (Chicago: UniversIty
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making operation for the university as a whole. A virLually universal
complaint of adult education administrators dramaticall underscores
the status of adult education within many universities: a subsidized
campus course is made to pay its own way when transferred to the ex-
tension or evening college, even though it has the same title, the same
content, and the same tnstructor. The effects of such status on liberal
adult programs are important for an understanding of ihe present level
of liberal adult education.

Financial Pressures and Program: General

The pressure to make money or break even, which is prevalent in
both the evening college and the extension division, unquestionably has
a deleterious effect on adult education in general and on liberal adult
education in particular.

First, with almost no experimental funds, there is an inevitable
tendercy to use the courses of the day departments without change.
These courses may or may not be suited to the particular adult clien-
tele that is served. Second, the pressure to make money leads to an
emphasis on courses that are certain to have a large enrollment. This
:means a de-emphasis of non-credit and liberal education on the one
hand, a stress on credit and vocational programs on the other.

The same pressure of an "enrollment economy"2 may produce
non-credit courses designed to meet the felt needs of the community.
Such courses as 'fly-tying" and "horse-shoeing' that arise out of this
situation, particularly in state schools, further reinforce the already
unfavorable picture that the day-time traditionalists have of adult edu-
cation. This, of course, fortifies existing notions of second-class sta-
tus, which in turn leads to a less favorable allocation of sr.arce re-
sources. Thus a vicious cycle tends to operate in adult education. Be-
cause It is nut considered as Ivgitimate an educational enterprise as
the undergraduate and graduate programs, adult education receives
less money from contra] administration and is required to pay its own
way. But paying its own way often leads to a proliferation of "service
courses, which in turn fortifies the unfavorable picture.

2. Burton ft. Clark, The Niarginality of Adult Education." Notes
and Essays *20 (Chicago: Center for the Study of Li...,eral Educati66/T.'4
AcTriTii: W81:
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Financial PressuresEvening College

In general. financial pressures infltence evening colleges more
than extension divisions. An indication of th' poor financial condition of
th? evening college as compared with the extension division is found in
the comparative prevalence of risk capital. Table 21 indicates that
state universities are most likely to have risk capital, followed by inu-
nicipal colleges and private universities in that order. Among the pri-
vate schools, the denominational are least likely to have risk capital.

TABLE 21

RISK CAPITAL ill ADULT DIVISIGA
BY SOURCE OF CONTROL

Yes No No
Answer

State 74.5'; 18.1`; 7.2;
Municipal 66.6'; 25.0'; 8.3i,
Private 55.2; 28.9; 15.7;
Denominational 42.8; 39.2; 17.8;

Many of the smaller private universities and colleges are fighting
for theft very existence. In these institutions, the even' ig colleges are
almost certainly looked upon as income producers or as public-rela-
tions enterprises.

If the president views the evening collet:,e as ar. income producer.
the emphasis is placed quite naturally upon the bread-and-butter. sure-
money-making courses. Only rarely can liberal education thrive in

such an environment. This comment from an evening dean of a mi-
western university Is typical of a school victer serious financial pres-
sure: 'Every new course 1 want to put 1:n. 1 have to make an air-tight
case to the char.cellor, showing that wo wog t lose any money on it. '

Unfortunately, it seems to be much more difficult to make such an air-
tight case where liberal education is concerned.

The public-rclations view of adult education can lead in cithe!. di-
rection. If the president feels that he can 14-Ater teach his public b) (11-
ing s,.nicthing for them as individuals. there is likely to be an empha-
sis on meeting Individual c,olimunit,i demands. The aal rc Of this ar



proach in terms of increasing the endowment of the university as a
whole is recognized by many educational administrators. Said one eve-
ning dean:

One of our trustees once said that the public relations value of the
Community College was very great. I think its good too. When the.
Chancellor goes and makes speeches asking the community to
raise a couple of hundred thousand dollars for the university, his
chances are a lot better If people know that w' ere giving them
this kind of service. 1 think we (adult divisionj contribute to the
university in this way more than any other college....

Some educational administrators may even be willing to subsidize
the evening college because its ultimate public-relations value is so
great. Said one provost at a southern university:

We can't underestimate the evening college as a developmental
force. The evening school seems to support itself from fees, and
this makes college Income. But there are intangible results accru-
ing to the college in addition to this. I'm thinking of revenues gilt
might come from other sources: a 5200,000 contribution towara
our fund campaign from persons Interested In the program. Thus,
even if we paid out for a loss in the program, it still would not
cost us in the long run.

To the extent that the public-relations view manifests Itself solely
in the individual demands for courses of the "fly-tying,' "horse-shoe-
ing' calibre, the pub"c-relations view grinds true liberal adult pro-
gramming into the ground. Even courses spezifically organized for
community groups may only be institutes or conferences of a vocation-
al or business nature.

But there is a public-relations approach that may have good re-
sults with respect to liberal education. The university president may
regard the evening college operation as a means to present a favorable
image of the university to the community at large. The underlying mo-
tive may be to Increase endowments, or it may be to encourage parents
to send their children to the day school. But irrespective of the motive.
the emphasis here is likely to be on top-quality courses. In these cir-
cumstances. the liberal arts program may well be subsidized. although
it may not Include anything in the non-credit area.

Financial PressuresExtension Division

The financial condition of the extension divisions seems cenerally
better than that of the evening colleges. State aid is the determining
factor. It is quiie p)ssible that state funds play a more important role
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indirectly than they do directly. The state, by subsidizing the univer-
sity as a whole, takes pressure to produce income off the extension di-
vision. The state university knows that it will be in existence next year
regardless of any charge in the political control of the legislature. Un-
der these conditions, the university may not expect the extension divi-
sion to make money to support the Institution as a whole. However, it
is quite clear that the extension division, like the evening college, is
expected to pay its own way in almost all of its endeavors. However,
given a sufficient amount of budgetary flexibility (,;ils is not always
given), a stale extension director is in a position to do some experi-
mentation with the liberal arts. The budgets of extension divisions are
generally larger than those of evening colleges, and a dedicated exten-
sion director car. use the profits frcm bread-and-butter courses to
sulAiiiiie liberal edacation ventures ',hat are almost certain to lose
money.

Of course, almost .. enslon divisions receive money directly
from the slate. But such direct aid certainly does not solve all of the
financial problems in extension. First, the extent of state aid to exten-
slew Is likely to be very small as compared with other units in 11-1* uni-
versity. Thus, in one of the better slate universities, the day colleges
are expected to make 20% of their budget and receive an 80% subsidy
from the state. The situation is exactly the reverse in the extension di-
vision, ..vhere state aid amounts to 20 ; and income from fees is ex-
pected to (over the remaining 80%. Actually, some extension divisions
could be happy to receive as much as a 20; subsidy. Said one exten-
sion director in a large southern university, the day Is still far off
%hen the legislature will approve 51 of the educational budget for ex-
tension. Our best bet at present is to get support for pet projects."

This cenment about pet projects reveals another problem con-
nected with state funds. Quite often state legislatures are dominated by
powerful interest groups. These groups see to it that the extension di-
vision is provided with funds to provide coursev that seri e their par-
ticular interests. So far as has been determined, there are no pressure
groups in any state legislature al-ose primary aim is 10 supply funds
for liberal education. Once again, the result Imo' be an emphasis on
business and vocational courses at the expense of lineral education.

Another related problem attending direct state aid to extension is
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the state's tendency to keep a very close, and at times stilling, watch
on the funds it gives to extension (and to the university as a whole).
Many states have a bureau whose job is to keep track of the budget,
vouchers, payroll, etc. That such bureaus can create problems !s re-
yeaed by these frank remarks from the director of a midwestern ex-
tension division:

To the extent which these people feel that they can control the
budgets of higher education, they have the power to determine what
you can do, and in doing so they usurp large areas of academic
freedom.... On a very broad scale, I would say that one of the
most damaging things in all of higher education is the extert to
which this kind of state unit takes away academic freedom. It does
away with the flexibility necessary to do the job of teaching and
research. It gives people in political power the right to control
almostwhat an institution can or cannot do.

Yet another problem is the sometimes ephemeral nature of state
aid. At the time of the writing of this report, there seems to be some
kind of a trend in state legislatures to expect extension to be entirely
self-supporting. It Ss difficult to say whether this trend is nation-wide
or whether recent cuts in specific states are the results of pressures
peculiar to the politics of the states concerned. Whatever the reason,
when a new administration sweeps Into power on an economy platform,
a low-priority operation like the state general extension division is
quite likely to be hit first and hardest.

As far as program is concerned, the situation in extension is sim-
ilar to that in tne evening college: In state schools the budgetary pres-
sures are somewhat less, the extension division is likely to have a
larger budget and some risk capital. Like the evening college, he ex-
tension division n.ist pay its on way, but for somewhat different rea-
sons. Extension divisions generally do not he the same status prob
lenis as the evening colleges: they are old and honorable institutions.
However, they are viewed as -service," rather than as 'educational,"
enterprises. As a result, those who profit from the service are ex-
pected to pay for the service. Of course, a great deal of extension can
be classified as 'service': however, the service orientation is carried
through the entire division, even in those instances that are unques-
tionably educational and that would undoubtedly be subsidized if they
were given daring the day on campus.

As far as liberal education fc.r adults is concerned, the pay your
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own way' philosophy has the came deleterious effect in extension as it
does in the evening college. Also, in extension, there is a strong phi-
losophy of service to the community and of meeting the felt needs of
the people. Here the attitude frequently is that since extension sup-

ported by tax money, it must do something directly for the taxpayer
(i.e., give him what he wants). Unfortunately, taxpayers do not demand
liberal education. The result is a dearth of liberal education offerings
in extension, tempered only by the messianic zeal and commitment to
the liberal arts of a few extension directors who are willing to go out
and create the nee,i, and who will go through the necessary budgetary
contortions to finance the program.

Tne Chief Budget Officer and Budgetary Policy3

Recognizing the Importance of finance In adult education, a consid-
erable portion of the self administered questionnaire sent to evening
and extension deans dealt with budgetary problems. To supplement this
information a section on budget was included In the interview schedule.
To round out the picture, the chief budget officer was interviewed at
each of the eighteen schools visited, although admittedly it was a less
intensive session than those with the evening and extension deans and
directors.

In general, it seemed more difficult to get useful budgetary infor-
mation from any of the university personnel visited than it was to ob-
tain idormation about other aspects of evening and extensioi educa-
tion.

First, the whole budget area In the university Is a confusing and
chaotic one compared to equivalent size business organizations. but,
more Important, Inquiries about budgetary problems seemed particu-
larly threatening to both the evening and extension dean and to the
budgetary (Aileen

The contrast between the deans and th1 budget officers was strik-
ing. The deans were more affable about fiscal matte's, even if they
were retIc4nt when the questions probed the infor.nal techniques used

3. The material on the budget officers and adult division financing
was drawn from 18 length) interviews with central administration
comptrollers and twelve s:parate items in the questionnaire.
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to supplement (if not to circumvent) formal budgetary policy. The chief
budget officer was much more uncommunicative: he would not discuss
any policy matters. His answers to questions were usually crisp and to
the point; it was difficult to get any insight into the attitudes and beliefs
that determined his approach to university budgeting. The budget offi-
cer was often quite willing to describe the formal rules by which the
budget is formed and implemented. He wuuld frequently bombard the
interviewer with charts and financial statements. But when the conver-
sation veered to more general policy questions the answer was fre-
quently ''no comment."

Ther, seems to be a cold war going on between the budget officers
and the other educational administrators. The informal rules of the
game and the strategy involved are difficult to discover; perhaps they
are trade secrets. As a result, data accumulated by the investigators
are certainly less than complete, maybe less than accurate. Neverthe-
less, useful and interesting hypotheses and impressions are possible.

First, al almost every school visited the budget officer was young
and new to the job. The field is apparently a fluid one, and the role of
the budget officer is looked upon as a training ground for other Admin-
istrative posts In higher educational administration, with the goal of
president frequently mentioned.

Second, as regards the budget officer's self-Image, there was a
remarkable similarity in viewpoint at each of the schools suited. The
budget officer looks upon himse.1 as an administrator, not as a policy
maker. Wherever questilns became at all controversial, or were con-
nected wits educational policy, the Corn Mon answer wa.,4: This is a
policy decision and my office would have nothing at all to do filth it. I

only see that people keep within their allocations and Um not interested
in courses."

The self-Image seems to contain more than a touch of 'organiza-
tion man" behavior and it ignites certain provocative notions about tha
next crop of university presidents!

In the smaller schools with serious financial problems the budget
office Is quite likely to be a mere accounting Instrument of the presi-
dent. In this situation, the president is us,ially in command of all policy
making, budgetary. educational, and otherwise. in the small school the
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entire administrative staff, both day and evening, is quite likely to be
in the same building as the president and at his beck and call. As the
schools grow in size and diversity, the president is less able to retain
complete control and is forced to delegate more and more of his au-
thority. In suc situation, the budget officer is often in a position to
make budget policy, and thereby to affect educational policy.

How does the budget officer affect policy? An examination of the
concrete patterns of policy formation reveals that policy making and
administration aro not two mutually exclusive functions, but are close-
ly linked aspects of the same process. Policy is quite obviously being
formed as it is being implemented; the sharply drawn picture of the
strictly instrumental bureaucrat seems to be an of those who
are more impressed by theoretical neatness than by empirical reality.

For example, if the president decides that this is to be a tight
money year and that each division must hold the line, the chief budget
officer, in implementing this policy, may exert considerable pressure
to assure that courses and programs whose financial outcome is
certain are eliminated. it is quite true that the budget officer may not
be interested in these courses from an educational point of view; yet
his single-minded purpose to keep the university holding the line finan-
cially may prejudice him against courses that traditionally lose money.

Miny budget officers admitted that they were sorry that the uni-
versity was not a profit-making business organization. One budget of-
ficer admitted frankly that he had always "to keep remembering that
this is not like General Motors: we aren't in a business.' It is easier
to overcome the profit orientation when dealing with the regular under-
graduate and graduate divisions. Here, there is a strong tradition of
subsidization for worthy educational enterprises. But since the evening
and extension divisions are not yet accepted as quite as legitimate en-
terprises as their day-time counterparts, and since there is a tradition
for adult education to pay its own way, the adult division stems to take
on more of the characteristics of a business. The budget officer's la-
tent profit-and-loss mentality Is ":ss easily resirained under these
circumstances and his impulse Is to judge an adult course not by its
ecFicational merit but by its income-producing qualities.

A profit-and-loss approach to adult education creates formidable
obstacles to the development of liberal education programs for adults.
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This is clearer in the case 3( non-credit offerings, which are frequent-
ly looked upon by both the budget officer and the president as just so
much tinsel. While there were a few budget officers who saw the logic
of subsidizing adult credit courses, the prevalent attitude towatd non-
credit courses was much less generous. As one man put it, If liberal
arts non-credit courses were not self-supporting, I guess we'd have to
cut them off."

This is not to say that the budget office normally makts the final
decision regarding the content of the evening, and extension program. It
is to say (hat by professional training and o.xpericnce, the budget offi-
cer is almost a natural enemy of costly, experimental adult programs,
which have little hope of making money or breaking even. While he may
not be in a position to eliminate such courses, he is generally the chief
fiscal advisor to the high.r administration and his advice is not taken
lightly. He often gives advice on policy matters to an evening or exten-
sion dean before that dean discusses the matter with the president or
vice president. He also advises the president and vice president on the
financial feasibility of new courses and programs. Yet by inclination
and by the very nature of his role in the university bureaucracy, he
will be a conservative force tending to delay or inhibit the development
of experimental and Imaginative programs of liberal education for
adult s.

The chief budget officer is just as likely to hedge on similar pro-
posals for the day campus and for the same reason: but in the prevail-
ing framework of acceptance of campus priorities, his influence does
not have the same restrictive effect.

The chief budget officer, of course, is not the direct cause of auuit
program limitations. His recommendations do, however, reflect the
status of adult education within the university world.

Budget Policy: Formal and Informal Discrimination

The Investigators initially guessed that the evening college and ex-
tension division were likely to be discriminated against by the central
administration. It has been suggested that there is a powerful unwritten
law that the adult operation should pay its own way. This law is of cru-
cial significance as far as the development of liberal education pro-
grams is concerned
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However, as ;ar as fc,rmal budgetary policy is concerned there is
little evidence that the adult division is treated any differently than the
day divisions. Most budgets for adult divisions are submitted to the
same person as are other divisional budgets. All schools within the
university are required to operate within their budgetary allocations.
The adult division generally pays no more overhead than any other di-
vision, although the data here are extremely hazy.

Occasionally, what could be interpreted as formal discrimination
against the extension division turns out to be, upon close examination,
an informal arrangement agreed to by both the central administration
and the adult division. This agreement is designed to protect everyone
against the more formidable common foe, the state legislature. For
example, at a large southern extension division that had accumulated a
considerable surplus as a result of the post-war enrollment boom, a
continuation center was built to keep the money away from the legis-
lature." The director admitted that the funds "really should have been
spent on programming, but the legislature was setting committees and
askir; questions about all the special funds around the university .

I sank $500,000 into this building...4 In spite of this large Jutlay, a tidy
sum remained in the extension fund. The central administration con-
trived an overhead policy to protect the university In-group. A high ad-
ministrator explained that we thought it might prove a temptation to
the trustees end to the legislature to cut our other budgets if so much
surplus remained in extension funds. So it was thought advisable for
extension to make an over-costs. k until bu (ion each year of atnut
$20.000."

Put although the central administration and the adult division are

4. Another extension director questioned this Interpretation:
The use of $500,000 or a re building makes much more

sense than the informant indicates. Money for a building is a one-
time expenditure. An expenditure for programming implies a con-
tinuing financial commitment which the adult division may not be
in a position to fulfill. The handling of surpluses and the attitude
of lawmakers toward such surpluses in state institutions makes
sense.... If I were a member of a lav making body I belleie I
would question maintaining over-large cash balances and is a uni-
versi'y administrator would feel compelled to consider the ex-
tent to ith;,:h a continuing commitment was involved when extra
money o,-as being expended.
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eager to ro-operate in the face of a common enemy, this co-operation
does not always extend to intra-university budgetary considerations.
Thus, there is a widespread difference of opinion as to whether the
evening and extension divisions do in fact pay more overhead than do
other divisions. Is the adult division really self-supporting and does it
contwibute more than its just share of income to the university coffers?

It was not uncommon for the central ;.!ministration to assert that
the university. was actually subsidizing the evening and extension divi-
sion, inasmuch as they paid no overhead and frequently used the facili-
ties, supplies, and equipment of the day schools without charge. The
evening and extension answer to this allegation is that the adult divi-
sion Is making so mucli money for the total university that no matter
what they were assessed for overhead they would still be bearing more
than their share of the financial burden.

Many an evening and extension dean has gone to far as to assert
that the adult division is milking the public for the benefit of the regu-
lar day-time program. An evening dean asserted that the ''real place
the money is going. is to the full-time student." Extension directors
agree. One argues that an analysis of his budget reveals ''... an em-
barrassing If not unethical disparity between expenditure and income.
To return only one-half of the tuition in service to the students Is a
condition which will tend to Increase the mediocrity of the program and
-eakcri the structure of a service designed to act in part as a feeder

for long-term or degree programs within the university.-

The argument as to who is supp)rting whom cannot be easily re-
solved. An accurate assessment of the -pro!it made by any university
pr,grarn requites a system of cost accounting that few universities
have or need. The truth pi bahly lies somewhere bctwcen the ex-
tremes. That Is to say, the evening and divisions quite obvi-
ously contribute more to the total university, linancially, ',hart d.i the

her units but in view of the failure to assess the actual micrhcad
costs I the adult division, their c,,ntribution is somewhat smaller than
they usuaiIy claim.

The Need_for I lexibility

The f;..ct that most budget officers state that evening and extension
divisdIns are n discriminated against, and that budgetary p-dic,) v%ith
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regard to deficits, surpluses, and overhead is equally applicable
throughout all the divisions In the university, does not of itself elimi-
nate all criticism of existing fiscal policy. It can be argued with com-
pelling cogency that the evening and extension divisions should not

merely be treated equally, but should be treated differently in view of
the different kind of operation involved. This different treatment is
most vividly demonstrated through the question of budgetary flexibility.

The adult division characteristically offers a wide diversity of
courses, both credit and non-credit. Demands from the community for
short courses and institutes or for special programs are quite likely to
be sporadic. The undergraduate and graduate divisions are in a much
better position to estimate their yearly budgetary requirements since
most of their students are registered for a sequential credit program
leading to a degree. Thus, while a rigid budget policy may be feasible
and even desirable for the day divisions, same policy can have se-
rious effects on the adult operation. In some schools, the difficulty of
transferring funds from one account to another during the year can re-
sult In the cancellation of courses. Of course, the Ingenuity of the eve-
ning and extension dean or director In devising informal means to cir-
cumvent bureaucratic restrictions must not be underestimated. 5 Yet

these informal means, effective though they may be, may not outlive
the person who has devised them. The formal recognition by the cen-
tral administration of the need for budgetary flexibility in the adult di-
vision has a permanence about it that transcends the particular Indi-
vidual presently filling the role of dean or director. however skillful a
manipulator.

Many 5. r.hools do recognize this need for flexibility. In some uni-
versities, the evening college budget is prepared from (patter To quar-
ter. The dean of one of these schools explains that he has I, do it that

S. Such manipulative techniques arc imp,rtant and apparently
widespread. In spite of the formal rigidity of the usual budgetary cate-
gnies, there is sorre informal play between these CAter.ories. A direc-
tor of extension provides risig.lit into the actual workings of his budget:
in the prop isel budget, the S')3.000 from the state includes about

6.000 for experimentation and research related to extension educa-
tion. IF rinonei will be available for the dirrat,,r and ass )cute di-
rectors or projects they SVA nt to undertakeof course we can't call it
that in the budget becawe the liudct Commission would neNer stand
f it.'
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way because from quarter to quarter In never sure what my income
or costs ',re going to be." In some schools, the budget is broken up into
two parts, ono "exible and the other rigid. The rigid part includes the
salaries of faculty members who have regular tenure appointments in
the adult division, either on a full-time or Joint-appointment basis.
This money cannot be touched. However, the flexible part of the budget
is likely to include administrative salaries and a wages account out of
which part-time community faculty is paid. In this part of the budget
the adult dean or director generally has the authority to transfer funds
from one account to another without the prior approval of the central
administration.

Another important device to gain flexibility 's the use of the "re-
stricted' or revolving fund. In this case, all the fees that are collected
for a particular program remain within the division for the Er.'ire year
and do not go directly into ,he university general account. Tne evening
and extension director can use this money throughout the year to pay
salaries of faculty. An example of the operation of such a fund In a
small midwestern university will make Its applicability and importance
clear. In this school, faculty who teach Sr the non-credit prugram are
paid out of an account called "Salaries-Non-Credit." If the funds in this
account are used up before the end of the year, anu if the administra-
tion refuses to permit the adult dean to transfer funds from elsewheie
(which is not a rare situation), the t no additional courses can be gi,ien
for the remainder of the year. After considerable argument anu dis-
cussion, the evening dean convinced the chancellor th,,t the lack of
budgetary flexibility was causing considerable hardship to the division.
The chancellor reluctantly recognized that because .1 is difficult to
predict budget needs annually for the division, it may be recessaiy to
e.,tablish a revolving fund for certain operations of the division. '

It was agreed at this same school that the Industrial Notations
Center would be set up as a revolving fund. This meant that all kes
that were collected for industrial relations C,Iltses did not go into the
general university fend but were retained within the division. This fee
income was used tai pay the salary of faculty who taoght ,n the Indus-
trial relations program. The end '-esults of this arrangement were
twofold: first, If there WAS an over-all pforit in the industrial relations
account at the end or the year, it did not rei..ert to the university gen-
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eral account, but was retained within the division; second, and more
important, courses in industrial relations could be given all year long
without any fear that the "Salaries-Non-Credit" account would be in-
sufficient to meet the costs.

The chancellor's agreement to permit the adult division to set up a
revolving fund was recognized as a considerable triumph for the divi-
sion. It may well be that ore index of the strength and support of an
eveliIng or extension division within the total university would be the
existence of such revolving funds.

All of the devices to give greater budgetary flexibility to the adult
division have an Important bearing on liberal adult education. Liberal
education courses that are especially for adults are expensive and sel-
dom pay their own way. An adult dean or director with sufficient au-
thority to transfer funds between accounts is in a position to use fees
from programs that characteristically make money to subsidize these
liberal education ventures. Naturally, all of this manipulation requires
a dean who is sufficiently sold on the desirability of liberal adult edu-
cation to lake the time and trouble. But dean who has a favorable ori-
entation will be aided in his attempts to put on imaginative programs
by the institutionalization of a flexible budgetary. policy.

Relation of University Tradition and
ilTageting to the Growth-CT-ace

University acceptance of adult education as expressed in charters,
public documents, and stated policies. together with some positive no-
tions of community service, are most emphatic in these divisions at
the stage of Assimilation. Divisions at the stage of Departmental Dom-
ination are most likely to be without any of the traditions that sustain
liberal adult efforts. The development of favorable attitudes toward
community service within the division and the university' is most likely
to appear at the Autonomous stage. More formalired commitnicids in
the form of university or adult division policies are most apt to occur
at the Integration or Assimilation stages.

budget distributi )n in all the adult divisions gives a fairlyac(urate
breakduwn by VA rir)us stages of development_ The continuum is from

6. See Table 22.
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TABLE 22

THE GROWTH CYCLE AND UNIVERSITY TRADITIONS
AND THE BUDGET

Traditions
Depart-
mental

Domination
Autonomy Integration Assimi-

lation

Charter of No recogni- No recogni- Split between Usually
the Univer- lion of adult Lion of adult some recog- some char-
sity or citizen or citizen nition and

none
ter recog-
nition of
adult

Public doc- No reference No reference Some policy Official
uments of the to responsi- to responsi- statements recognition
Univ. (Cata- Wilt) in adult bility in adult supported of respon-
logues, offs- education education by higher sibility in
cial histo- adm, relat- adult edu-
ries, bro-
chures)

ing to adult
education

cation

Conception Undeveloped Awareness Pcsitive Strongly
of communi- of the com- conception developed
ty service munity in of commu- conception

P.R. terms nity service of commu-
nity service

Budget sire No separate $50,000 to WtO 000 to Over
budget or $500,000 $1,060,000 $1,000,000
$1,000 to
$50,000

Budget flex- Less than Less than .ttandard to Better than
ibility in re standard standard to better than standard
risk capital flexibility standard standard flexibility
and disposi-
lion of sur-
plus and def-
icit

flexibility flexibility

divisions with no separate budgets in the stage of Departm:ntal DJTIli
nation to divisions with badgers of oNer two million dollars fic the As-
similation stage. Alain, to the extcrit that budgeting Is "n index ef unt-
versity acceptance of adult education, the range is f .0 almost no ac-
cci)tance in the early stags conplete acceptance At the later stages.

Si.,mmary and Conclusions

The conclusions nn the role r,f indgcl officers in determining lib-
eral achilt programming are ei.dte modest. They can be summarised as
follo s:
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1, University budget officers have more discretion in interpret-
ing policy than is generally thoi4ht. They not only implement
policy, they interpret it. This is more likely to happen in a
large oiganizidion than a small one.

2. Budget officers are critical figures in determining what the
adult division does when they have some discretion. They are
likely to see the adult enterprise as more of a business or-
ganization and dea! with it In terms of a profit and loss men-
tality because of university traditions regarding adult educa-
tion a ubsidation.

3. Budget officers are nct the single most important factor in
liberal adult educationthey usually reflect the view of the
president.

4. In all university and college organizations the budget officer
is a key figure because of the recommendations h9 makes to
the president.

Finance is unquestionably one of the crucial variables sustaining
the present level of university adult liberal education. Universities in
America seem always to be short-funded and to be continually strug-
gling with budgetary problems of serious magnitude. I': the total avail-
able financial resources are less than adequate for all the purposes for
which they are needed, it Is naturally programs th-tt are considered
lass important that will he starved. At present it Is adult education that
Is ccinsidered -less important.-

University presidents, chief budget officers, and other central ad-
ministrators wenerally share the attitude that the reputation of the uni-
versity cannot be made by an evening or extension program, even an
outstanding one, but rather can be made only by high-quality graduate
and undergraduate divieions. The secondary status of evening and ex-
tension education is reflecte; in the widespread requirement that it

will be tolerated, and even vigorously supported, so long as it pays its
own way and dues not get in the way.

Money is important. even vital. in programming for adult divi-
sions. Put c en a cursory analysis of the col relati betAcen financial
resources and liberal adult pr. gram diversity discloses that there are
some schools that have been able bi W..0( a ,nders with almost eo
funds. chile otheir languish in relative prosperit: aithoJt a liberal f-
fering in sight.

University traditions and the budszel do n 4 alone explain the status
of Irocral adult programs. Traditi ms can languish or be de -empha
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sized, ur they can be created. Budgeting practices also are only one
aspect of the story and must be viewed in the perspective of the other
sustaining forces. A further explanation, of the bases of good liberal
adult programming must take into account the attitudes of the presi-
dent, key deans, and departmental headsamong other factors.
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UNIVERSITY ACCEPTANCE OF
ADULT EDUCKITON

Hypotheses but the relation of general university acceptance to
liberal education programming were framed in terms of the status of
the adult division within the university' system and of the attitudes of
the president, it( y deans, and faculty. Faculty arrangements within the
adult division, gronath of a faculty 'culture,- and advisory faculty com-
mittees were also investigated.

1. The resources to d-velop an effective liberal education program
nePend partly on the status of the adult dean and his division within the
university system. The higher his status, the more he is accepted as
an eqmil of other university deans and the more liberal programming
he can effect.

2. Effective liberal programming is dependent on the enthusiasm
of the president toward the adult program in general. Liberal program-
ming grows when he is enthusiastic and declines when he is skeptical
about adult education. Nlore specifically, the president's altitude to-
ward the adult division affects the nature and amount of liberal educa-
tion offerings as ft-allows:

a) When the president sees the adult divisi in primarily as a
money ilalcer, only th,se liber.11 education offerings that make nervy

sustained. "I hese ate degrce offerings. transferred intact fi ,m
the diy or campus with least amount if modification for an adult
clientele.

1)) When the president secs 0-Iz adult unit in tku ms of its ph-
liei clatiors vadae, then there i5 sliilrtly mole passibility of devel'p-
ing effective liberal education offerings than I' he has a mancy-making
view.

c) Whcn the president views the adult dr) ision as an equal
member of the unhcisity family. then the sitaiati in is ea en mole
vc,r.-...ble to Iiixt,11 education.
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d) The president's view is most favorable to the development
of liberal adult programming when he has a special concern for edu-
cating adults.

3. To the extent that the adult division has the positive support of
the key deans within the institution (usually arts and science, educa-
tion, commerce, and engineering) liberal programming is increased.
Their opposition to the adult division or program diminishes the pos-
sibilities of good liberal programming.

4. When more than 5C'; of the adult faculty comes from the local
community ( 'street corner racultil, this has an adverse effect on lib-
eral adult programming. Campus resources are limited when such a
situation prevails.

5. Liberal programming Is most effective when the adult dean has
control over his own facultywhen he can hire or fire them or shar2s
this responsibility jointly Aith a campus authority. This is dependent,
however, on tho attitude of the adult dean toward liberal educ:ition, if

he is not favorably disposed. then the amount of faculty control he has
bears no relationship to the amount or quality of liberal education.

6. The amount art effectiveness of liberal adult education is re-
lated to the existence of a faculty: advisory committee drawn from the
main university that recommends program ideas, faculty, and policy to
the dull dean.

7. The more differentiated the faculty arrangements are, the more
favorable a re the liberal education opportunities within the adult divi-
sion. This hypothesis, however, depends on the amount of university
a:ceptancc of the job the adult division is doing. University acceptance
coupled with differentiation in faculty arrangements provides the trp)n:t
favorable climate for liberal education. Differentiation involves:

a) A graTJated payment system for regular faculty tcachini.,
in the adult division.

b) A system of ranks that is not the sane as the campus ,ys-
tern .?nd that allous distinctions 19 be made at least for Irngth d serv-
ice.

The del envment of an adlit faculty culture through Nar-
fojc contacts among faculty inembei s. Contact ranges from infor mal
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get-togethers to regular meetings held at departmental or divisional
levels.

d) Some kind of faculty training or orientation.

Status of the Adult Division

An attempt was made to ascertain the position of the adult division
within the university by noting the policy-making committees upon
which the adult dean cr director sits. Questionnaires revealed that
deans who sat on no committees were typical of the smaller evening
colleges and extension divisions in the early stages of development.
Deans who sat on the more powerful committees were found in the

more mature divisions, though here they were more likely to be found
in evening colleges than in extension divisions. This pointed up the Im-
portance of acquiring accurate information on university committee
structures. (Outside of the university senate or council are there any
university committees which are considered vital by personnel in most
American universities? Or is each university and college unique in the
way Jecision-making responsibility Is divided among committees?)

Attitudes of Presidents, Day Deans,
and Department Heads

The investigators started with the notion that flourishing programs
of liberal aciuit education that are creatively different from day or
campus offerings require strong support of the president. key deans,
and department heads within the university proper. Presidential sup-
port, however. is the most crucial factor here. and with it adult divi-
sions can function smoothly against formidable opposition from the
campus. The best arrangement that a division seems able to work out
is positive suppoit by the president. c )-operation or neutrality on the
pail of the key deans. and a series of co-operative arrangements Kith
interested departiiieot heads.

Attitudes of the President

Most adult deans and directorr,. Nhcther 01 extension divisi ms or
evening colleges, indicated that their presidents sere quite enthusias-
tic. In lesponse to the question. Nk hat would you say the attitude of

your president is toward your adult program? the anstters broke d .wn
as follmAs:
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TABLE 23

ATTITUDES OF PRESIDENTS TOWARD
THEIR ADULT DIVISIONS

Very Favorable 70.6%

More or Les.; Favorable 22.7%

Indifferent .5%

Skeptical 1.0';
More or Less Against It 1.5%

No Answer 3.6%

Few adult administrators were willing to admit any lack of presidential
enthusiasm for their programs. This makes the small group that ad-
mitted indifference, skepticism. or outright hostility quite exceptional.
They are immediately confronted with the question 'Then what am 1
doing here?' Actually the group that indicated a more or less favor-
able.' attitude was undoubtedly concealing some concern about presi-
dential support. This was revealed in the interviewing. In one instance
where the adult dean admitted presidential hostility, he was able to
function in the face of it. The dean had powerful and articulate friends
supporting him throughout the slate and in the state legislature. His
immediate svperlor, too, was not the president but a provost who func-
tioned as president of the local campus while the top administrator
presided over a state system of colleges. The point to be made here is
the enormous part the president plays in setting limits on what the
adult division. or for that matter, any other part of the university en-
terprise, can do.

13ut even within the framework of warm sLi,port for the adult divi-
sion several characteristically different attitudes are present. An at-
tempt was made to identify the specific kind of support the president
gives t adult education. Not only his degree ,f enthusiasm !Jut his

image of the adJlt division were studied. These factors were studied
only as perceived 14 the adult dean.' flour dilfcrent oiAlioks vieic dis-

1. There was no check on the accuracy of the adult dean's percep-
tion of the president's orientation. nut in the institutions actually %is-
ited, the adult dean's perceptions could be checked against the reality.
To the extent these 18 schools are representative, the adult dean
perception of the president's view as he reported it in the qiesli in-
naire was essentially correct.
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tinguished: a money-making image (6.7q); a public-relations image
(33.5); a same-as-campus image (27.8 2c); a missionary zeal for adult
education Image (5,2'fl. The hypotheses were that a money-making
image is a serious handicap to liberal adult programming The public-
relations Image can operate favorably or unfavorably, more likely the
former. The same-as-campus Image can also operate favorably or un-
favorably. The most favorable outlook the president can have (and the
least likely) is one of missionary zeal for adult education.2

"Income-Prodjcing View." Divisions Characteristically,
these schools are recent arrivalssmall private or church-related
evening colleges in urban contexts and in the earliest stage c. the
growth cycle. They have all the problems to solve, all the fights to win.
Their annual budget is considerably lower than that of the other Circe
groups, and they are not likely to have risk capital. They expect em-
phatic opposition from the arts and science dean and neutrality or
some opposition from the other deans. They have no immediate plans
for liberal adult education. They are least likely of the four groups to
have drawn up a set of guiding principles for their operation. They In-
dicate that they do not have community support. Their offerings arc al-
most carbon copies of the day-time or campus courses. The deans or
directors are more likely to come from iower-level education or other
jobs in university administration and are not as well trained as their
counterparts in the other three categories.

The 'Public Relations Image Schools j33.5 fl. Characteristic-
ally, these schools are divided between large urbar evening colleges
and state extension divisions. Annual budget is somewheri! between
$100,000 and $500,00,1. They fare well financially: they have some risk
capital, they can finance deficit operations with income from programs
that make money, and they are likely to have a full-time research or
idea man. The directors tend to be community r.riehte.,1 and there is a
tradition of community service at these universities. The cleans or di-
rectors come from a liberal arts or education liackgr;.uml
come out of the faculty, have doctorates, and have been on the job
longer than their counterparts in the other three grow, s. Whether there

2. See Ai-en-fix 4 f,r Profil?s of Adult Divisions by Their Presi-
dent's Image.
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is any liberal adult programming in these schools depends upon the
convictions of the dean himself.

The -Same-as-Carnyuslmag,e' Schools (27.1:d. These schools are
apt to be oldtirners, frequently pre-1929. They' may be large urban
evening colleges or state extension divisiuns. Annual budget is also
somewhere between $100,000 and $500,000. They are apt to have risk
capital and to have some freedom to maneuver within their budgets.
Deans or directors usually sit on powerful university committees and
expect good support from key deans. Deans tend to have a strong aca-
demic orientation and confess to having no formal cornnvnity surport
for their programs. These schools are more likely to have elaborated
a set of forn'l objectives for their adult programs. The deans or di-
rectors are likely to have come from the faculty and have doctorates in
education. Again, the determinant of good liberal programming, in this
instance is not the president's View of the operation but the personal
convictions of the adult dean.

The Missionary Zeal image' Schn.ils (5.2 -c). This is the smallest
group of the four and is also likely to be split between urban evening
colleges and state extension divisions. Annual budget Is higher than in
the other three categories and fiscal vsition is extreme!) favorable.
They have freedom to move within budgets and are able to keep sur-
plusplus funds within the division; they usually have more risk capital than
the other three groups. They expect strong support from the key deans,
and are more apt to h ve a faculty training program. They have an ag-
gressive outiook toward their communities, and receive strong support
in return They are more likely. to (10 SeS 1111 their student

are interested in expanding liberal non-credit programs, and aro ori-
ented to special publics. This is the only group with a staff in liberal
education. Like the public-relations schroIs, they are likely to have
research people. The CiPATIG are likely to have come from ,-ther admin-
istrative positions in the university P.rxl to have degrees hi education,
which are likely to ba Master's nr i)octorates.

The SJprort of the fiev Deans

lhe support of the ecAns des r,t seem as imp)rtant to the adult
divisi,n as eloes support of the president. Yshen adult deans were asked
I CV01;',3A!c the attit.:dcs rf other deans t ward the adult division, re-
sporscs broke down as follows:
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TABLE 24

ATTITUDES OF KEY DEANS TOWARD
THEIR ADULT DIVISION

Very Enthusiastic. 18.5`0

Fairly Enthusiastic 47.9;
Neutral 15.5';
Skeptiol 4 E

Unfavorable 2.6;
No Answer 10.8;

The answers showed more widespread varlaiir,n than in the case of the
president's attitude.3

The attitude of he tey deans can be viewed as a dependent vari-
able. The deans seem to be more important in universities where there
has been a succe..;slon of weak presidents or during an interregnum.
Their importance corslderably diminIsheJ with a strong president
and a tradition of strong departments. The adult division seems to
function with the least amount of interference from the campus when
there is a strong departmental set-up.

More retreating is the kind of support the adult division can expect
from deans representing four specific areas in the university enter-
prises: Arts and Sciences, Education. Commerce, and Engineerir.4.
These four areas .e.rer almost the total effort of any evening college
or extension clivisloo.

Characteristically the adult division Is formed as an extension of
one of these divisions. Lack (f support from any one of them usually
r.J cans that faculty assistance from it is also lacki...g. It is here that the

growth cycle of the adult division appears quite dramatically.

In the early stages of growth the dean of and sciences Is usu-
ally strongly opposed to the adult division. This may be because r_q his

skepticism but quality in the face of money-making pressures (a
very real problem) or because of a generally conservative stance.

lsually Oucation and commerce deans support the aiult division

3. See Agpendix IA. Profiles of Altiti Diy isior.s by Their Prcsi
dent's View.
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in its early phases. The dean or director himself comes from one of
these two divisions and the adult organization is likely to be the eve-
ning or extension arm of one of these two areas. Oppositicn is more
likely to come from the dean of commerce (still only 15% support) in a
state school in the early stages. More than likely, this is because of
the very strong education orientation of state extension divisions.

At any stage of the growth cycle the dean of engineering is most
likely to be opposed unless the adult program has grown out of an en-
gineering context and has an engineer in charge.

The divisions expecting support from all the deans are consider-
ally older; the deans have been on their jobs longer, often longer than
any of the other deans. These confident divisions are characterized by
broader programs, bigger budgets, greater organizational complexity.
Resistance from arts and sciences seems to disappear as the adult di-
vision grows older. Also arts and sciences opposition is less likely in
schools that formally recognize their adult education responsibilitiet.
Engineering opposition seems to disappear when separately organized
engineering programs are set up in co-operation with the engineering
school and with an engineer in charge.

The pattern of support and opposition by key deans is very inter-
esting, but what does it tell us about liberal education programs?

A strong, vigorous liberal adult program Is most likely to emerge
when there Is strong support from education, commerce, and liberal
arts deans. Engineering support or opposition seems to make no dif-
ference, Suppoil from education and commerce is required becalse
these two areas represert such a ileaNy investment of time, effort, and
resources in most evening and extension programs ft seems neces-
sary to take care of the bread-and-butter efforts before imaginative
liberal programs can be tried, although this generalitatbri does not
apply to adult divisions that offer only non-credit courses. Support
from the arts and science dean i:. recessary (after education and com-
merce) because of his of vious control of liberal resources. faculty.
and ide.:s.

The 1)cpai (men! Heads

Ni qiestiors in the Q.:cstionnaire were directe,1 t, the pattern of
support by departments. the preliminary interviews indicated that this
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varied considerably from institution to institution; later interviewing
confirmed this observation. ine pattern that did emerge was what
could be expected.

Departments with some contact with an adult audience (e.g., edu-
cation, business administration) were more sympathetic with the re-
source problems of the adult division. Barely are the department
chairmen in the exact sciences interested or active in adult education.
The problems here are practically insurmountable. It is difficult and
expensive to duplicate laboratory facilities in an extension division or
evening college and few scientists are concerned with the general edu-
cational aspects of their discipline. They are nct hostile; they are sin--
ply too busy with other things.

The liberal arts department chairmen, representing, the mole
classical fields, were also unenthusiastic, particularly during the early
stages. English department chairmen showed mixed attitudes and their
attitudes have special significance since an unusually high proportion
of central administration personnel come from English departments.
Some of the strongest supporters and nest dedie.ated foes of adult edu-
cation were English department chairmen. Local institutkrial history
has to be consulted to explain such u,osiial variation. In some cases
the English department chairman sees himself as the guardian of the
liberal tradition and is opposed :o a mishandling of this traditioii, as he
believes occurs in an evening or extension division. Interestingly
enoug,h, some of these implacable English department chairmen were
quite willing to support non-credit experimentation and ever. had some
ideas regarding the conduct of the experiments.

One co-operative p)litical science chairman at a large state uni-
versity tried to characterize several nek;ative dq,,111111CIllal views of
extension; (I) a narrow philosophy of what the university is and should
be doing: (2) lack or limitations of resources. and (3) resentment of
anything that clutters up the job that los to he done en campus. The two
extreme views are seeing campus responsibility as paramount on the
one hand. and having a missionary zeal t,.) improve the community an

fte other.

Sc % fral unusual situations were (rc,unlerc,1 dcpartir,Ental
rt was slumg. In several slate schools. An IFi slant clean in

campers college also worked in the adapt diision. this a,iminisiral,,r
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represented adult education to his campus colleagues and the campus
college to the adult division. Part of his salary was paid by extension
and part by his own college. The system seemed to work very effec-
tively to implement several universities' adult education responsibil-
ities.

Another e).zeptional situation occurred at an extension center of a
large stale university located on the same campus as one of the state
colleges. The extension center pre-dated the state college by a number
of years and most of the state college personnel came out of the exten-
sion center. There was high positive feeling toward extension work
among deans and department heads. The second-class status of adult
education was not present. This state also has an allocation system to
prevent course duplications among state institutions: as a result, the
extension center offers more upper-letiel courses than the local stale
college. This aids the extension aivision an extension of the whole
state system of higher education because faculty members are happy
to teach upper division and graduate courses at the extension center.
The offerings of the local state college are considerably limited be-
cause of the state allocation system, These three situationsa split
appointment between the campus college and extension; the growth of a
college out of an extension center: and an atypical system of alloca-
tionsare exceptional cases.

Generally, support Is positive when the university has been en-
gaged In adult education for a number of years and many faculty mem-
bers have had an opportunity to teach in adult prntrams. Also, where
there is a history of strong departmental chairmen, the adult dean or
director is much more likely to work out amicable relationships with a
number of departments: he doesn't have t? face the concentrated ()pp., -
sit ir ,n of a dean functioning as a divisional representative.

The Faculty. Set-122 and Liberal
Adult Irrcramming

Preliminary investigation revealed that several types of faculty

arrangements are used by evening and extension divisions. The ar-
rangements indicate the division's stage of development and its effcc-
tiNeness in using the resources available t it,

The investigati in als, revealed the percentage of the faculty- that
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came from the community and the percentage from the campus. The
breakdowns were:

TABLE 25

PERCENTAGE OF FACULTY FROM CAMPUS
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

L.A. College Evening College Extension Division

0-33fO 10.7; 17.8; 1E1.8q)

34-66; 21.4'; 44.4'0 22.9;
67-100; 50.0; 31.1'O 52 1(;

On the whole, evening college.; tried to hold to a 50-50 balance be-
tween campus and community, and extension divisions leaned toward a
higher percentage from the campus. Percentages from the campus
were generally higher for both extension and evening colleges when
liberal ails faculty was used. General opinion favored a 50-50 split.

One dean of arts and sciences at a small college in a southern city
agreed with his evening dean in feeling that use of community people
mould not go beyond 50'I. Fifty per cent was viewed as the "danger
point:' One engineering evening school derived 75; of its evening lac -
ulty from the community. This was exceptional and was tolerated by
the faculty because of the association of the university with industry
and because of the trust Industry placed in the evening dean. One mu-
nicipal college tried to sake the prOlem of separateness Implied in
using community faculty by getting the day departments to jointly ap-
point part-time teachers.

Five different faculty systems were used by evening deans and ex-
tens:on administrators in staffing their programs:

1. 27.81 Use of faculty from the campus department at the dis-
cretion of the departmental chairman or than

2. 14.41 Use of extra compensation faculty for overload teach-
ing. Responsibility for hiring and firing in the hands of the
adult dean or d:rector.

3. 11.9:: Joint appointment system with specif:cd load appor-
tioned between the adult division and rcgular dcpartirert.
Decision on hiring and firing 5:1Areci jointly.

d. di Full-time adult faculty.
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5. 42.8:2 Other or mixed systems. (Those are not included in the
abnve choices.)

The pattern for thQ newer divisions in the early stages of their de-
velopment WrIS to rely largely on faculty drawn from campus or resi-
dent departments. In state schools and some smaller liberal arts col-
leges, quotas were assigned by the administrative leadership and de-
pended on the rhetorical skill of the adult dean or the commitment of
the university to extension. The private colleges iri the early phases of
growth had to persuade various faculty members or departments of
theft adult education resconsibility.4

Deans and directors who relied primarily upon the regular cam-
pus faculty were least likely to have a separate administrative struc
ture for adult work. They were least likely to have any kind of faculty
meeting or training. Such divisions served late starters and remedial
Ltudents primarily. 'I hey did not have any risk capital and tended to
have the lowest budgets of the four groups. Vie president was apt to
appreciate the adult operation for its money-making possibilities; day
or campus dean's opposition was pronounced. Community support for
the program here was likely to be minimal. The program was likely to
be small and almost eotirely credit, with the adult dean or director
yearning for some kind of autonomy or u; grading. This group was least
likely to have any future plans for liberal adult edukatioa or any kird of
specific objectives elaborated for itself. The dean was likely to have a
Master's degree in education or ty.;siness adni;nistration and to have
been on the job from 1 to 5 years.

The Extra Compensation Personnel Liystem

The second stage of development occurs when the division has
achieved a certain stability and autonomy. There is ery:.gh control
over the adult division funds that day or campus faculty can be com-
pensated for their extra teaching. But it IF a! this stage also that there
is a strong temptation on the part of the evening nr extension dean to
rely heavily on community faculty members. The impulse to autonomy
Is strong and the problems of dealing with individial campus faculties
troubles. me because of their recurrent complaints about s.;andards.

4. See Appendix 4 1,r Profiles of Adult 1'iision5 by Ty-re rI VAC'
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Community teachers are much easier to handle.

Schools using the extra compensation system primarily, invari-
ably had a separate administrative structure. They usually began be
fore 1929. Emphasis in these schools shifted from the late starters to
special publics. The budget situation was more favorable here than in
the earlier stage. These divisions usually had specific programming
persons and a larger staff. They were also apt to have some kind of
formal guiding principles for their ovration. The president of the in-
:dilution had 3 public-relations image of the adult operation (with a
good number haying the incomy image).

Mer liers of this group inveighed strongly against the day-campus
personnel system and underlined the need for autonomy. This group
has yet to solve Its financial problems: although budgets are high,
many are not able to make up any deficits or apply surpluses by ma-
nipulating their funds. They are likely to view a deficit as catastrophic.

The deans or directors of these schools emphasized community
service and had informal community support. The dean or director
typically had a Bachelor's degree in a liberal arts discipline and had
been on the Job longer than his colleagues in the other three groups.

Joint Appointment Personnel System

The original impetus of the adult division is an upward thrust to-
ward some kind of separation and autonomy so that It can discover its
oAn pattern of growth. But once separation has been established, the
Impulse Is to work more toward some kind of integration with the main
campus. It is at this point that a joint appAntment system is intro-
duced.

Schools in the Integration stage tend t have a separate adminis-
trative structure and to be composed of the older divisions. They also
tend to emphasize community groups as their primary audience.

Teachers in this system are likely to meet more often and to Le sub-
ject to some kind of faculty training f r adult teaching. These divisions
appear to prefer Ph.D.'s and use community faculty sornesahat less

than their extra compensation brethren. These schols ,,ften have a
special staff her on devoted 1.3 research or ideas and frisoliently have
done analyses of their student body. They seem to fare as well as their
colleagaes in the bidget 5ituVHn. slightly 1,etter than the extra cuii-
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pensation group. Support from the deans is likely to be quite positive
and the president characteristically sees the division in public-rela-
tions terms.

These schools tend to prefer the faculty system they have and to
regard day or campus control as undesirable, the use cf extra compen-
sation personnel almost as undesirable.

The values emphasized by these schools underline intra-university
relations. Paired with this is the inclination to emphasize quality of of-
ferings as that part of the program of which they are most proud.
Guiding principles have been elaborated for tha division, usually in a
formal way. The dean or director Is likely to have a doctorate Ii edu-
cation and to have come from some non-university education post.

Full-Time Adult Faculty System

This personnel system prevailed at only a few universities and
was cr'te atypical, although initially the investigators speculated that
this system would be a final evolution of the faculty pattern. This
proved not to be the case. Many deans or directors, especially in eve-
ning colleges in an early developmental stage, smarting under depart-
mental control, saw a full-time adult faculty as the solution to their
problems. But as soon as they successfully moved away from depart-
mental control their attitudes shifted. The worst arrangement was the
full-time adult faculty according to some 19"i of the respondents. State
universities were more likely to view this prospect with alarm (27
than their evening college colleagues (16.7 The reasons are fairly
obvious. Because of the space problems, it is much more difficult to
sustain a full-time adult faculty in a large state extensinn system than
In the evening, college. Generally. the fear was expressed also that this
arrangement would lead to further separation and divisiveness. The
several divisions with full-time adult faculties were older. more com-
plex structures. They shared the characteristics of the mixed
group.

Mixed Faculty Systems

Again. this group had separate administrative structures and

Le the olcir divisions. These divish-ii.s were fy.ind in st.ite
civiensIon organizations mere than i- any of the other diiir groups.
Staffs -sere inner. and there was a tendency t base research and idea
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persons as well as a staff in liberal adult programming. This group
rarely had any adult faculty training or plans for any. Mixed faculty
arrangements plus space problems seem to militate against any but the
simplest kind of faculty orientation.

The schools with mixed systems emphasized special publics as
their primary audience (perhaps reflecting extreme use of community
faculty rather than Intentional appeals to groups). They were most
likely to use a high percentage of community people as faculty. Com-
munity support tended to be strong and differentiated. Support from key
deans was positive and the president usually viewed the division as an
equal member of the university family. These schools viewed the day
or campus faculty arrangement as distasteful and thought their own
system best. These divisions were favored financially, had a good deal
of budget flexibility, and were most lik?ly to have budgets exceeding
two-million dollars per year. they typically had more than 10; risk
capital. The deans or directors usually had doctorates in some liberal
arts discipline and usually had been on the job longer than all others
except the deans of the extra compensation schools.

The Faculty System and Liberal Adult Programmin

The kind of faculty arrangements that prevail do not reveal any-
thing directly but liberal adult programming. They reveal more
about the evolution of the ,evening college or extension division, How-
ever, some correlations can be made.

Creative liberal adult programming modifiec for an adult clientele
is least likely to emerge at institutions that use a day or campus sys-
tem. A good deal of liberal arts programming dies go on at these in-
stitutions but it Is simply carried over from the day or campus depart-
ments.

Non-credit programming is more likely to emerge in systems that
rely on extra compensation although these are not necessarily liberal.
The impulse toward autonomy and the antagonism of the liberal arts
division generally discourages any experimentation in liberal adult ed-
ucation. Where joint appointment system, dill-time adult system. and a
v.mibirition system axe at work, the frecdom and resources to sct up
literal educ.ition piograms cist. H ,wever. some of the laxgcst, most
influential. and most complex divisions that are us;ng mixed systems
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are doing practically nothing in liberal adult education. Again, the ori-
entation of the dean or director seems to be the critical factor in these
instances. The adult dean has the most control over his own faculty in
the miy.ed system divisions. Liberal adult education seems to thrive
under this arrangement.

Faculty Committees

Observations by the investigators indicated that faculty advisory
committees are very effective in suggesting programs and mobilizing
faculty support for adult programs. However, Lest: committees seemed
to function differently depending on who set them up. The aims of the
research were (a) to check the hypothesis that faculty advisory com-
mittees are associated with good programs, and (b) to explore how they
work.

Most of the divisions in the sample indicated that they did have ad-
visory committees from the faculty:

TABLE. 26

FACULTI ADVISORY COMMITTEE BY
TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

Liberal Arts
College Total

Yes 52.2; 68.77D 35.7; 51.5;
No 43.3; 31.2; 57.1; 44.3;
No Answer 4.4'; - 7.1; 4.1;

Extension divisions were more likely than evening colleges to have
faculty advisory committees, and both were more inclined in this di-
rection than the liberal arts colleges. Generally, schools that did not
have separate faculty advisory committees were the newest arrivals to
university adult education and tended to be private and church-related
colleges rather than state. They had all of the characteristics of the
adult division in the early stages of growth: tight budget, small staff,
little university acceptance.

Selirfols 11,at ..lid hale committees e r ji;.,,t the opi,,,sitc: large, di-
versified organizations with relatively strong support from the univer-
sity and in a favored piosiii.on financially.
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Further questioning about the source of appointment to the faculty
committee revealed something about committee operation:

TABLE 27

HOW MEMBERS ARE APPOINTED TO FACULTY ADVISORY
COMMITTEES BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

Liberal Arts
College

Adult Dean or Director 14.4'; 8.3; 10.7;
President of University 24.4'; 43.7; 18,1't
Resident Departments 3.3; 2.0; -

Other 10.0; 1? 5; 8.9';
Not Applicable 43.3; 35.3C 55.3;
No Answer 4.4; 8.9;

In this connection also, an initia. prediction of the investigators
was erroneous. It was expected that a committee set up at the behest of
the president would sill el be a 'watch dog'' committee. This v.as not
the case.

In state schools it is usually the president who appoints committee
members, taking into consideration the adult dean's recommendations,
and he does so as an expression of the university's formal commitment
to adult education. In the private schools the adult dean makes the ap-
pointments, choosing a committee composed of friends within the uni-
versity. (This practice reflects an early stage af growth). The com-
mittee appointed by the president seems to functon more effectively.

Initially, the university president was assumed to be the most im-
portant single person in the success of the adult division. His role with
respect to faculty advisiity committees is another tliusttation of his
influence. In appointing committee members, the president -legiti-
mizes' the adult pregram and confirms its emergence into another and
more advanced stage in its own growth cycle.

A significant side effect of the faculty advisory committee itself is
that its members frequently develcv a constructive interest in the
problems and possibilities of adult fixation. This is most noticeal,le
when a university rcorganizatiii.n is occurring and the faculty; commit-
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tee is asked for recommendations. Boston and North Carolina Univer-
sities are outstanding examples.

Contrariwise, schools without faculty advisory committees are
less active in liberal adult programming.

University Acceptance of Adult Education
and the Growth Cycle

Strong support by the president, key deans, and department heads
s most likely to occur at the later stages of the adult division's

growth. If the function has generally been accepted as a legitimate one
by the university for some tine, then this serves to sustain the adult
program and support the adult dean's liberal education efforts.

The faculty system that a particular division uses is another Index
of its stage of development. Complex personnel systems are used more
often by the older divisions. Simple control by day or campus depart-
ments is the norm for divisions in the early stages of growth.

TABLE 28

UNIVERSITY ACCEPTANCE AND THE GROWTH CYCLE

Depart- AutonornaJs
mental Develop-

inatkin meat

resident's Dar time -at- Partly
re.aee of night or money-mak-
adult educa- money-mak- log {W',
Hon frig image partly P.P.,

sorretimes
Combined

Key deans S',Ippc,rt of
Educalior.
Commerce
deans, ri.A
arts L ad-
Enc. or
Engireerirg

Faculty sys- Primarily
ten under de -

;iartrrental
co,I rod

Faculty ad- N faculty
risi.iry corn- I advisory
rni'tee I commilee

FJpp.)rt of
Educi and
Comm.
deans, not
arts IL sci-
ences or
Ergineelirg

Priri only
, extra-corn-
; pers'irin

er sit rn
Vk ;10)1-g
faci.ilty al-

' NIS .1.) COM-

Integration

Acceptance
as equal
members
university
family

$ .4-,rrt of
all the
deans

Primarily
pirt-ap-
pAntrnert
s±s'ern
VaC4Ily
ris-ry c 7,M
miltee ap-
p-irted
the gresi-
dErt

Assimi-
lation

Combina-
tion cif ag-
ciiOnce as
equal mem-
ber of uni-
versity
family and
rnissi'irarr
real
Support
all the
deans, with
a small
minvirity cf
arts & ad-
eroe deans
opposed
P4%ersq;c I
fatuity ar-
rargf,n(7!.5

SA )1E 5j:ICa I
use fa:-

11t
CI) corn-
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THE COMMUNITY CONTEXT OF THE
ADULT PROCRAM

The kind of community in which the university funalons definitely
imposes some limitations on the programs that are developed. Several
observations were made that related to the effect of the community on
the adult division and its liberal adult program.

1. The development of a constituency for liberal adult education is
partially dependent on the dean or director's membership in local
groups. The more local business groups, professional societies, and
voluntary associations he belongs to in his role as educator, the more
favorable will be the situation for liberal adult education. (This as-
sumes that pro-liberal education convictions are held by the dean.)

2. Sup:xirt for liberal adult education is virlially dependent on the
amount of community support there is for the rest of the adult pro-
gram. The more community support. the more likelihood that liberal
education efforts will be sustained.

3. The competitive picture in the community in relation to univer-
sity adult education determines to a certain extent how much liberal
education is offered. To the extent that an adult division is the only
agency of its kind in the community, the possibilities for a greater dis-
tribution or effort in liberal adult education increase.

Membership in Local Groups

Deans or directors who belonged to local professional societies.
to other voluntary organizations. or to no organizations were generally
connected with adult divisions in Early stages of growth. Those who be-
longed to local industrial organizations and combinations of groups
were connected with large. diversified adult division.

ArnoArt of Community S,,ipp,rt

Several types of community supyrt were distinguished: informal
supp,rt of the adult program mainly through per s,nal contacts of the
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TABLE 29

MEMBERSHIP IN COMMUNITY GROUPS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L.A
College Total

Local Business Groups
Local Professional

Societies
Local Industrial

Organizations
Other Voluntary

Organizations
Combinations
None

No Answer

3.3%

12.2%

1.1%

4.4%

54.4%

8.9%

15.6%

4.1%

6.2%

22.91
47.9%

-

18.7%

10.7%

5.4%

-

8.9%

30.31
12.5%

32.1%

5.7%

8.8%

.5%

10.3%

45.8%

7.7%

21.1%

adult dean with community members; separate advisory committees
for specific programs; overall advisory committees to the adult divi-
sion; combinations of the others. The most complex kind of support
was a combination of the three and usually was characteristic of the
older more diversified adult units. The relationship to liberal adult
education was not direct. Again the key element in the situation was
the adult dear.. If he was favorably disposed toward liberal adult edu-
cation, a complex kind of community support operated favorably in its
development. If he wasn't, no amount of community support for the
adult division seemed to encourage liberal adult programming. Overall
advisory committees functioned to protect the Ault division and
seemed disadvantageous to liberal education growth. This is probably
because their specific interest Vas not in liberal education but in voca-
tional or professional education.

The Competitive Picture

The geographical area that the division conceives of as its service
area should also tell something atx:wt how it relates to its community
and what segment it SCC5 s imp-qtant. The response here was not re-
vealing. Ni-st uniersity or college adult diisiors take a mechanical
approach and use the b,urdaries of the state. or draw a circle around
the unicrsity extending as far as 100 miles. and designate that as their
"community."
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The division of labor that universities work out informally with
each other in their adult programs does give certain outlines to the of-
ferings. The investigators were interested in examining just how this
competition works. This will be developed further below.)

The interviewing touched on one general area: the effect of the
comniur..ty as one force in shaping the division and the program. A
number of points emerged relating to special community influences on
the university and on the adult division specifically: space problems
posed by a community or region: industrial and business influences;
the "character- of a city; and regional accrediting bodies.

Problems of Geography

Universities in cities face problems quite different from those
faced by isolate i ones. The city institution must work out an acceptable
pattern of activity in the face of other competing organizations. The
isolated university, usually a state institution, has to solve the prob-
lems of space. Two general groupings of isolated universities were
noted:1 First, those with a widely scattered, largely rural population,
(Kansas. Mississippi, and North Carolina are examples.) Second, those
in industrialized states dotted with large population centers. (Pennsyl-
vania and Oflio are instances.)

States with a widely scattered population can develop a system of
centers, as in Mississippi, following the Alabama pattern. Another ap-
proach is the "field work- pattern, which is used by most state uni-
versities. but this approach is more exclusiiely relied upcn by slates
whose population resources are scarce (e.g., Kansas). At the same
time. however, Interviewers also noticed a pattern at several state
universities in large states to pull back from the "field work" ap-
proach. Here the argument was that the communication possible

I. BerDard James, University Adult Fdueat in the Arts (Cole.).
go: Center for the Study7.T triTailon-Fq MIUTI7s..-195E) ninon
p. 7. The author suggests that three alternatives have been open to the
universities attempting to meet the obstacles (.4 communication and
geography t) extension education. (1) They can estabb.h field bases
(the "center system-) out in the state. This roquires the existence 4.f
5' ,n-x populati,-,n centers worth the effort. (2) They can proiide teaching
and service on a field circuit basis. (3) They can employ leachers and
specialists already Heing in the field- at communities distant from
thr cAtnr,15
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through radio and television was creating a new situation and a new au-
dience; it seems that the state is cur campus" idea is being muted.

Actually. the emphasis in these institutions in large skies was on
survival: a field system is expensive and carries little prestige within
the university system; evening classes and conferences, preferably in
a new continuation center, constitute a better use of resources and
carry more weight on the campus,

In industrial states, the pattern is more likely to be a system of
centers or satellite colleges located in population centers. The use of
field workers is less likely and the use of community specialists is
limited. It should be pointed out, however, that most state universities
use all three systems. The question is one of emphasis.

Extension's solution to the problem of sf. ? does not relate di-
rectly to liberal adult programming. Scattered e,lizens in a rural state
may hamper any kind of sustained attempts at liberal education be-
cause of the resource problem, but a system of centers can be as sti-
fling because the branches concentrate on day undergraduates.

One creative program in a prairie state used a traveling art gal-
lety to better effect than a gigantic eastern extension division with
huge resources used its sys. of centers. The dean involved said:

. . we have developed in it a way of providing for a real
backwoods arca a great amount of stimulation and experience that
adds to their life. This is an area in which there is no place to go
to get this kind of cultural experience. Denver or Kansas City are
the nearest places. The arts are non-existent in the great plains
when you consider the basic conditions of life: recurrent droughts,
unstable crops, small townsall these things are not conducive to
keeping cultural elements in the area. nor to the kind of commu-
nities in which people can gct culture. We have provided, on an
economic basis, real stimulation for these people.

More directly influencing the program is the division of labor that
the state t niversities work out with other public and private institutions
in their sates.

The private evening college is usually located in a city. or at least
on the fringes e,f one. In a city there are many plertial teachers and
studcrts. The market is diversified and concentrated. The problem
here S5 tl con.pei.t.in for the adult's attention is much ril-re intense.
Where spare is the prol,lcn-, f r the stale university, competition is the
i-roblern for the private university: In the first instance. how-to-reach
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the adult literally; in the second instance, how-to-reach the adult fig-
uratively!

Division of Labor

The State University. The most dramatic factor shaping extension
division programs isthe allocation system in effect when there is more
than one state university. A land-grant college in one of the plains
states emphasizes agriculture and related areas and leaves the bulk of
the humanities and graduate work to the other large state university.
The dean commented on this division of labor:

In those functions which are unique to , we regard the whole
state as our service area. This would-Tn-Clude things like Home
Economics, Veterinarian Medicine and a few others. But if its a
course in History, any one of the five state institutions might do it,
so if we get a request for a course of that kind and the request
comes from a community which is closer to one of the other state
institutions we'll call them and ask them whether they want to do it
cr if they don't want to, get their permission for us to do it. I don't
near) that we've formally divided up the state into areas, this is
j ist a matter of duplication of effort.

ne would expect lib.?rai adult education to flourish in a setting
when a humanities emph:sis prevails, rather than an agricultural eni-
phasi .

I other states the sstem of allocation has not yet been finally
workei out. In some of Lese slates there is bitter conflict for funds
between state institutions. (The landgn,nt college,: fare much bettlr
in this kind of situation. They have an articulate core of supporters in
the state legislature. They also have federal funds.) Liberal education
is jettisoned by all parties to the conflict; it is expeniive. it carries
little prestige. and it Is of little use in power politicking.

The arrangements worked out between state and private universi-
ties are different. Large state universities with Imperialistic bents
have been successful in a number of instances in curbing private ex-
pansion. A number of urban private universities in an eastern state
have collaborated to keep the state university out of all major cities of
the state. Usually more informal cooperative arrangements are in ef-
fect. The state university may agrr> to stk.. out of cities v.hcre one or
several private colleges are L;net This has occurred to a cer-
tain extent in Pcnnsyliania, Illinois. and Indiana.

The Private University; Most of the well organized and complex
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divisions have grown in a setting where competition was not strong.
Exceptions to this are found in the larger cities where the various
evening colleges have worked cut an informal division of labor that
assigns each one a portion of the total audience.2 One eastern school
expanded outside its city limits with an extension divisio in the face of
strong competition within the urban center. This was possible because
of the absence of large state universities in the region. Another uni-
versity in Pennsylvania also developed within a 100-mile radius a sys-
tem of centers similar to a slate extension division. These centers
have been abandoned within the past twenty years because of the growth
of an aggressive, vigurous state university extension division.

Liberal adult education seems to be affected by the manner in
which the pie is sliced. If the adult division has cultivated an audience
interested in "culture" and sees itself in that role, then liberal adult
programming flourishes. If it has not, then little more than daytime
liberal arts courses al night are offered, even though creative voca-
tional efforts may be sustained.

The Character of the City

No specific hypotheses were formulated about how the nature of
the city shapes the private university's program. Rowe\ er, several ob-
servations can be made.

Programs are necessarily' geared to the demands of an adult cli-
entele. Heavily industrial communities reflect this c2onoinic base in
their evening college offerings. University towns seem to be more fa -
voratly disposed to adult liberal education and have a constituency for
it. Cities with large government p:ipulations OVashington. D.C.; Austin.
Texas) showed up no better than their industrial counterparts in liberal
adult programming. Ore seeming disadvantage to the liberal content of
IINe program was the prese' ce of the university in the state capitol. No
firm generalizations are pQssible on this taint. however, because of

2. The city of Chicago is an interesting example. One university
administrator in the Chicago area stated: ''To the extent that any gen-
eralizations are po..;sibie, N,rthwestern gets a pr,Atstara, xtite-
collar. lo.pworkci group. gets Irish Catholics with profes-
sional aspirations: DePaui gets tre and rionlrish Catholic
grk-iJp: Roosevelt is a 'rnin,rity dnivei sity'; the ersity of Chic ao
gets the upper rniddle class elite."
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the absence of sufficient representation in the sample of universities
located in state capitols.

A more decisive determinant in liberal adult program possibilities
seemed to be the educational level of the citizenry. The dean of one
eastern university boasted of having proportionally more Ph.D.'s in his
city than any other city in the U. S.:

The community is of a very high level. There are many
Ph.D.rS-Weie and many skilled workers. There ,s always a great
deal going on in which the university need not donor can it
improve upon wEiFig-already going onlecture series and con-
certs of the cultural typ2, for instance.

This meant that other cultural agencies in the community (museums,
libraries. concerts) were also supported well.

Participation in university adult education is related to social
class. Generally adult education participants are members of the mid-
dle class. (Income has been widely reported as significantly associated
with formal participation in voluntary associations.3) These partici-
pants are exposed to a number of media for the diffusion of knowledge.
They are more apt to be active users of the library, museums. and the
media of mass communications. Lipsct and Gordon also confirm the
findings of other studies of voluntary associations: i.e., membership in
voluntary organizations (including university adult education) is related
to socio-economic status.4 Semi-skilled and unskilled workers who
have less than a high-school education are much less likely to partici-
pate in voluntary associations than their better educated brethren.
Participation in associations seems to be related to attitudes ti and
education in general. An NORC survey conducted is 1947 asked ques-
tions about how much schooling young men nccd these days to get along
well in the Aorid. s Whatever measures of stratification were em-

3. Mina Kommarovsky, The Voluntary Association of Urban
Dwellers." American Sociological Review, December, 1946; Herbert
Goldharrier.7,,imo }actors AffeTTifitarlicipation in Voluntary Ass0-
ci:lions. Ph.D. y oT CEicago7FMTITT'd Dotson.
l'rVollunTary Associations Among Urban Working Crass Families.-
American Sociological Review. October, 12'.5t.

4. Seymour 1 ipsct and Joan Gordon. "Mobility and Tr.:de Union
Nicmbership" in Reinhard Ilendix and Seymour Martm Lipset, Class
Status and P..wer: A Reader in Social Stratification SGient,e. Illinois:
The Tree Tres,

5. :.21 0cinion Rzstarch Center. "..I.Dbs ar.d Occupations. A
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ployed, the lower-income groups emphasized college training much
less.

At one southern university the provost in charge of academic de-
partments felt that the absence of a large middle class did affect the
kind of program that was developed. There was no special liberal pro-
geamming and the only kind of liberal effort that could be sustained
was the degree credit kind;

The rather anonymous power elite which is present in Pittsburgh
in the Duquesne Club and in other Northern cities is absent here.
There is almost no middle class in the city. It is just beginning to
emerge but the old aristocracy still dominate the community.

This situation could be contrasted with a michvestern city where
liberal adult program possibilities appeared to be quite limited becaus..
of the character of the city. The dean, after commentirg on how diffi-
cult it was to sell general education courses stated:

Its more difficult here in because it's a newer town. It's a
cow town. The old families -d o t have the background of giving to
the university as in the east. Its all new wealth here. We'll have
the hardest trouble with liberal arts education for the business
menthey are very conservative here.

The city described here is an inland city with no sharp ethnic divisions
such as are found in eastern cities. The city is a second settlement
community "remarkably uneven in civic competence." as one commen-
tator put it.

The dean of faculties at one eastern university also explained the
lack of liberal adult programming in terms of the composition of the
city.

is comp.sed f alp .t 40-50 recent European peasant
stock, oho know nothing of education generallydid not take it in
theft on countries. let alone American education. But when they
think of education. it is in terms of degrees and profession:. and
we have a hard time trying to sell them anything else ... 1.%e al-
ways had a strong feeling for the adult programs. but thcre has al-
Nays too much of a vocational emphasis predominant in the
offerings, because the immigrants Of peasant ste...ck were sure they
had to prepare for vocations, professions.

Drie fly then, the one single important factor in thicrmining
vhcther a community will supp..iI and ?I1COUTRf,C liberal adult pro-

Popular EN a luation- in Pcndix and 1 ipscl, ibid.
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gramming is not the size of the city, its location, or its nationality
composition. The educational level of the citizens of the community af-
fects most decisively the ability of a university to sustain liberal adult
programs.

Business and Industrial Influences

No specific hypotheses were formulated regarding the influence of
local industrial and business interests on the growth of university adult
education or its ultimate relation to liberal adult education. This ma-
lei ial emerged during the interviewing. The influences were direct and
sufficiently significant to report. Indirect influences that reflect the
community's economic orientation (such as heavy business and voca-
tional programming) are not included.

One middle-sized eastern state university had most of its bind-
ings donated by a large chemical firm. Pespondents within the unser-
sity indicated that the institution's past history, present emphasis, and
future development could not Le detailed without reference to this
chemical industry. The chemistry and other basic science departments
of the main university are considered first rate, and the largest single
group of students in university extension is the chemists. During World
War II, this chemical firm gave money to university extension to set up
classes throughout the state. In response to a question concerning the
effect of this chemical empire on the character of the university and
extension. the director stated:

The physical plant on which the university is located, lath land and
building represents donations froru the "X" family members or top
executives in the "XYZ" complex. ° Further, the company fosters
continuing education as a policy and in the case of job-related ur-
dergraduate level courses will subsidize tuition if the students
pass the course.

Because of the surp4t given by this company and the enrollment
boom after the Korean War. the extension division was firmly estab-
lished with a full-time director. Prior to 1950 it \kas coordinated by a

administraior. The dean of engineering on the main campus
stated:

1>iring the War pears -XYZ" had a special rro4rani for three
years where they gae money directly to the rxtension Dhis;on ti)

6. Respondert requested nr)nlity.
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set up classes. That ended but the Extension Division has gone on
growing.

The effect on university extension is to give the offerings a heavy
industrial orientation (with specific focus onyes, chemistry). Students
are mainly employees of the chemical company, as are the part-time
teachers. Liberal adult education is inhibited along with non-credit
work in general. The director, h:wever, thought otherwise:

The influence on liberal education [of the chemical company] is in-
dire-t: the company employs a high percentage of people with ad-
vanced degrees in mathematics, chemistry, etc., and these people
make good salaries and are often good candidates for liberal edu-
cation or at least for programs outside of their original field.

A camera company strongly influenced the program at another
private university in a middle-sized city. The direct effect of a large
donation given by the company in 1916 was a heavier concentration in
the sciences in the day curriculum, and evening classes were set up
for upgrading the firm's personnel. The largest group in the evening
school is employees of the local camera company. Again the company
has a tuition payment plan. In 1932, when the president and founder of
the camera company died. he added 19 million dollars to the main uni-
versity's endowment. making it one of the wealthiest institutions in the
country. (It stood fourth among all privately-controlled universities at
that time.) Here the effect of industrial 'influence was to underline the
importance of credit work. Liberal education has not developed at the
school outside the credit and degree framework. The heavy endow-
ments. however, enabled '!he university as a whole to build a high-
quality faculty. The evening college has si ared in this development:
the evenirg program is considered by the faculty within the university.
and by articulate critics within the community, to be of G-ceptic.nal
qua lily.

A clearer example of some of the side effects of a basic industry
on adult education u as apparent at a large state university. The dean
stated:

Well, 1 cl,un't suppose telling you anything new. This is a [basic
industry state. It controls the state. Ti ere are 16 of the 31 state
senators y..ho are considered [the industry] senators. It's no se-
cret. The industry has to protect itself so it puss up SIS0.000
elect a majority of senators. That's how much it costs to run a
campaign.
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Further questioning on what relation this industry had to the ex-
tension division, apart from running programs for (hem, brought out
the following:

I had submitted a budget [a number of years ago] and it was re-
turned me with a directive from the governor that all state bud-
gets were to be cut 1 was supposed to pare it down and send it
back in. I was just going off to a meeting of [this] industry in New
Orleans. . . . During the meeting one of the training directors
mentioned how much he hoped we would be able to do for nem the
following year I told him we wouldn't be able to do anything be-
cause of the order to cut budgets. lie seemed shocked and asked
me to wait a minute. lie went into the next room and made a long
distance call. I don't know who he talked but when he came lock
in he said. You go back and send in your budget exactly as you hid
it before.' I did that and I was the only state department that didn't
get cut that year.

This basic industry plays the role of protector of extension at this
university: it protects extension from antagonists viithin the university
system. The extension division has also elaborated a series of lay ad-
visory groups designed to generate community involvement. The prod-
uct comes into the picture here also:

Then as I mentioned previously we have the system of lay advisory
boar There are a number of state selators on these boards.
And L.. our overall advisory boards we have three ex-state sena-
tors %%h) are in [this] industrythey are rampant for extension
education. I worry about themafraid they'll get out of hand. On
one of our advisory committees we have a member of our board of
regents.

This dean was plagued by overzealous friend:: he apparently had
done his job of conversion only too well. The over:.11 effect of this in-
dustry on liberal education has been deleterious. The overwhelming
emphasis is on credit programs and on non-credit conferences and in-
'ttutes with vocational content.

To summarize. this kind cif industrial or business influence defi-
nitely shapes the program: it usually is not favorable to the growth of
liberal adult programs and has a tendency to build up and protect that
part of the university which services it.

Regional Accrediting GrLiups

A -Ahole story could be vi ritten on the effect of accrediting associ-
ati ins on university life in general. Their nflucnce on evening or ex-

rsion education is less obvious tut equally as real.
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The Middle States Association can recommend reorganizations
(for example, that a professional school be separated from the evening
college), changes in programs, and adjustments in the use of campus
faculty.

The Southern Accrediting Association places limitations on faculty
time and restricts the number of extension hours that can be applied to
a degree. This functioned to limit one southern extension division's
growth, as illustrated in the following excerpt from a report by the di-
rector to the Board of Trustees of the State Department of Higher
Learning:

The Southern Association of Collegee and Secondary Schools Limit
ore -wing Load: If faculty members are not allowed oTaTlieyon-d
the maximum ToTid of sixteen hours per week, this limit will auto-
matically cut down the amount of faculty time available for exten-
sion teaching. Although a young instructor might be allowed to
supplement his income by extension teaching without harm to his
regular classes, colleges accredited by the Southern Association
are bound by the teaching load standard.

The report also elaborates on the limitation imposed on the number of
extension hours that can be applied to a degree.

The foregoing example was noted during an interview. However,
little evidence was available from either the Questionnaire or the other
interviews on the overall effect of accrediting associations. This area
was not the central focus of the research: nor was it listed by the re-
spondents or Interviewees as a major force in shaping the program-
ming of their adult divisions. However, farther investigations of the
role accrediting associations have played in the development of the
evening college or extension division may he helpful in defining theft
impact. Certainly they have at least set some of the limits within which
the problems of university adult education are stated. (See Table 30.)
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TABLE 30

COMMUNITY INFLUENCES AND THE GROWTH CYCLE

Departmental
Domination Autonomy Integration Assimilation

Geographi-
cal location
and service
area

Cities under
500,000 and
rural states

Cities over
500,000 and
rural states

Split between
large cities
8: diversified
states

Split between
large cities
& diversified
states

Business &
industrial
influences

Little or
none except
indirectly

Contacts
with specif-
is business-
es and in-
dustries

Special pro-
grams for a
variety of
company per-
sonnel

Widespread
programming
and involve-
rnent of com-
pany person-
nel as teach-
ers, advis-
ors, etc.

Influence of
accrediting
bodies in re-
lation to at-
titudes i i

Affects ad-
versely the
growth of
non-credit
programs

Programs
developed
without ref-
erence to
accrediting
bodies

Increased
concern with
quality,
standards,
use of cam-
pus person-
nel. etc.

Lack of pre-
occupation
with the
whole prob.
lern of ac-
creditationadult dini-

sion
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THE ADULT DEAN OR DIRECTOR

Hypotheses Relating to the Adult
Dean or Director

A series of hypotheses were developed that tried to relate a num-
ber of the characteristics of the adult dean or director to his program.
These characteristics were: the subject-matter training of the dean,
his educational attainment, his career line, his length of time on the
job, and his attitudes toward liberal education for adults. More specif-
ically, the following hypotheses were formulated:

1. Liberal education programming is partly related to the dean's
own educational background. Training in a liberal arts discipline is di-
rectly related to the amount and effectiveness of liberal adult educa-
tion.

2. The more education the adult dean has, the more favorable he
is likely to be to adult liberal education.

3. The career line of the dean affects his convictions about liberal
education and is positively related to the amount and nature of liberal
adult education.

a) Those who view their post as one step in a career that
leads, to other administrative posts within the university system will
more likely, be concerned with credit and degree offerings in liberal
arts.

b) Those who have a commitment to university adult educa-
tion as a career will be more likely to support and develop non-credit
liberal adult education,

4. Length of time on the job is also related to liberal adult pro-
gramming. If the dean or diret to; has been on the job from 5 to 10
years he is more likely to develop and sustain liberal adult programs
than either the newcomers (3-5 yea's) or the old timers (over 10

yea rs).

5. The dean's orientation and attitudes arc telMcd directly to the
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amount and nature of liberal adult programming.

a) If the dean is interested primarily in remedial wo/k, then
non-credit liberal education will languish.

b) If the dean is primarily interested in serving the commu-
nity's needs, then liberal adult education programs will fare well only
if the educational level of the community is high (i.e., only if the com-
munity "needs" it).

c) If the dean is primarily interested in serving special adult
publics who are not interested only in degree or credit requirements,
then the climate for liberal adult programming is favorable and more
effort will be devoted to it.

d) The attitudes toward liberal adult education vary in inten-
bity from the conviction that it is the least important task to the view
that it is the single most important task of the adult division. These at-
titudes are directly related to the amount of liberal education presently
being, offered and to actual plans underway for future liberal education
programs.

Throughout the preceding chapters of this section, the path of the
various and diverse forces sustaining the present development of lib-
eral adult education has been traced. At the end of the path, the forces
leveled off and the investigators were confronted with considerations
of emphasis. or orientation, or personal conviction. At this point the
adult dean or director emerged as the figure who molds the other
forces and gives them their cohesion in terms of liberal adult pro -
gramming. The research was, therefore. vitally concerned with the
adult division dean or director.

pers,Thal D.

Instruments were designed to show if the deans or directors were
:rn in the United States, what generation they were, what nationality
backgrounds they represented, and what their fathers' occupaitons

were. Generally, the resprnses here were predictable. The adminis-
trators were ovirwhelmini.ly American-born. as were their parents
and grandparents. Acain overikhelmihrily, the respondents identified
their roll .nal origin as the Isles or Noltw.est Europe. Pell-
ciotis affi' lions tcvzalcd r'me slight differi.n«s. A mar.rity of the
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administrators were Protestants, especially in the extension division.
Roman Catholic, Jewish, or "other' (no religious aff,liation, usually)
respondents were more likely to be in urban evening colleges. The

question about father's occupation was an attempt to isolate social-
class origin. The largest group came from the middle-class business
ranks. Such professionals or semi-professionals as there were, were
low status or low income with business backgrounds. Academic back-
grounds were rare, even more rare for evening college deans than for
extension directors. The picture that emerged is of people on the
move: a business background plus urges to academic dignity. The ex-
ception is the farmer group, which is relatively high in extension.

Summary. The general pattern of personal characteristics again
breaks clown by extension divisions and urban evening colleges. The
state extension directors are "old" Americans with Protestant affilia-
tions and small-town or rural backgrounds. The picture of the urban
evening college clean is more complex, and as a group they are more
diverse. There are more recent Americans and a wider variation in
religious affiliations among urban evening college deans. Typically,
they conic from urban backgrounds. The evidence seems to confirm
stereotypes that have been built up: the "city slicker" in the evening
college as contrasted with the "farm boy" in extension.

Field of Specialization

Generally, deans or directors cline from the fields of education or
liberal arts. Few came from agriculture or engineering (see Table 31).
Host respondents had their doctorates in these fields.

'The field of spcciali7ation to a certain extent also reflects the em-
phasis in progiamming A gl-CAt part of the werk dane hy slate extcn-
sirin divisions f,,i the halt ty ycars has been With teachers. It is mot

t', FCC' such a 111.0? perceotlace 111 state k?NtkiSt,1/1

deans c,ming 114,111 St:11',',1S, dcilattmcnts f or:cati,,n. .1' ht. heap

'liberal arts backv.r.,und ,If the evening college deans is also a rcflee-
tion of their piaiirain and ihcir precious academic posii. a high
cerit4:e of evening college administiahirs have come fr,;11 liberal ait,
(Acuities. (:toning icsp,rldiAltS are a link' 111011: likely t.) ltaye

the field of biisintss administration than their extension
countel pal Is. This 31.:,1111 is t.i lire heap c inechtiation of bust-
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TABLE 31

FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Total

Agriculture 2.0% - .5%

Business Adminis-
tration 7.7% 4.1% 1.7% 5.2%

Engineering 3.3% 4.1% 2.6%

Education 26.6% 58.3% 23.2% 33.5%

Liberal Arts 51.1% 20.8% 60.7% 46.4%

Other 1.1% 4.0% 1.5%

No Answer 10.0% 6.2% 14.2% 10.3%

ness administration programs in evening colleges,

The big difference between evening and extension personnel, as is
revealed in Table 31, was in their specialization fields as between edu-
cation and liberal arts. Although the attitudes toward liberal education
programming and amount of liberal education activity is not simply as-
sociated with the field of specialization, It is a fact that thre' of the
four deans and directors at the "model" schools were from the liberal
arts discipline. By and large, however, the deans of the big adult divi-
sions with diversified programs and favorable financing have strong
convictions about liberal education and are actually doing something,
irrespective of their fields of specialization. There does seem to be a
sharper correlation between field of specialization and plans for pro-
gram innovations.

The Adult Administrator's Career Line

Administrators do not usually have training in adult education. In-

stead, they come from teaching a subject specialty or from adminis-
trative posts within the university (see Table 32).

Evening college administrators are more likely to conic from reg-
ular faculty, (and may go back aficir a period of evening cleaning). Ex-

tension directors are more apt to come from other posts in university
administration or from lower-level education, generally secondary-
school administration. The question of whether there is a career in
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TABLE 32

PREVIOUS JOBS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College

Total

Not Applicable (Jesuits) 12.2% 21.4% 11.3%

University Administra-
tion 22.2% 39.5% 10.7% 23.2%

University Faculty 35.6% 14.5% 32.1% 29.4%

None 3.3% 4.1% 1.'17, 3.1%

Industry or Government 5.6% 8.3% 3.4% 5.7%

Lower Level Education 8.9% 20.8% 5.4% 10.8%

Other 3.3% 1.7% 2.1%

No Answer 8.9% 12.5% 23.2% 13.9%

university adult education can be partly answered by noting what hap-
pened to the predecessors of the present deans and directors:

TABLE 33

FATE OF PREDECESSOR BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Total

None 13.3% 12.5% 12.5% 12.9%

Retired 7.8% 33.3% 7.5% 13.9%

Other University Posts 54.5% 39.5% 44.6% 47.9%

Business 6.7% 6.2% 1.7; 5.2%

Government 2.2.; 2.0% 1.5;
Other 10.0% 4.1% 19.6.; 11.3;
No Answer 5.6; 2.0% 14.3; 7.2;

Those who had no predecessors were associated with the recently es-
tablished divisions. The fairly large percentage of extension directors
who were retired suggests the stability of the extension post. Eve ling

college deans, by design. appear more likely to move on to other ad-
ministrative posts within the university. A fairly high percentage of
extension directors alio move on to other university p.)sitions.

Time on the job gives us a clearer picture of the career lire:

1.31
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TABLE 34

TIME ON JOB BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Total

0-5 60.0% 39.5% 51.7% 52.5%

6-10 25.5% 20.8% 26.7% 24.7%

11-15 11.1% 25.0% 8.9% 13.9%

16-20 1.1% 4.1% 1.7% 2.1%

More than 20 10.4% 1.7% 3.1%

No Answer 2.2% - 8.9% 3.1%

A majority of evening college deans spend from one to five years
in their jobs. The overwhelming majority have spent from one to ten
years on the job (85%). The extension picture contrasts sharply. Al-
most 40% have been on the job for more than 10 years. Another 10%
have been on the job more than 20 years. This is partially related to
the age of the adult division: the more recently formed divisions had a
higher percentage of deans and directors in the 0-5 ca'egory (59.3i)
than the older divisions (45.4%). The majority of divisions begun be-
fore 1929 had directors with more than 5 years on the job.

The picture is of a more stable and fixed :areer line in general
extension than in the evening colleges. Extension directors are for the
most part trained in education; they plan to go into the educational
field; they come from administrative positions and stay considerably
longer on the job.

Attitudes Toward Liberal Education

Field of specialization, national background, religious affiliation.
and social-class origins of the adult administrator revealed no clear-
cut relationship to vigorous active liberal adult programming.

It seems clear, however, that attitudes toward liberal education
affect what is done: the personal feelings of the dean about his own
program and his program plans make a difference. One can assume
that insofar as the dean or director has a choice, his attitude toward
liberal education is of critical importance. A number of items in the
Questionnaire were desi:..ncd to pick out the range of orientations to

1 3 2
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liberal education that exist among adult administrators. To what de-
gree do they express sympathy with the idea of increased liberaliza-
tion? To what degree do they see it as a goal to which other ends might
have to be sacrificed? The questionnaire contained two items devised
to measure this attitude:

TABLE 35

PRIDE IN PROGRAM-EMPHASIS OF ADULT DEAN
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Total

Credit Offerings 17.8% 10.4% 17.8% 16.0%

Experimental Non-
Credit 7.8% 8.3% - 5.7%

Quality 17.8% 4.1% 5.4% 10.8%

Quantity 5.6% 12.5% 5.1% 7.2%

Service 12.2% 12.5% 17.8% 13.9%

Other 8.9% 10.4% 3.4% 7.7%

No Answer 30.0% 41.6% 50.0% 38.6%

TABLE 36

GENERAL PROGRAM PLANS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extens!on
Division

L. A.
College Total

Expansion of Offerings 23.3% 33.3; 10.7 ; 22.2;
Physical Expansion 15.6; 20.8; 14.3.; 16.5;
Standards 1, 1; - 1.7; 1.0;
Inm..vation 8.9; 8.3; 1.7; 6.2;
No Changes 14.4% 8.3; .7.8; 3.1;
No Answer 34.4.; 22.9; 53.5% 37.1 ;

The big flaw in the response (and more than likely in thri construc-
tion of the questions) is the large percentage of no answers' returned.
These tables. therefore, should be interpreted with caution.

Itiwever, the innovators can be isolated to develop I picture "1
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where they are likely to be and of how this is related to other attitudes
and actual program activity. The innovators were most likely to have
research people (to the tune of 50% as compared with 12% for the total)
and a liberal education program staff. They were more likely than
their colleagues to be critical of their present structure and most like-
ly to have a president who had a ''missionary zeal" for adult education.
They were interested in developing special adult audiences for their
programs and were likely to have done some studies of their student
bodies. They v,.ere in a very favorable position financially as they had
considerable budget flexibility, had higher budgets than their col-
leagues, and had 10% more risk capital. They were likely to be trained
in liberal arts and to have doctorates. The innovator was just as likely
to be an evening college dean as an extension director.

A further query was directed to plans e respondents had that
bore on liberal education. Here, the percentage of ''no answers" was
considerably reduced and a more favorable situation from the investi-
gators' point of view was revealed:

TABLE 37

LIBERAL EDUCATION PLANS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Total

No Plans 35.6% 22.9'; 58.9% 39.1';
Yes, Credit Plans 18.9'; 18.7% 16.1'; 18.0;
Yes, Non-Credit Plans 26.7; 41.6; I 14.30 26.8%

No Answer 18.9; 16.6; 10.7; 16.0

The surprise here is the high percentage that chose ron-credit of-
ferings. phis may be a distorted response because of t!te recognition
by the respondents that this represents a desirable path in the investi-
gators' view,

A Suggested TypoloDiof Adult Administrators

Analysis of the material on attitudes toward liberal education in
the Questionnaire and In the interviews suggested a typIllgy of adult
administrators that seemed to be ultimately decisive in determining
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liberal adult programming. The investigators were convinced that this
was a fruitful insight and had a wide variety of applications within the
university system. The dimensions suggested in the tgology could not
be resolved into the other characteristics of the respondent but seemed
to be a part of his self-conception: the kind of a perso,i he saw himself
as, his view of his job, and his view of his style of administration.

The Scholar. This is the respondent who has been trained in a lib-
eral arts discipline, usually has a doctorate, and sees his present ,,ost
as a temporary one. He usually conies from a (acuity and longs to re-
turn. He is interested in quality offerings and standards. The locally
oriented scholar has a very limited view of what he should be doing. He
primarily emphasizes work with a remedial public. The sophisticated
scholar feels his inadequacies keenly and would like to do more but he
doesn't know hc'v.

The Businessman. This administrator is more likely to appear in
an evening college and usually, though not necessarily, conies from a
business administration background. He does not have a doctorate. He
may be naive or sophisticated. The naive ousinessman is simply a
salesman, usually selling to business groups. The sophisticated busi-
ness type is a "merthan,21ser" and has a wider vision ci his consuming
public- the key being his perception of his customers and the products
he is selling. His language !s saturated with business terminology:
"consumers," "selling," "packaging," "I'll buy that." Essentially, this
is a way of looking at the job rather than identifying a particular pub-
lic. In other words, business types are not just oriented to the business
community.

The Social Worker. This administrator usually comes from the
field of education. He is more likely to appear in extension divisions
than in the evening colleges. If he has a doctorate, he is more likely to
hare broader loyalties than if he does not. If local, he generally has a
religious fervor concerning his community and its "needs,'' although in
practice this works out to "giving them what they want.' The sophisti-
cated social worker type has a clearer picture of his response to com-
munity needs. He is more selective in reacting to local demands. Again
the language used here suggests the outlook. Social workers tall. a good
deal about the 'community,' "wants,' 'needs," and usually have a
strong interest in counseling and guidance. Essentially. their interest
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is in adjusting the individual to the social order as it is. The emphasi:-;

of the social worker would vary depending on what the community was
like, what it needed. In one instance, the approach would be the voca-
tional upgrading of individuals: in another setting, the approach would
be a community development one. The recognition of liberal education
needs deNnds on the character of the communitywhether they are
''ready' for it

The Civil Service Administrator. This dean was rare. lie was usu-
ally an oldtimer and locally oriented. His trainiag was rpt to be in en-
gineering, higher education odministration, or public administration.
He was not likely to have a doctorate. His preoccupation was with his
division and his university ddraulic system. He was quite rules-
conscious and talked about 'flow,' -blockage,' and the like. lie was in-
terested in expanding his operationespecially the physical plant. This
administrator presided over a bureaucracy characterized by man;
meetings, forms, meinos. elaborair regul,,tioos, and protocol. There
was much concern with channels of communication. The theme coming
through the interviews is one of efficiency. The dean sees himself as
ar. efficiency expert or time-and-motion-study man.

These administrative sell-conceptions did not exhaust the range of
altitudes toward liberal adult education. A further aspect of this atti-
tude was disclosed in analyzing the dean's reference groups, which
gave a picture of the personal involvement he had in his work.

the Adult Dean's Reference Groups

In the preliminary interviewing the investigators ascertained that
adult administrators tended to identify characteristically with several
different groups: with the local commuhity, with the university, or with
colleapres all over the country. This emerged by noting how often the
respondent went to meetings, which meetings they sere. his friendship
circle, the committees served on. and the like. Concern for reference
groups was included in the questionnaire as follows:

Most adult administrators Sty to balance their time equitably be-
tween community, university, faculty, and colleague obligations.
Hut in your case which would you say are most Important when you
are forced to chooseplease rank the following (1.2,3, etc.).
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TABLE 33

FIRST RESPONSIBILITY OF ADULT DEAN
BY TYPE OF INSTITUlION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Total

My responsibility to
the local community 6.770 14.5'0 5.4 0 3.2 'o,

My responsibility to
the administrative
need of college or
university 65.670 68.7R 41.0-o 59.20

My responsibility to
the faculty and aca-
demic tradition of
the universitt. 19.30 4.4O 33.9R 19.8'0

My responsibility to
my Ileagucs other
like-minded men
wherever they are 1.1'0 1.7 O, 1.0-O

No Answer 7.80 12.5R, 17.8 0 11.9 o

There were few who said their first responsibility was to their
colle .gues. The first cboice by a large majority was the administrative
needs of the college. Broken down by choices listed last the results
were:

TABLE 39

LAST RESPONSIBILITY OF ADUL r DEAN
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Evening
College

Extension
Division

L. A.
College Tot al

Community 21.1R. 16.5 ( 16.1'0 18.5 O

Administration 3.3 O. 2.0 8.9 0 4.6 O.

Faculty 7.8O, 12.5.0 7.1 0 8.8 O

Colleagues 48.9 ",l. 37.5 -t. 30.3 0 40.7 ;,

No Answer 18.9 O 31.3 0 37.5'0 27.3 o

There seemed to be general agreement that colleague obligations
were last; however, extension directors were less likely to feel this
way than their evening counterparts. One could expect that to the ex-
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tent a profession had developed obligations to peers this would be re-
inforced. The 'uieakdowns du rot tell a great dedl abo-at local and.
mopolitan reference groups. These data were more easily observed in
interviewing.

The Questionnaire data did reveal, however, something, about the
development of a career of adult administration. Again, the possibili-
ties are stronger in general extension. The allegiances of the evening
college dean are more diverse with stronger feelings about his faculty
colleagues and weaker loyalties to the local community than the exten-
sion director. The interviewing that followed the Questionnaire tried to
explore in more detail the dean's reference groups and his career Bile.

It has been observed that professional workers in an organization
can have two lends of orientation that tell us something about their ref-
erence groups. Lazarsfeld and Thielens in talking about the college

professor state:

Engineers and natural scientists who work for commercial compa-
nies, for instance, may either place emphasis upon the approval of
their business superiors or recognition by their professional
peers. The college p1 fessor often without knowi rg it, faces a
similar choice: should its reference group be his colleagues on
the campus and all over the country, or his superiors in the col-
lege administration, and maybe the local 2ommunity? Of course,
such orientations are riot mutually exclusive: local recognition is,
for example, often achieved as the result of national reputation.
But d4ring the difficult years the two loyalties could potentially
clash.'

The observations of these authors about college professors can be
applied to the administrative fraternity, who also can be viewed in
terms o. their local or cosmopolitan outlooks.

The Locals and Cosmopolitans

Questioning about the career line of the administrator. his discus-
sion of the forces that shaped his program, and charges he antit:pated
in the future revealed two characteristically different orientations.

In one instance, problems were stated in terms of the locil com-
munity, local associations, or the particular university. In the other,

1. Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Wagner Thielens. The /ken& mic Mind
(Glencoe, The Free Press, 1958), pp. 140.41. Copyrig'it JOH by
The Free Press, a corporation.
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themes relating to broader concerns emerged: the national picture,
population changes, etc. Deans wan the ulie..t.-,ticr. tcs Inca' structures

c1 az.-Aftc.1 "1,-,a1.." and those with orientations toward
larger structures as "cosmopolitans."2 The locals were more likely io
have spent more time on their jobs :nd were generally older. Their at-
titudes toward their own universities were likely to be chauvinistic.
Characteristically, their positions in the university were maintained by
a network of personal contacts. Merton, in characterizing the differ-
ence between the two types, states:

The influence of local influentiais rests not so much on what they
know as whom they know.... l'he cosmopolitan ... usually comes
into town fully equipped with the prestige and skills associated
with his business or profession.i)

One dean, who could be classified as a local, in talking about set-
ting up community committees to aid his p.-og,rani stated

I'm on the Board of the Y, work with NCCJ, the Community Chest,
and so on This gives people a chance to see that it's not just one-
sidedthat I'm willing to give time to the community. It also pro-
vides a let of contacts with people who might be us( ful.

Another index of orientation came from the Ctuestimmaire and re-
lates to participation in community organizations. The locals are found
more often in fraternal organizations, business gro,tos, and service
clubs. The cosmopolitans, on the other hand, belong to those organiza-
tions in which they can exercise theft special skills and knowledge:
they are found more often In professional groups. One of the questions
in the Interview was "Do you belong to any community or statewide
groups?' The response to this usually indicated the orientation of the
dean or director. One cosmopolitan dean said

I'm a member of the board of directors of a group concerned with
water supplythe Council for a Cleaner Potomac. I'm a charter
member and a member of the Poard of Governors of the Land
Economics fraternity. I belong to the social sciences honorary and
things like that.... I avoid the usual luncheon clubsRotary,
Ktwanis and that sort of thing.

Cosmopolttans tended to have more education than the locals. 'The

2. Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe,
Ill.: The Free Press, 194DT, p. These terms were suggested by
him.

3. Ibid., p. 40. 142
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attainment of a doctorate in any field has a tendency to give the recipi-
ent a set of skills and knowledge that is transferable to a number of
,thiations. However. even when the local administrator had a doctor-
ale, he characteristically had obtained it by taking a leave of t-ibscric,.'
or received clegree at the same university in v:hich he was working.
Merton characterizes the local influential as one who understands and
the cosmopolitan as one who knows:

It appears that the cosmopolitan influential has a following because
he knows, the local influential because he understands. The one is
sought out for his specialized skills and experience: the other for
his intimate appreciation of intangible but effectively significant
details.4

In talking about chanr,es anticipated, or effects of the war, or of
the community on the programs, locals usually focused on changes
within the university structure first and then the local community. The
cosmopolitan tended to talk about larger concerns. One cosmopolitan
dean resp ding to the question on the effect of the war stated:

I think it had a very material effect. But not on us any more than
any ocher institution, of course. Following World War 11 the whole
adult education movement changed. began to stress different kinds
of education, emphasized the whole problem of teaching people to
adapt to social change, Then, of course, the thought of military
money when the GI students flocked in helped a great deal. But
think the main effect of the war was to establish for the first time
upon the people of [this state] an international atmosphere.

In the last analysis the local and cosmopolitan orientations Cannot
be simply relatea to the kind of person the job recruits or his back-
ground, although these things do hint at the orientation. The essential
ingredient in lyitn orientations is the kind of personal involvement: the
local person is more the time server and his commitment is to the
various personalities involved in his institution and local community.
The personal involvement of the cosmopolitan is with his job and with a
group of professional experts who are located all over the country,

What do these distinctions tell us about liberal adult program-
ming? The cosmopolitan and local orientations are related to program
activity. The four most active programs in the nation are directed by
cosmopolitans, The Institutions with inactive programs are largely

4. lbid., p. 403. 143
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staffed by locals. The willingness to depart from traditional liberal
arts offerings and try sonic liberal experimentation (as described in
the section on present practice) seems to be positively related to the
cosmopolitan outlook of the dean or director.

Relations of Typology to Liberal Adult Education.

The scholar is likely to be associated a conservative institu-
tion. Quality and standards are generally maintained. When the scholar
has assistants who are businessmen, then this seems to be a very ef-
fective combination for effective liberal adult programming.

The cosmopolitan business type who has scholars for his assist-
ants to maintain relations with the campus also is Nei), effective. The
scholar assistants have convictions about scholarly values but are not
in the position of having to merchandise programs. A w.riation of this
arrangement occurs in the small college where the president is the

academe and his adult dean is the businessman.

The cosmopolitan social worker in a community where there is a
high educational level functions very effectively in setting up liberal
adult programs. Outside this context, however, he seems to need the
scholar as an assistant or as a superior if liberal values are to be
protected. The social worker in this setting functions much like the
businessman.

The civil service administrator is the only one of the four who
reems to bear a very simple relationship to liberal adult program-
ming. His system effectively and dramatically kills liberal adult pro-
gramming. No combination of types seems to work with the civil serv-
ice administrator. if he appears anywhere in the organization, liberal
adult education begins to suffer. (See Table 40, Relation of Adult Dvan
Typology to Libe:. I Education.)

Relation of the TIpologv to the Growth Cvt.le

The scholar usually appears on the scene in the early stage of the
growth cycle before a separate organik anon is established and auton-
omy developed. The small liberal arts college is more likely to appoint
a local scholar; the larger private urban evening college with a liberal
arts core is more likely to select a cosmopolitan scholar, although this
type is rare. The businessman appears on the scene when autonomy is
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the goal. He is more likely to emerge in the urban evening college with
a business (or other than liberal arts) core. The cosmopolitan busi-
nessman is more likely to turn up later in the stages of growth within
the same private evening college. The scholar and local businessman
tend to disappear in the later stages of the growth cycle.5 The social
worker is most often found in state or municipally controlled institu-
tions and usually appears aftcr al:tcnon,y is established. The local so-
dal worker is more often found in the newly-established, small, pub-
licly-supported institutions. The Lustfiopolitan sodal worker is found
in larger divisions at the stage of Integration or Assl,-,illatinn Tho lo-
cal and cosmopolitan civil service administrator emerges in the last
phases of growth. Usually, he is in charge of a division that has moved
!nto the stage of Assimilation or, with the local civil servant, beyond it
to the stage of hardening of the arteries! (See Table 41.)

TABLE 41

RELATION OF THE ADULT DEAN
TO THE GROWTH CYCLE

Departmental
Domination Autonomy Integration Assimilation

Degree Bachelor's M.A. or M.A. or Ph.D.
or M.A. Ph.D. Ph.D.

Field Liberal Arts
or Bus. Ad.

Liberal Arts Educ. Lib. Arts or
Educ.

Previous Faculty Univ. Fac. or Univ. Diverse Ori-
Job outside Univ. Admin. or

outside Univ.
gins

Reference Faculty Local corn- Admin. & Admin. &
group munity Faculty colleag-ues

Personal
involve-
mcnt

Local Local Cosmopoli-
tan

Cosmopolitan

Orienta- Scholar or Scholar or Social Social
Hon and business- social worker worker or
attitude
typology

man worker Civil Service
Administra-
tor

5. They disappear from the top position but usually not from the
org-inization. Meet of the larger adult divisions have scholar and busi-
ness types as second level program administrators.
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GENERAL FORCES

Some General Forces Moving Toward
end Inhibiting Change

Aside from the areas previously discussed tnere seem to be some
general forces which influenced the direction liberal adult education
was taking. These forces did not specifically relate to the foregoing
catalogue of forces or to the growth cycle. They were connected with
the general context in which university adult education operatesi,,s
relationship with the rest of the university and other higher education:
its dialogues with government, which is partly subsidizing its work: its
financing problems generally.

Models and Improvisations

The question was asked in interviewing, "Which are the two or
three best divisions of your kind in the country and why?' "W'hich are
worst and which run of the mill?' There was general agreement or
which were the best. Extension directors generally looked to California
and Wisconsin. Evening college deans looked to the University of Chi-
cago and New York University. However, it was noted that though these
divisions were generally recognized as best, they were not models for
most of the institutions. This was puzzling. It became clear eve-
ning and extension administrators looked to adult divisions in their own
region wi,ich they considered to be in their own league. One director,
explaining why he didn't follow one of the national models, said:

I look at a lot of catalogues. I'm on everybody's mailing list. I look
at the stuff NYU is doing but it has little applicability. We don't
have the audience for that sort of thing here.

It was further noted that the model the adult division follows is one
shared by the parent institution as a whole. In other words, If the total
university was looking at Harvard, the adult dean was looking to Har-
vard extension. One state university director, whose colleagues looked
to Harvard, stated it thus:

When I talked to Pusey [President of Harvard] he told me Harvard
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did not have any extension, but I think they do.... .'here are the
Lowell Lectures which are an excellent series at a very low cost.
The Business School sends its faculty to places like Hawaii for
Executive Development programs. That's what I'd call extended
extensionand many others. They may not call it extension, but
that's what it is.

Asking about the worst programs did oot draw the expected re-
sponses. Deans and directors were reluctant to identify these divi-
;ions. This came out, however, when discussing ''run of the mill" pro-
grirr.s. Again the references were regionalpossibly even in the same
city. The feeling generally was "Thank God. '' In

SL) the ncr,i,att.ve rPfprer(7e group was a ri..11. One dean
talked. ?ry.nr a school located in his'own city:

Were least like Were higher level. They do things like
underwater fly tying [laughter].

fits comment was the more interesting in the light of criticisms of
his program by his eay faculty. It was described as not -university
level.''

A good deal car. be predicted about an adult division's course of
development by noting its models. Some of the more interesting cases
were state universities that used a quality private university as their
modal. In these cases, improvisations had to be made. They were com-
pelled by charter and custom to give service, yet they wanted to re-
strict themselves to an elite ,1;entele. One university In the sample
was attempting to develop a new conception of extension in terms of its
own elitist notion of itself. The extension dean stated:

I believe the service idea has been too strong in the past.... I
know the university has an obligation to serve all the people in the
state but this does not mean that we must provide all the needed
services. Take correspondence study ... the university never has
offered high school courses by correspondence. This is a very im-
portant and needed service out over the state. but this doesn't
mean the university should provide it.

The reorganisation that was taking place tried to shift extension
from the administrative structure to the collegial one, from the one
authority in the university to the other.

... It means a shifting of primary responsibility for the extension
program to the academic departments. The role of the extension
division is to administer programs and we should be regarded in
the same relation to the University as the Graduate School. (Later
in the interview] ... as far as I an concerned 1 would just as soon
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have nothing to do with the budget and have all the funds come
from the academic departments, just as they do with the Graduate
School.... Are you suggesting that the faculty is the true source
of power? That's it precisely.

The outcome of this departure from extension practice is not yet
clear. The next ten years should provide the answer.

Further research might explore in more detail what happens when
an adult dean's model of what his division will become diverges signif-
icantly from that of the parent institution. In several instances it was
noted that universities were attempting to pull themselves up by their
bootstraps and "change theft 1.e"Agu,.." The adult division, however, was
still functioning with the old models. It would be interesting to explore
the final outcomethe sort of compromises or improvisations that will
he made and the forces that will octet inioe

The observation that the view the university has of itself is shared
by most of its personnel led the investigators to do a quality study of
the parent institutions. The investigators became convinced after a

while that judgments, primarily of the univ.!rsity's adult education
arm, would coincide with other quality ratings of the total institution.
This proved largely true by and large. It was thought helpful to view
universities as 'cultures.' This suggested that quality Institutions
would have quality liberal adult programs. This information proved in-
valuable In thinking about the models that universities and their adult
divisions use. If the "avant garde' and the "tipper middle" Institutions
are the pace setters for the lower middy!' ranks and the "rear
guard,' .1 then this has important implication; for an agency and for
leaders in the field of university adult education interested In effecting
changes. The most obvious implication is (hi; t programs designed for
maximum Impact shr-iuld be developed at the regional pacesetting in-
stitutions since they will tend to be picked up by the rest.

There were other general forces moving toward change that were
not located within the university but related t more national develop-
ments.

1. David Iliesman, Constraint and Variety In American Education
(Lincoln, Nebr.: University 61 'Nebraska -P-ess, "Mfi). uses -These
terms developed on the basis of a quality ind(x suggested by [Ants-
feld and Ihickns in The Academic Mind.
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State Universities

The Quarrel over Public Funds

A conversation was in progress at several state universities be-
tween university officials and state legislatures concerning the amount
of tax money that would be available for adult education. Some of the
directors felt that their budgets would be cut in the very near future.
One of the extension divisions had all public support removed and was
in the process or trying to make itself completely self-supporting. The

budget cut had a general salutary effect. The university was compelled
to look at its own commitment to adult education and examine to what
extent it v as willing to reaffirm it. The process of reorganization has
separated out those strictly service tasks from its educational ones.
Extension instruction now needs to be no more self-suppor'ing than

can -pus instruction. A provost at another university was of the opinion
that liberal education should be a part of extension and should be sub-
sidized as any good education is." Many state extension divisions ',Ire
involved in a host of activities that bear little or no relationship to the
over-all goals of the university. At one extension division the biggest
operation was a high-school debating division iiind high-school athletics
Program. At another university a secretarial service for voluntary as-
sociations constituted a major investment of extension resources. In
most instances these activities are the most heavily subsidized by the
state legislature. Where they are n,ot subsidized, the cost has to he
borne by other parts of the extension program. In short, funds that
could go to support liberal education ventures are funnelled off into
dubious -service' activities.

Co-operation with Agricultural Extension

The ominous trend in some states toward cutting off public funds
has given pause to some general extension personnel. There s, ems to
be more thoughtful consideration of how best to co-ordinate general
extension and co-operative extension activities. In the Questionnaire
the question was asked. 'Do you have any joint programming and/or
joint faculty appointmerts with agricultural extension in your institu-
tion?' The response in the state universities was (sz,e Table 42).
The co-operation was more widespread than anticipated. This tit nd
will probably. grow. There were some !ea.'s, however. concerning whit
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TABLE 42

CO-OPERATION WITH AGRICULTURAL
EXTENSION IN STATE UNIVERSITIES

Some co-operative arrangements 3L2
No co-operative arrangements 64.5'0

No Answer 4.10

would happen to general extension in any such merger. One dean at a
land-grant institution stated:

In order to maintain its existence agricultural extension is begin-
ning to ask questions like, is the count, agent organization valid?
What kind of person should the extension specialist be? 'There's no
question in my mind but that its going to get into gtmeral exten-
sion areas. All this is preparatory to my main point: and that is
that extension in land grant universities and to some extent in
state universities 20 years from now will from necessity have to
have close family if not a marriage relationship with agricultural
extension. This report by the top extension people indicates this
very cletsrly. The question for me is, how do you effect this mar-
riage when one of the partners is an unwilling one? [Bangs his
palm on report.1 Heies where the money just have to
face it is already trying to set the terms of the relation-
ship... 7ACTually, I think there s some validity to this kind of re-
tationship. We've been involved with questions of technique and
methodology, agriculture has developed some techniqocs of its own
but has always had a strong emphasis on subject matter. I think it
makes sense for us to sit down and establish cordial relationships,
to pool the different talents that we have.

There seems to be some evidence at one university that when ag-
ricultural extension and general extension are in fierce competition,
liberal adult programming disappears. What closer co-operation be-
tween the two groups will do to liberal education is an open question.

Liberal Adult Prospects in State Universities

The future of liberal programming {apart from the degree-credit
framework) dues not appear bright. The -belt tightening.' in effect in
many state extension divisions will shift the emphasis more to the vo-
cational and professional field the bread and butter programs. Spe-
cial non-credit liberal programs designed for special clienteles will
probably be de-emphasized because of the costs involved. The confer-
ence and institute programs may be able to tie in sonic liberal empha-
ses. With a i.umber of state extension divisions pulling back to the
campus and setting up conference centers. this area of prop amming
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will assume greater importance. Since the major goal of any confer-
ence center director is to keep his 'hotel'' filled, the pressure to let
an_y organization use the facilities is tremendous. It takes a heroic
Continuati(m Center director to sustain any kind of liberal emphasis.

Private Universities.

The Large Well-Endowed Universities

These institutions are not in the position of having their financial
base for liberal programs cut. The problems they face, as do the state
universities, is the competition for faculty. Day faculty resources are
becoming increasingly more limited because of increasing enroll-
ments. Scme of the interviews with private evening college deans indi-
cated that the ratio of community-to-campus faculty had shifted in the
last ten years. The danger point ten years ago was 30''t community fac-
ulty; today, as revealed by this study, it is 50R, although in actual
practice it probably exceeds this. What will the ratio be tomorrow?
And how can any widespread interest and commitment be developed on
the part of the day faculty when they have co ontact with the evening
program?

The Small Private College

These institutions are located in an urban context and are consid-
ered 'street car colleges," i.e., the majority of their students come
from the local community. The problem of use of faci:Ity was the least
serious that faced them. Srme of them were struggling against tre-
mendous odds to survive In a highly competitive milieu. Generally en-
dr,wments were small and limited to the local community. Costs were
met primarily by tuition fees.2 These institutions can escape their lo-
cal chzracter by broadening the base of their support and by building
up their dormitory population. Following are several composites of the
small private college or university that illustrate the solutions they
have attempted in order to survive.

A small midwestern university established over thirty years ago

2. An Interesting observation is that none of these institutions had
a medical school. This might be a good index for separating out these
schools from the rest.
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with a liberal arts core had functioned for a number of years as if

there were no community around it. After the Korean War the chancel-
lor set up an evening division to improve community relations. He ex-
pected to perform a service for the community that would increase lo-
cal endowmentE, and also make money immediately from fees. Two-
thirds of the main university budget is met by student fees. Whether
the evening college venture is improving town-gown relationships can-
not yet be determined. So far it has brought fees to the university it
would otherwise not have. It has not, however, helpei to increase en-
dowments. The university built a large dormitory to house out-of-city
students but has not been able to fill it.

The establishment of the evening college has crystallized some
problems within the university itself. Generally the university is di-
vided between two factions. On the one hand are those who wish the
institution to retain its liberal arts core acid follow the model of some
of the more nationally known, high-quality liberal arts colleges. On the
other are those who want the university to become a "comm mity col-
lege."

There is no serious competition within the city limits but it is only
a matter of time until the state university will establish a branch
there. The attempts of the university to escape its local character by
building up its dormitory population and broadening its endowment
base, while at the same time developing itself as a community college,
have so far proved unsuccessful.

A small university in a western city faces similar problems. The
unh'ersity was founded 75 years ago and began service courses for
teachers and businessmen soon after. Endowment here is a problem,
as is the small dormitory population. This institution is much more
closely identhied with its community than Case I above. Here, too, the
evening college has not been successful in bringing in any large endow-
ments, even though I' Is a money-making arm of the university. The
Impulse of the present chancellor is to pull back from the community
and become a high-quality liberal arts college with a limited enroll-
ment. Functioning as a community college has not solved the univer-
sity's financial problems. The evening dean stated:
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. . . I think under the present circumstances any kind of change is
likely to be evolutionary instead of swift . . unless the university
gets a substantial gift to ease its financial burden. Part of our dif-
ficulty is sheer financial limitation. Having grown up in this uni-
versity it may be that I'm influenced by it too much.

It is too late in the game to become a nationally recognized liberal
arts college, even assuming the funds were available to do so. The

state university has established a branch in the city and so far, by in-
formal agreement, has limited its offerings. The competition of the
state university, however, is already proving too much for this insti-
tution.

1l I

A third university in an eastern city faces slightly different prob-
lems from the two above schools. It was established in 1893 and almost
at once inaugurated programs for government personnel. The growth of
the university w s slow and it experienced its greatest influence dur-
ing and after World War II, when a number of refugee scholars were
counted among its faculty. The downtown campus was the original lo-
cation of the university and it became the adult education division when
a campus was built on the outskirts of the city. In 1952 the activities of
the downtown division were limited and some strenuous attempts were
made to abandon the downtown location and offer all work on the cam-
pus. The fact that there was an articulate body of studcnts who sup-
ported the downtown program and that it made money for the rest of
the university prevented any rm,ve. The city in which the university Is
:orated has a number )d private universities functioning in adult educa-
tion and no informal understandings have been worked out regarding
which schools should focus on which publics. According to thl evening
dean, the city is a "competitive jungle." Two state univerdities are
hovering outside the city and ore is already offering programs within
the city. The doAntowt, division is losing its audience as government
agencies are decentralizing and the central thy Itself begins to empty
out The decision the president has made is to focus attention on the
undergraduate work of the institution and to try to become the national
university of the denomination the rchool represents. Mr ement in this
direction has not yet been successiul. The plan to build up a national
constitueilcy seems sound but apparently the denominational sponsors
are not completely sold on the Idea.
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The evening deans or directors in thQ.se three colleges were all
oriented to a state university outlook: they taiked the same way about
community needs, service, and the like. Essentially, they are state ex-
tension directors caught in a private university setting. All of them
were in conflict with their presidents. The presidents were moving to
pull back from the community and to raise standards in an effort to be-
come good itberal arts colleges. The presidents feel this would enable
them to compete with the state system. However, this does not seem a
realistic solution to the problem. Some kind of municipal support or
state support seems to be necessary to save these colleges. Outside
help from a foundation would merely postpone the final day of reckon-
ing for a few years.

One private college in the middle west tried to get state funds

from the university without any of the state control that would ga along
with it. The attempt was not successful. The dean then came up with a
proposal to estPtaish an extension center in his building that would be
open to all of the state universliies. Any of the courses offerer' would
carry residence credit at alt of the state institutions, even though a
private school was sheltering the program. The vice president of aca-
demic affairs at the land-grant institution stated:

No control over how a particular course would fit into an individ-
ual institution's program, no control over the qualification of the
instructor.... Their pvrposer of course, is to get identified with
the five state institutions, that s pretty clear to see.

This state academic officer had little sympathy for this private
college's plight or appreciation for the Ingenuity of the evening college
dean in proposing this way out.

A more successful solution may be the one that has emerged in a
large industrial state in the east. The state university has developed a
co-operative plan with five private colleges in one of the largest cities
of the state. The initial impulse seems to have come from the private
institution's fear of state extension's growth. The state university
shares a building with the five private colleges; scheduling, promotion,
and pohlicity are handled co-operatively. All credits given are trans-
ferabl? to all of the participating schools. Anot*,er midwestern univer-
sity has set up a similar arrangement with one of the area's famous
liberal arts colleges.
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Liberal Adult Prospects

The long-range future for liberal adult programming seems most
favorable in the large private universities. Prospects look brighter
there than in the state universities or the small struggling urban 0)1-
leges. The immediate future seems to favor the state universities.
Their budgets are larger, they are more diversified, and they actually
have more plans afoot for liberal adult programs. But the long-run ef-
fect of legislative queries about the expenditure of public money for
this purpose may drastically curtail any effort in liberal education.
The developments oegun with the Lyceum and Chautauqua, and carried
through the early extension divisions, may well be taken up by the
large private universities, who in the final accounting may be their
only heir.
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SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES

Source of Control of the Organization
of the Adult Division

The distinction between private and public institutions as far as
liberal program activity goes was not as sharp as expected. The larger
private evening colleges and the state extension divisions tended to be
similar in amount and proportion of liberal program activity. The

smaller evening colleges(primarily the church-related liberal arts col -
Ieges)were relatively inactive. The state universities, whether compre-
hensive, separated, or land grant, tended to have essentially similar lib-
eral programs. The municipal universities shared more characteristics
with the large private evening collegeswith articulate community-serv-
ice orientations than they did with the state universities. The format and
method of their programming was quite similar to private evening col-
leges. Thcre was more variety of presentation (conferences, institutes,
mass media, correspondence, etc.) at state-supported institutions than
at the municipal, large private, or church-related adult divisions.

The hypothesis on source of controlpublic support means more
active liberal programming, private or church st::-dort means less
requires qualification. Actually public support generally implied a
wider variety of formats in which liberal education was offered (excep-
tion: the municipal colleges) and generally more non-credit program-
ming across the board. The large private tvening colleges were less
diverse in their formats but were as active as the public institutions in
credit and non-credit liberal programs. The smaller church-related
co.leges, with a few notable exceptions, spent less time, effort, and en-
ergy on liberal education activities, both crocilt and non-credit.

Adult divisions organized separately from the main college of uni-
versity were more favorable to the growth and development of liberal
adult education. Usually the establishment of a separate structure indi-
cated the institution's commitment to do something in adult education.
Scattered efforts of universities in adult education tended to be Inter-
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mittent and to lack balance. The establishment of a consolidated unit
within the college or university indicated the school's desire to take
adult education seriously and sustain some effort in it. Liberal educa-
tion programs organized apart from traditional content or format, and
with some concern for the nature of adulthood, were most unlikely to
develop in institutions that had no separate administrative structure
for the adult division. The most favorable arrangement for this type of
development was formal control in the hands of a dean and a division
that functioned like a college.

Divisions with specific sets of guiding principles had more active
liberal programs than divisions with none. Elaboration of a set of ob-
jectives by either faculty or administrative personnel required a cer-
tain sustained commitment to adult education. Development of objec-
tives usually entailed some clarification of publics being served, some
priority in the tasks the division had carved out for itself, and same
indication of appropriate curriculumliberal arts and otherwise. The
existence of objectives implied some history of adult education and
university acceptance of this function.

The existence of a liberal education staff and/or a research per-
son was another indication of the Importance of the adult division as-
signed to these areas and their commitment to do something about it.
The key seemed to be the full-time post. If a staff member had many
duties some of which were to program literal studies, or experiment,
or think up new ideas, these latter rarely got done. Many respondents
indicated that all staff members are expected to do this. In fact, unless
staff is specifically assigned to it, nothing gets done. Liberal program
activity was much more common among divisions with liberal educa-
tion staff and/or research personnel than among those without.

The age of the division also seemed related to liberal adult educa-
tion. The older divisions had more resources to sustain liberal adult
programs than the recent arrivals. There was more likelihood that
these divisions would have liberal education staff and research per-
sonnel. These divisions were apt to have a number of diversified o-
grams and to be accepted as equal members of the university system.

University Tradition and the 13u get

The traditions of the university or college determine to a very
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large extent the activity in liberal adult education:

The recognition of the importance of the adult or citizen in the
charter of the university, and some emphasis by the university in its
public documents on the importance of liberal adult education, general-
ly favored the growth of liberal adult programs. However, these state-
ments can be ignored and allowed to languish. They become important
to the extent that they are accepted by the university or college as a
whole-administration and facultyand have articulate champions.

An) conception of community service the university or college has
predisposes it to do something in adult education. However, it does not
seem to affect liberal adult education directly. What seems to be nec-
essary to provide the motivations for the development of liberal adult
education is a conception of community service fused with a liberal
arts core. The school that has both traditions (a conception of commu-
nity servic. and a liberal arts core) is a rarity. The task is to build a
liberal outlook in those institutions with some notions of community
servicemodical institutes, engineering schools, business training
schools, and the like.

When the first offerings In et:ening or extension work are an out-
reach of the liberal arts departments, the institution usually has a lib-
eral arts core and that affects present practice. There usually are
proportionally more liberal education offerings than when other de-
partments are initially involved. The problem is that these offerings
are usually transferred intact into the evening or extension division
svithodt any modification for an adult clientele. The task in these insti-
tutions with a liberal arts core Is to build some nc,tions of community
service onto the liberal base so thLt the traditions can operate more
favorably in the development of special liberal education programs.

Divisions vith large bets are more favorably situated to sus-
tain liberal efforts than are those with small budgets. However, this is
usually contingent upon the adult dean or director's convictions about
liberal education. The intensity of these convictions will be reflected
in the program no matter what the budget. Some small-budget divisions
with pro-liberal deans are doing a remarkable job with very limited
resources: some of the giants are doing practically nothing in liberal
adult education.
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The more budget flexibility the adult dean has, the more favorable
is the situation for liberal adult educationprovided the dean has
strong pro-liberal convictions.

Discussion of the budget underlined the marginality of many adult
divisions and the ways some of them have managed to gain some budget
flexibility for experimentation. The whole budget situation is a reflec-
tion of the division's position within the university. One unexpected re-
sult of the study was to clarify some myths about budgetary second-
class citizenship. Most adult divisions fare quite well and many have
not utilized the freedom and flexibility that are potentially theirs. This
assumes some amount of acceptance by the parent university of its
role in adult education- If there is none or little, then no amount of in-
genuity will save the adult dean financially. The problem presently is
that there are neither particular pressure groups clamoring for lib-
eral adult education nor articulate constituencies prepared to support
it. In many ways liberal education Is in a positicn similar to the arts
the sponsor has disappeared from the scene and no alternative has
emerged. The one possibility that suggests itself Is liberal education
tied into professional programs. The financial base of liberal credit
programs tied in with degrees is assured as long as the degree is con-
sidered a commodity In our society. An extension of this pattern may
be possible with non-credit liberal adult education.

University Acceptance of Adult Education

The higher the status of the adult dean and Ms division within the
university system, the more liberal programmingprovided the adult
dean has some strong pro-liberal education convictions or sees the
liberal education path as a prestigeful route within the university sys-
tem, as In Institutions with liberal arts cores. Again this dimension of
the adult division's position within the university Is critically depend-
ent on the adult dean's convictions.

The hypothesized effects of the president's attitudes toward the
adult division and its relation to liberal programming were substan-
tially verified. The president's view of adult education is usually
sharea by the adult dean. This Is not surprising: there may be a selec-
tive process operating here. Liberal education programming seems to
command a larger share of the total adult education effort at thise
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schools in w:ach the president has a kind of ''missionary zeal" for
adult education. Almost as effective is the view that sees the adult di-
vision as a peer in the university family, assuming that the adult divi-
sion is at the later stages of its development. Some divisions at the
early stages of growth characterized their plf,sidents' views as spon-
soring equal staius. This meant something different than when it was
reported by the older divisions. When an adult director in a depart-
mentally dominated division stated that the president viewed his divi-
sion as ail equal member, he usually meant that his program was es-
sentially a limited version of the same thing offered on the campus or
during the daytime. The president's view of the adult division primar-
ily in public-relations terms limited somewhat more the time, effort,
and energy spent in liberal education than did either of the above two
views. The most !trotting view t',e president can have of the adult divi-
sion is one which primarily appreciates its money-making potential.
This subjects the whole program to the pressure of showing a profita
pressure the day or campus undergraduate program does not have to
face.

Die support of the key_university deans (education, commerce, en-
gineerlog, arts and sciences) within the institution increases the pos-
sibilities of liberal adult programming. The support of education and
commerce is necessa in the early phases so that bread-and-butter
demands car) be met. This precedes any heavy investment in liberal
adult programming. A crucial person In making available campus re-
sources is the arts and sciences dean. Without his support, effective
liberal education programs cannot grow. The engineering dean played a
less important rote than expected. He seemed to be important only if
the adult program had an engineering core. The influence of these
deans is modified by a strong president or a strong departmental ar-
tangemeot. Deans seemed to function as a cabirmt in the absero.e of
strong presidential leadership or effective chicks by the faculty. When
weak deans proailert, however, they were not a significant force to be
reckonrd with by the adult dean. The most favorable situation for the
unhampered development of the adult division (but not necessarily lib-
eral educatic.) was a strong departmental frameworiz. The adult dean
cculd then v.,ark out Individual arrangements with department chairmen
and not ever fear the consolidate ; opposition of a whole university di-
cision reoresented by a strong, antagonistic dean.
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The belief prevails among evening and extension deans and among
other university personnel that a large community faculty is undesir-
able. There seems to be some evidence that when over 50'; of the adult
faculty come from the community, liberal adult programming is af-
fected adversely. Campus faculty fears about standards are activated
and strengthen opposition to the adult division. This has the practical
effect of eliminating the resources of the arts and sciences division. If
a strong departmental system is in operation, the adult '-an may pos-
sibly work out individual deals, but this is exceptional.

When the adult dean controls his own faculty arrangements, and
also has some pro - liberal convictions, liberal programming seems to
flourish. The effect ranges from none at all with a departmentally con-
trolled faculty (at the discretion of the department chairmen who are
persuaded to co-ope,!ate by the adult dean) and an extra compensation
faculty, to very favorable with a joint appointment system, a full-time
adult faculty, and diversified faculty arrangements. Active liberal pro-
gramming and all the elements that encourage liberal developments
were most characteristic of divisions with diversified or mixed faculty
systems.

The amount and effectiveneAs of liberal adult education is related
to the existence of a faculty advisory committee. The presence of such
a committee insures at least some campus faculty support and pro-
vides the adult division with program ideas. A faculty committee drawn
from friends of the adult division within the university seemed to func-
tion less effectively than a committee appointed by the president. Fac-
LIty committees appointed by the adult dean were more characteristic
of adult divisions in their early stages. Those appointed by the presi-
dent were more characteristic of the older divisions. Presidential ac-
tion seemed to legitimize the division. No data were uncovered that
showed the adverse effects of faculty committees. It seems quite clear.
howeier. that they could be used by a hostile administration to dis-
mantle the adult division.

The more differentiated the faculty arrangements, the more favor-
able the liberal education opportunities in the adult division. This dif-
ferentiation wars not an independe it variable but sremed to come with
age and university acceptance of the aciult function. (Evidence here was
not as cicarcut as expected.) Graduated payment and some system of
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ranking usually went together and were characteristic of the more ad-
vanced divisions with diversified faculty arrangements. The develop-
ment of what could be called a faculty "culture' and some systematic
kind of faculty training seemed more characteristic of the evening col-
legesthough neither development was widespread. Differentiation in
faculty arrangements seemed to mean different things at an evening
college and at an extension division.

The Community Context of the Adult Pro ram

One of the factors that sustains liberal education efforts is the

amount of community support for the rest of the program. If the adult
division has done a good job of projecting the university into the local
community, then almost anything it begins will be supported by the
constituency it has developed. This hypothesis was not substantiated.
The kinds of community support created by adult divisions in the form
of separate and over-all community advisory committee:: Is only re-
lated to Isolated parts of the program, usually not the liberal education
parts. Building up support for liberal programs required something
more than committees composed of influential friends in the commu-
nity, It required some actual work in building up audiences for liberal
programs, only one small part of which is community advisory com-
mittees. The data ,lid underline the dangerous features of community
advisory committees. Though they Mid support for the division, they
overdevelop the vocational parts of the p-ogram at the expense of lib-
eral education.

Local influences invariably find their way Into the acillt program.
A dean with strong liberal convictions can resist the more damaging
effects of this kind of influence and still work v. iihin local imperatives.
The task is to prevent the program from beirr a sirnis, reflection of
the industrial and business segments of the community. The job of pee-
venting these interests from "taking over" the program is consider-
ably easier if the university has a tradition of independence (usually
associated with a national and international constituency) and functions
in a community With a high level of edacational attainment. The prob-
lem is that those adult divisions that are simple reflections of the
business and industrial community tend to attract dearoi or directors
who enthusiastically endorse this emphasis. This Is related in part to
the quality of the institution of which the ad lit division is a part.
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The development of this constituency did seem to depend on the
dean's (or his staff's) membership in local groups. Membership

in local groups seemed to a'd in recruiting students for the adult divi-
sion and generally developed support for the program. This had no d'-
rect effect upon the support given liberal education, however, unless
the adult dean worked for it specifically. Business, industrial, and var-
ious voluntary associations with educational aims can be persuaded of
the importance of liberal education. This assumes the dean's pro-lib-
eral education convictions.

The competitive picture in a local situation did relate to the
amount of liberal education offered in a given adult division. This was
dependent on the main university's own program emphases, i.e., they
were more likely to feel pressures to do something if the institution
had a Metal arts core rather than an agriculture, business, or engi-
neering one. If a given erterprise was the only university adult divi-
sion In an area, then it felt obliged to present a balanced program.
This favored credit programs and worked against non-credit. In larger
cities, where competition for studeMs wad intense, the "quality" large
private evening colleges usually attracted the liberal education audi-
ence. An informal division of labor usually develops among the com-
peting adult organizations.

Another community influence seemed to be the educational level of
the area in which the adult division was operating. A large middle
class favored the development of liberal adult programs.

And finally regional accrediting associations limited the activities
of adult divisions, although this had only an indirect effect upon liberal
adult education. An accrediting association may recommend that pro-
grams presently supporting liberal adult efforts fe.g., professional
education coursr?.$) be shifted to another division of the university.

The Adult Dean or Director

In the last analysis the critical factor in liberal adult program-
ming was the dean or director himself.

The educatioral background of the adult dean was one determinant
of the investment a given division made in liberal arts programming.
The dean's training in a liberal arts discipline se "ms to correlate with
liberal programming, but not in an; clearcut way. Most of the deans or
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director's came from a liberal arts discipline or from education. When
the traditions of an ins ition favored liberal education the dean's edu-
cational background seemed to make no difference. Liberal arts back-
ground seemed to be more closely related to attitudes toward innova-
tion. The liberally educated deans were more interested in experimen-
tation and had plans afoot to initiate experimental programs.

Liberal program activity seemed to fare better the higher the edu-
caticnal attainment of the adult dean or director. It was the exceptional
division that had a vigorous creative liberal education program and a
dean or director who did not have his Ph.D. Those divisions under de-
partmental domination were least likely to have administrators with
Ph.D.'s. The divisions farther along in development were most likely
to have them unless the Jean or director had long tenure. If a dean had
been with the division since its inception, or for more than twenty
years, he usually did not have a Ph.D. These older divisions, however,
usually had second-level staff that did have Ph.D.'s. This suggests the
Increasing professionalization of the field of university adult education.

The administrator's career line affects the nature and amount of
liberal education. Deans or directors who viewed their posts Is steps
In a career that woulc: lead elsewhere in the university system were
unlikely to be concerned with offerings that carried little or no pres-
tige with the main campusnamely, experimental non-credit liberal
education programs. On the other hand, those with a commitment to
university adult educationwho had been in it for a number of years
and planned to staywere more likely to develop non-credit liberal
adult education. Usualy ti,ese committed professionals saw liberal
adult education as one way of giving a unique and distinctive character
to the v..ork they were doing. The number of careerists who were fa-
vorably disposed tov.ard tritest adult education uas still quite small.
The crucial element in whether any programs were developed at all
were the pro-liberal cd-,:cation attitudes of the adult dean.

Length of time on the job uas also associa,.ed with liberal adult
education. This dimension scented to relate to the career line of the
adult dean. however. Those who had been on the job from 0.5 years
were the newcomers ar.d some hadn't made their career decisions yet.
Others in the 0-5 group were getting a picture cf university adminis-
tration in general by moving into various high-level university [)osts.
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The men who had been on the job from 5 to 10 years had made a career
decision, either consciously or unconsciously. These were the horizon-
tally mobile men. Thr, had moved within the world of universityadult
educationtransferring from one university to another and occasion-
ally outside to related areas, like the U.S. Office of Education. The
oldtimers (over ten years) seemed to discourage any kind of liberal
adult education. They had lost interest in innovation, flexibility, and
change. Generally the themes that ran through their responses when
looking to the future was "expansion''of plant, resources, staff, and
more of the same kind of program offerings. These emphases were
also reflected in their present programs.

The dean's orientation and attitudes were a critical factor in de-
termining the amount and effectiveness of liberal education. On the
basis of this data a typology of adult administrators was developed.

If the dean was primarily interested in serving remedial needs,
then non-credit liberal education did not flourish. The dean's refer-
ence group here was usually the faculty or a group of subject-matter
specialists with whom he identified. This dean or director was charac-
terized as the sc'aolar.

if the dean or director was primarily interested in serving the
community's needs, then liberal education fared well only tf the educa-
tional level of the community could sustain it. The reference group
here was either ihe local community or a group of ''educators" with
whom the dean identified. This administrator was characterized as the
social worker.

Several other orientations were noted. First was the businessman
adult administrator, whose imagery of the job to be done was formu-
lated in terms of 'products,' buying.- ''selling," and the like. This

administrator WAS primarily a merchandiser of educational wares and
could as easily market liberal ed Cation products as vocational ones.
This dean usually took his cues from the traditions of his own univer-
sity, the attitudes of his president and those outside groupslike in-
dustry and foundationslikely to subsidize. Liberal education seemed
to fare N ell with these adminimria'ors if they were located in quality"
universities or colleges wherc, the liberal tradition was strong and
were, at the same time, sensitive to the world of the foundations.
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A final type was characterized as the civil service administrator.
This dean was not concerned primarily with the offerings or content of
educational prnrams. He was interested in running an enterprise as
efficiently as possible.

These orientations pretty much dictated attitudes toward credit
and non-credit literal education varying in intensity from least inter-
ested to most interested. Least interested was the civil service admin-
istrator; most interested was the sophisticated businessman or social
worker. Further analysis indicated that this typology did not revel the
whole story.

Another dimension of attitudes toward the job was found in the ori-
entations described as local Lind cosmopolitan. This distinction under-
lined the personal involvement of the dean or director in his job. The
distinction was between a local community identification and a wider
loyalty to a group of experts. This personal involvement operated dif-
ferently, depending on the type of administrator considered, although
generally the cosmopolitan orientation was more favorable to liberal
adult education than the local. At present there is no profession of uni-
versity adult education and the dean's self-conceptions relating to his
profession are usually a combination of several loyalties.

1. Scholar. The local scholar functioning as adult dean or direc-
tor Is usually found in a small private college. He has moved in the
cm bit of small colleges, generally taking low-paying faculty posts. His
move into university-level adult education Is an attempt to supplement
his salary. He sees this position as a temporary one and plans to re-
turn to the faculty as soon as possible. His interest is in a particular
college rather than In his profession.

The cosmopolitan scholar is located In the larger private evening
college. He usually has a Ph.D. and has strong feelings !bout his pro-
fessional obligations. His loyalties are not to a particular university
tint to his craft. He sometimes caries an appointment in his subject-
natter department and attends professional meetings of his society.
His motivations in moving into unlversity adult education Are econom-
ic. Again he sees this position as temporary, but he is mole open to
ideas than his local counterpart and he is quite interested in running a
high-quality program.
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2. Social Worker. The local social worker is more often found in
smaller state universities or in extension divisions in their early
stages. His identification is with a particular institution and with the
job it is doing in extension He has extensive contacts throughout the
state and is interested In meeting the needs of citizens who come to
the university. This administrator seems more attuned, however, to
the needs of remedial students, those seeking vocational and profe
sional upgrading, and businessmen, rather than in the general citi-
zenry.

The cosmopolitan social worker Is more often found in extension
divisions functioning in diversified states or evening colleges in larger
cities. These divisions are usually at the later stages of the growth
cycle. This cean's commitment is to the field of education generally
and in this instance to university adult education. He constitutes the
beginnings of a profession of university adult education. He has had
other educational administrative posts within the university, u...ually

connected with one of the Institution's "marginal' enterprises. lie at-
tends a number of national meetings, university adult education meet-
ings, various educational association meetings. This dean is most like-
ly to be writing in the field of university adult education anci working to
build a professional association.

3. Businessman. The local businessman is usually found in the
urban evening college at the early stages of its development. His train-
ing has been in commerce and he is likely to have come from a previ-
ous )os,t in the business world. His major interest is In remedial
courses: for degreeseeking business administration students. He has
extensive contacts with the local business community and pretty much
accepts their requests for help in the same terms that they are sub-
mitted In short, he services the local business community as effec-
tively r.s he is able within the limitation of his own situation. If he

leaves the university he usually becomes a training director for cae of
the companies l-e is serving.

The cosmopolitan businessman is usually found in the larger urban
evening colleges and in some cases the larger extension divisions. Ile
Is likely to have been educated in law or in one of the better university
executive development programs. He secs his primal y task as 'triple
menting the basic objectives of the university and promoting its inter-
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ests to as ',vide a variety of groups as possible. He Is most likely to
have identified a number of target consumers for liberal education: ex-
ecutives, labor unions, and various professional groups. He is sensi-
tive to national trends in education, is aware of new program develop-
ments as they occur, and is a keen observer of the social scene. He
dues not write about university adult education and is generally not in-
terested in building up the profession. If he leaves the university he
generally goes to a professional association as their educational direc-
tor. If he stays 'n the universit :' system he usually ends up In higher
administration or in the business school.

4. Civil Service Administrator. The local civil servant is the dean
or director who is in his present post by diM of outlasting or outliving
any competitors. He has been promoted, usually from assistant dean,
after his predecessor has died or retired. He is completely, absorbed
in building up his particular enterprise, making it lar;er and more ef-
ficient. He seems completely disinterested in the educational content of
the programs he runs. He rarely goes to out-of-state meetings and has
little awareness of national educational currents. He prides himself on
the efficiency of the system he has built. Sometimes he makes deci-
sions by drawing up "traffic patterns" for flow of work, students, ad-
ministrators, money, and the like. His effect on adult liberal education
is stifling.

The cosmopolitan civil servant is an extremely rare bird. His
cosmopolitan orientation has usually developed through "conversion."
He Is younger than his local counterpart with the same background. He
aspires to become an educational statesman and may be preparing to
make a job move to another university'. His interest in liberal educa-
tion is minimaljust enough to pass in educational circles.

The Groth Cycle

These factors or forces never operated singly'. It was the excep-
tional instance where only one force (usually the altitude of the presi-
dent) seemed completely determinative of the liberal adult education
picture. Rather, these forces or e'er:lents tended to group together by
various stages of groath so that the conditions for the development of
good liberal education were likely to be least favorable at the early
stages. most gavorable at the later .stages. These stages of growth the
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growth cyclewere suggested in preliminary intervie.ving and were
elaborated, rechecked, modified, and expanded in subsequent research.
The four stages were: the stage of Departmental Domination; he stage
of Autonomy; the stage of Integration; and the stage of Assimilation.
The results of the study can be summarized by stages of growth with
four profiles or composites that show how the force., cluster at each
stage.

Departmental Domination

Source of Control and Origin of Adult Division. Thirty-two per
cent of the divisions that responded to the Questionnaire were classi-
fied as departmentally dominated. They had a number of characteris-
tics that isolated them from the rest of the sample. Most of them had
separate organizations and a full-time director. If the adult sessions
were not administrathely separate, they were automatically classified
here. Those not separately organized were usually extensions of the
day or campus department. If they had a separate organization and a
full-time director, then they had other features that led the Investiga-
tors to conclude that they were at this stage of development. The big-
gest single factor was they did not have control over their own budgets.
Those divisions that did have a separate organization and a full-time
director were one-man organizations. There wet.e no research person-
nel, liberal education staff, or second-level staff of any kind. The eve-
ning colleges were more heavily represented in this category than the
extension divisions.

TABLE 43

DISTRIBUTION OF EVENING COLLEGES AND EXTENSION
DIVISION'S BY GROWTH CYCLE STAGE

Departmental
Dominalkon

Auti nomy

28';
30';

Integration ASSiT11

7.i,

24;
Evening College
Extension Division

41 '.0

18k
24

28 ;,

I. See Appenci,x 4 for Profiles of Adult Divisions by Grov,lh Cycle
Stage.
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The large number of Catholic schools (14 out of 44), mostly Jesuit,
placed in this stage distorts somewhat the distinction between evening
colleges and extension divisions. These religious institutions are gen-
erally small and have a round-the-clock operation with no speci:.1 no-
tice taken of the older students who show up in the evening. As the
schools get larger, they begin to look more like large multi-purpose
private universities, as does Marquette in Milwaukee. These institu-
tions also tend to be similar In organization, audience, and orientation
to other smail private or church-related colleges. Philosophical and
educational imperatives lead them to select a more limited role for
themselves in adult education. If we remove these divisions from the
departmentally dominated list, then the distribution by growth cycle in
the urban evening college and the extension division resemble ead,
other closely. The exception is the small number of evening colleges at
the stage of assimilation. (This will be discussed in more detail below.)

The pattern was for these divisions to lack any formal plding
principles developed especially for the organization. Most of them in-
dicated that they took over the principles of the main university in

their work, but this was not considered a set of specific guiding prin-
ciples. The small number that did have formal or informal guiding
principles were usually the extension divisions. They had to pinpoint
certain groups that they were set up to serve and to clarify, if only in
a minimal way, their methods for performing their sob.

The departmentally-dominated divisions were usually formed after
1946: many are still waiting for a separate administrative organiza-
tion. Several divisions in this category were established before 1929,
but they were exceptions. (They were either small church-related col-
leges involved in a limited effort or they were, as at Harvard, assigned
low-priority because of the traditional emphasis of the parent institu-
tion.) Only one state-supported extension division establishc,i before
1929 was still In the stage of departmental d)rnination. A case study of
an irstitution Eke this might be quite it might show why
such divisions fail to grow oat of the early stages In the growth cycle
and thus help to refine uncle; standing of tl-e conditions that tend to pro-
mote growth.

University Traditions and the 11.idilet. FEW of the di\ ;sions in the
stage of depaxtmental elimination were supported by any kind cf °ill-
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cial recognition of an adult public to be served. There was a minimal
amount of such recognition at the state universities that were depart-
mentally dominated, but this recognition was not developed in any elab-
orate way. Here, extension was considered a legitimate function; but
local circumstances discouraged the investment of much effort in it.
Several of these divisions were located in New England, a region that
never has become excited about extension. Ohio State was a middle
western institution that did not develop a complex adult division be-
cause it originally began its work in a state that was dotted with de-
nominational colleges that had, so to speak, "divided up the state.''
Most of the departmentally dominated divisions did not have any well-
developed notion:, of community service. Extension was there; students
could come if they wanted an education. The idea of relating in any
kind of active or aggressive way to the communit" was alien. This view
is understandable in terms of the limited resources of most of the
schools at this stage. Generally, budgets were lower In these divisions,
clustering at the $1,000 to $100,000 range. Most of the divisions had a
liberal arts core that determined their relationships to their own com-
munities. Budget flexibility was also quite limited. These divisions had
less than standard control over their own budget:, and found it difficult
to make up deficits or use surpluses. Rarely did one of these divisions
have any usable risk capital.

University Acceptance.: The deans and directors at these Institu-
tions generally indicated that the positions of their divisions within the
larger uriversities were less than equal. They generally felt their
second-class status; adult deans or directors rarely sat on important
committees and not one commanded the chairmanship of any key stand-
ing committee. In some cases, a part-time director sat on critical uni-
versity committees but it was by virtue of his other role in the univer-
sity system rather than his position as adult clean.

Presidents apprmed of the money-making features of the adult di-
vision and of its public-ielations value. 1.5,_,rne deans or directors char-
acterized their presidents as very enthusiastic and completely 1)ehind
the advIt division. Further investigation indicated that the president's
enthusiasm did not go hcyond a lirn.tcri carb,n copy of the campus pro
gra M.

If the adult division was a clove copy of camotis. then all the deans
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supported the effort. This was usually a reflection of the president's
attitudes. if, hr ever, there was any move toward independence, any
attempt by the adult dean or director to broaden the adult audience or
reinterpret the university's commitment to adult education, this elic-
ited almost automatic opposition from the arts and science and engi-
neering deans. Education and commerce deans, however, continued to
support the endeavor because their interests were more closely linked
to an expanded adult clientele.

Faculty arrangements at departmentally dominated divisions were
controlled by the department chairman with the adult dean or director
acting as co-ordinator or advisor. Some of the divisions used some
extra compensation faculty, either from the campus or community, but
this practice was limited. There were few community faculty in these
divisions since the departments were reluctant to approve them. Fac-
ulty advisory committees were not the rule; if they existed they were
usually "watch dog' committees. No evolution of an adult faculty cul-
ture was possible in this type of division.

Community Context. Community support was also undeveloped. It
consisted of the adult dean's informal contacts with local community
people. There was little attempt to pull in industrial or business train-
ing directors and build special programs for their personnel. The adult
administrator usually did not belong to many community organizations.
The disadvantages of this relationship to the community are fairly ob-
vious: the town-gown cleavage remains unbrea,hed and university-
community co-operi-tiou remains unexplored. 111e advantages on the
other hand are that the division at this sage of development is safe
from the mere damaging vocational pressures of business and indus-
trypressures that a limited-service enterprise must find it difficult
to cope with.

Adult Dean or Director. The dean or director was likely to have
come from either liberal arts or education. If he was in a state school,
his field was usually education. If he WAS in a private or church-re-
lated institution, his field was liberal arts or, less often, business ad-
ministration. f Business admin;,tration backgrounds are generally
rare, bat if they show up at all they show up here.) Most of the deans
and directors had their '.tasters' with a handful having only Pachclors'.
Their level of elucalional anainmert oac than their counterparts
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in each of the other stages of the growth cycle. Their previous job was
likely to be in university faculty. For several of them this was their
first post. A large minority had come from other administrative posts
in the university. If the dean was located in a state institution he was
most likely to be a local social worker type. If he was in the private
or church-related small evening college, he was likely to be a local
scholar or local business type. The cosmopolitan scholar, business-
man, and civil service administrator, local or cosmopolitan, were un-
likely to appear at the stage of departmental domination.

Liberal Adult Education at the Stage
of Departmental Domination

Liberal adult education at this stage of development was likely to
mirror the campus or daytime program. The course numbers, content,
and sometimes eves the instructors, were the same. There was little
or no experimentation with non-credit liberal education; even slight
modifications of the credit programs for adults was atypical. The best
that can be hoped for at this stage is that the traditional content will be
communicated as e-lfectively as possible. This would seem to require a
cosmopolitan scholar -with some concern for the quality of the offerings
and a sensitive alezt faculty. All effort at this stage was concentrated
on credit programming.

Autonomy

Source of Control and Organization of the Adult Division. Almost
29'e of the division:, were categorized in the autonomous stage of de-
velopment. The group was proportionally divided between evening col-
leges and extension dii.isions. All of them had separate organiz itions
with full-time directors. Slightly over one-half of the divisions had
wiiirked out some formal guiding principles for their enterprises. These
principles were accepted by Cie larger university to some degree and
their existence as accompanied by some freedom to develop autono-
mously. A la] e minority was still functioning with informal guiding
principles. which meitiit ti at In the course of their ities they had
d veloped rile informal notions f what important, what was not.
which gric they were ciiiing after, .ivhichtlA. A niiich smaller miniiir-
ty had n guiding principles at all. 1h existence of u _cr.iinci-lea-cl re-

search or liben 1 n-hicAtion staff was rare t en: als-i. Ihere was more
vcr, !hat these divisions '4- ,uld ha ie a ,me professional
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second-level staff than in the case of the departmentally dominated
units.

About one-quarter of the autonomous divisions were started prior
to 1929 and never moved beyond the first impulse to autonomy. Another
quarter began in the period from 1929 to ,946; the remainder began
after 1946. The latter group had moved with considerable speed to
their present stage and were more likely to move forward than their
sister divisions that had been halted at this stage for a number of
years.

University Traditions and Budget. Autonomous divisions were
more often supported by recognition of adult needs in the parent uni-
versity charter and policy than were departmentally dominated divi-
sions. A larger proportion of state and municipal colleges and techni-
cal institutes were found at the autonomous stage. This indicated a

generally more favorable situation for the adult division and implied
some conception cc. community service on which the adult division
could base its program. The institutions with liberal arts cores were
less numerous here than at the earlier stage. Budgets clustered in the
$100,000 to $500,000 category. Autonomous divisions tended to be
larger than their departmentally dominated counterparts. They also
had more budget flexibility. They were likely to handle some of their
surpluses and to make .1p their own deficits. They usually had some
risk capital for new ventures. Some of the older autonomous divisions
were quite favorably situated financially: they had a great deal of free-
dom in using their funds and they had over 10q) risk capital.

University Acceptance. Almost two-thirds of the autonomous divi-
sions had status problems in their own institutions. The deans did not
sit on powerful university councils anti had no voice in over-all univer-
sity affairs. Another one-third of them did: they were able to protect
themselves from the larger university and maintain a semi-separated
position without undue tension. These again were usually the older di-
visions that were not interested in moving closer to the campus and
had vested interests in hot.ding on to their separated status.

The pres:,AtTos drain split on attitudes toward the adult divisOn.
Some of them s.,1W it in public-relations terms: ethers were more
frankly triterest,:d in its money- making features. Most Lit the prc.:1-
(icnts %N) were trilerestcd primarily in income fr ,ni the adult divisi in
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showed up here. It is at this stage also that the opposition of the arts
and sciences dean stiffens. The movement away from the campus can
only be viewed by him with alarm. But the increasing opposition of arts
and sciences is countered usually by the increasing support of the dean
of education and the dean of commerce. These two divisions seem to
function as allies throughout all the stages of the adult division. This
suggests an interesting area of inquiry into the dynamics of university
life. What reality factors is this ''coalition'' based on and does it ex-
tend to other concerns within the university? One possibility Is that
what seems to (unction as an alliance vis-a-vis the adult division is
only an exceptional instance in an otherwise competitive relationship.
Thr most obvious reason that commerce and education seem to func-
tion smoothly in relationship with the adult division is that there is
rarely any overlapping jurisdiction. The adult audience of the com-
merce division and the adult audience of the education division are def-
inite and distinct.

Faculty arrangements at the autonomous stage have not evolved
much beyond the departmental stage. The predominant system Is extra
compensation using community or campus faculty. The smaller liberal
arts collegesthe arts and sciences division usuallyat this juncture
try to preverii the use of daytime faculty by limiting the number of
hours tit can be taught or by not allowing overload. The effect on the
adult division is to give impetus to its move away from the campus and
lead it to rely wore heavily on community faculty. The percentage of
community faculty a dean or director can safely maintain without en-
dangering his own division vis-a-vis the campus varies widely. But the
belief prevailed that it wzs not safe to go beyond community fac-
ult, although many divisions exceeded this percentage at the autono-
mous stage. If the percentage of communitj: faculty was higher than
50i, the dean or director usually k?pt this information to himself.
Fewer than half of the divisions in this category had faculty advisory
committees. This was higher than expectedthe expectation was that
gradual separation from the main campus would discourage the devel-
opment of faculty advisory committees. The pattern seemed more
complex than this, however. When a division de;eloped too much antag-
onism or opposition by moving toward autonomy, a faculty advisoly
corn-nittce NkaS act Jphy the arts and sciences dean. or I,y the faculty
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senate, to keep it in tow. When faculty advisory committees appeared,
they were essentially "watch dog" committees.

Community Context. Community support at the autonomous stage
was well developed; only a handful of divisions indicated that they had
none. Support ranged from the informal type to a wide variety of com-
binations. It is at this stage that the adult dean can get to know his
community and explore it more systematically. His membership in lo-
cal business, indust,al, and vol intary associations increases dramat-
ically. It is at this point, too, that the autonomous dean becomes con-
vinced of the importance of research into his student body. Some stud-
ies are usually conducted, the forerunners of more systematic re-
searches later on. Simple maps are drawn to show where students
come from and some kind of clientele analysis is initiated. The ad-
vantages of this information seem evident. The adult dean can use this
phase of development to explore his community as fully as possible.
T'-tis information and the orientation its collection develops will be in-
valuable at the later stages of the division. The dangers involved, how-
ever, are real. The adult dean may move so far away from the campus
that he is no longer communicating with any part of it yet the key per-
sonnel on the main campus are more likely to be convinced that a com-
munity-service orientation is a good thing if they trust the adult dean.
The other danger is that the program in the autonomous divisions may
reflect too directly the dominant economic interests of a city or region.

Adult Dean or Director. More than half of the autonomous deans
had rh.D.'s. Ph.D.'s were split between education and liberal arts.
These deans were more likely to have an advanced degree than thele
departmentally dominated counterparts with a slightly higher percent-
age coming from liberal arts. Deans with education degrees seemed to
be more responsible for moving the division to Ds present stage than
the deans with liberal arts backgrounds. The deans with liberal back-
grounds had less time on theft jobs and were likely to have stepped
into a division that someone else had shaped. The possibility is that
these divisinms may have spent their impulse toward autonomy and
were preparing to move into the integration phase.

ad7rinior Itors lic,1111y came from the faculty or horn
university administiatiye !mists. A back,:round in secondary education
'has Melt. 10 shy up at this stage. Ainis!ratke nee in
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secondary education seemed good preparation for the top administrator
in an autonomous division. In riany ways, the problems of running a
secondary school anc, an autonomous division are the sameboth are
school systems and both are independent organizations. The impera-
tives operating on the secondary-school administrator and the auton-
omous dean are also similar; the parent faction in the high-school sys-
tem is replaced by the campus faculty. Training in industry or govern
ment also fitted well into this stage of development. It is here that the
adult division is least like the main university and can look like a high-
school system, or a government agency, or an industrial enterprise.

If the dean was located at an urban evening college, he was likely
to be a local or cosmopolitan scholar. Usually he was not responsible
for shaping the division and had come onto the scene recently. The
cosmopolitan scholars were rare; they were found at several of the
evening divisions in -quality- institutions at the autonomous stage. The
state schools seemed to attract local social worker types at this stage.
The business type was nut usually found here, nor were the cosmopol-
itan social workers or the civil service administrators.

Liberal Adult Education at the Stage of Autonomy

The divisions at this stage are attempting to solve the problems of
their own identity; they are trying to discover themselves and are not
particularly concerned with their relation to the total university. Lib-
eral adult education is one of the last concerns of the autonomous divi-
sions. The proportion of liberal credit work actually decreases at this
stage and no non-credit work is substituted. It is at this stage that the
vocational and professional flavor of the program is most evident. The

local or cosmoiiolitan scholar at the autonomous stage can preserve
the liberal credit offerings, but this is the best he can do. lhe local
social worker only seems to ride out the autonomous thrust without af-
fecting the liberal content one way or the other. Liberal adult educa-
tion at the autonomous stage is a holding operation.

Inte_gration

Source of Control and Or.;anization of the Adult DiViSiln Aliaost
26 of the divisions studied fill into the Intigrdtrin cati gi

tion occurs when a ciO.ision has (AhatistE.1 its aui,initnoos thrust and
has dc1c1 peil enough traditions and identity of its n tc) m we 1.,,V,1 I ki
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closer relationship with the campus. The proportion of state to private
schools (excluding for the moment municipal institutions) shifts dra-
matically at this stage. The proportion of private evening colleges at
the later stages of the growth cycle is smaller than that of the state
schools. Proportionally more state schools are found in the last two
phases of growth. This underlines the importance of the university's
acceptance of the legitimacy of adult education. Such acceptance has
enabled proportionally more adult divisions in state universities to de-
velop to it'll stature. Most municipal universities are in the integration
stage. They tend to cluster toward the middle of the cycle; they are not
usually at the stage of departmental domination or assimilation. Mu-
nicipal universities are in the same situation as regards university ac-
ceptance as their state cortrolled brothers. All of the divisions at this
stage had separate organizations and a full-time dean or director.
Schools at the stage of integration were must likely to have formal
guiding principles than were those at the autonomous stage. The inci-
dence of liberal education staff, research personnel, and second-level
professional staff shows a marked increase over the earlier stages.
Half of the divisions at the stage of Integration were launched before
1929. A quarter began between 1929-46 and a quarter after 1947.

University_Traditions and the Budget. Almost three-quarters of
ti;e divisions at the stage of Integration were supported by recognition
of adult education, either In their charters or in university policy.
Most of the other divisions sprang from schools with liberal arts cores
where no recognition was initially given to the adult function. Several
of the private schools, however, began as technical institutes or

school s of business administration; this provided the impetus for them
to move out to thy community and encouraged the growth of the adult
divisi n,

The budgets of divisions at the stage of integration resembled
those of the autonomous schools. Budgets tended to cluster in the
$100,000 to $500.000 range, but almost half of the budgets ranged from
$500,000 to over $1,000.000. Budget flexibility was decidedly better
than at either if the earlier stages. Almost half of the divisions had
better than standard butitivt ,ns: they had frco.lorn to use sur-
pluses, to make up deficits. and to set up divisional funds: :mist of
them had risk capital.
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University Acceptance. In three-quarters of the integrated divi-
sions the division's status, as reflected in the dean's position on com-
mittees, was roughly equivalent to the status of the other divisions.
Most presidents viewed the division as an equal member of the univer-
sity system; several presidents evidenced a missionary zeal for the
kind of work the adult division was doing. The pattern of support by key
deans shifted quite remarkably at this stage of development: almost all
the divisions had the support of all of the key deans, including the arts
and sciences dean. The move back to the campus, with all this entailed
in terms of building campus support, fence-mending, and the like,
seemed to neutralize campus opposition dramatically. This harmony is
temporary, however, and is lost as soon as the division enters the last
stage of development. (The report of complete co-operation and enthu-
siasm may be slightly distorted: the adult dean was the one who made
the report.)

The faculty arrangements at all of the integrated divisions studied
were very complex. As the divisions became larger, they tended to use
all types of faculty in various combinations. But usually one particular
type of faculty system was prevalent at each stage of the growth cycle.
(This did not mean that the typical arrangement predominated at a
given institution. What it did mean was that :he characteristic system
was emphasized, that it was a stated policy to extend it, and that the
dean's attitudes toward his faculty and the campus were shaped in
terms of it.) The system emphasized at the integration stage was joint
appointments. The tendency was to reduce the number and proportion
of community faculty and to increase the number of campus teachers
oho took on adult teaching as part of their loads. (The difference be-
tween joint appointments and departmentally dominated faculty was that
in joint appointments the adult dean shared the hiring and firing func-
tion with the campus dean or department head and could initiate nomi-
nations and veto those suggested by the campus.) Joint appointments of
the professional staff of integrated divisions were also quite common.
Faculty advicnry committees were the rule, not the exception, at inte-
grated divisions. Most of the members of these committees were ap-
pointed by the president, which tended to legitimatize adult educatiun.
It was a rare faculty adNis,,ry committee at this stage up )n ul,ich the
achilf dean did rt-,t sit: more often ho? was the chairman.
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Community Context. Integrated divisions tended to have informal
community support that often included separate advisory committees
for separate programs, over-all advisory committees, and informal
contacts. Integrated divisions showed no tendency to give up commu-
nity concerns that were developed at the autonomous stage. This con-
cern had been to a certain extent Institutionalized, and staff had been
added to work with special community groups. At state institutions a
community develepinent division had been formed. Some integrated di-
visions muted their community concerns slightly during negotiations
with the campus. One possible danger was that insights, informations,
and orientations developed in the autonomous stage vis-a-vis the com-
munity would be abandoned in an attempt to weld the division more
closely to the campus. The big advantage here was that the integrated
division could communicate most effectively urgent problems to the
rest of the university. The integrated division is best equipped to in-
form the university of community problems that are amenable to some
kind of university-level solution.

Adult Dean or Director. Most deans of integrated divisions had
Ph.D.'s in education. Even the minority of deans who had not gone on
to the Ph.D. had A.M.'s in education. (This was unusual: at all other
stages A.M.'s were In liberal arts disciplines.) The largest single
group came from other administrative posts in the university; these
were the professional higher-education administrators. Those who
came from the faculty were likely to have been on the job from 6 to 10
years. Those who came from other administrative posts were the more
recent arrivals, clustering in the 0-5 years category.

The social worker type predominated at the integration stage.
Businessman and scholar had pretty much disappeared from the scene
in the higher echelons; the civil service administrator was just begin-
ning to emerge. The distinction here Is largely between the local and
the cosmopolitan social worker. The cosmopolitan social worker was
more characteristic than the local.

Literal Adult Education at the Stage of Integration

It is at this stage that diversified liberal programming is likely to
show up, along with the conditions that ale most favorable to its e,n-
tinued development. The autonomous episode has given these divisions
a feel for their community and a realistic assessment of what ran and
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cannot be done. If programs are dropped or de-emphasized because
they are not "university level," these programs are not liberal on,..3
and the effect is to increase the proportion of liberal offerings in the
total program. The most effective administrator at this phase of
growth is the cosmopolitzn social worker.

Assimilation

Source of Control and Ckganization of the Adult Thirteen
per cent of the adult divisions studied were in the stage of Assimila-
tion. These were the divisions that had a long history of activity !n
adult education, a diversified staff, a well-rounded program, and the
confidence of the campus and the administration. Most of the divisions
here were state-supported. (Only five of the eighteen were private.)
The resources that it takes to allow the full development of an adult di-
vision are more often found in state-supported schools. They have the
money and so they accept the broad responsibility in the field of adult
education. The private schools at this stage resemble the state-sup-
ported extension divisions and all have been associated for a long time
with the official extension association (NUEA). An of the divisions at
the stage of 7ssimilation had separate organizations, a full-time dean
or director, and a profession 11 second-level staff. All but two had lib-
eral education staff specifically assigned to programs In the area of
liberal education. Most of them also had research personnel or a staff
person whose specific function was to experiment and dream up ideas.

Most of the divisions at the stage of assimilation were begun be-
fore 1929. Only one was formed after 1946. However, this "older'
character was to be expected: although a division might possibly move
into the stage of assimilation within a 10 or 15 year period. none of
those studied had done so.

Thy establishment of a state system of higher education is most
likely to move an adult extenst in unit up to the stare of assimilation.
This usually results in a radical reorganization of the whole university
educational system in a state and establishes extension as a separate
department or college within the organization (as In the Oregon sys-
tem).

Traditions and the fludist. All of the divisions at the stage or as-
similatinn were supported by c"rlicit recogniti..n of adult education in
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the university charter or in official policy statements. The most re-
fined and extensive statements were found in the state systems of
higher education. The private schools all had liberal arts cores but
they had built some notions of community service into them.

Budgets at all these divisions were high, mostly in excess of
$1,000,000. Budget flexibility was also more marked than in the earlier
stages. Most of the divisions had considerable control over their own
budgets, could do what they liked with surpluses, and could decide how
much they wanted to risk in new programs.

University Acceptance. Most of the deans and directors sat on im-
portant university councils and key standing committees. Their partic-
ipation in university affairs was more than just a means of protecting
the adult division. They had a firmer identification with the university
and they did not sce the work of the adult division Ps peripheral to the
work of the university in general. The 'protective' function was im-
portant, however. The liberal tradition built up at one of the divisions
was in danger of being swept away because the dean participates' in no
university-wide councils. Presidential attitudes were much nic,re fa-
vorable to the work of the adult division in the assimilation stage than
in the other three stages. Most of the deans said that their presidents
viewed adult education as either of equal status with other functions or
as privileged. (Several presidents were said to view adjit education in
public-relations termsbut always in the best sense of 'public-rela-
tions.")

Divisions in the stage of assimilation were supported vigorously
by all deans except the dean of arts and sciences. The arts and sci-
ences opposition reappears at this stage, but not as strongly as during
the autonomous stage. Half reported that they expected opposition from
arts and sciences: the other half that they expected support. One sug-
gestion that may explain this phenomena relates to the strength of the
opposition. Active antagonism by arts and science's during the earl]
stages of growth may seriously restrict the work of the adult diNi.sion
and may even destroy it. Olge the university accepts the work of the
adult divisbin, then the arts and scicnct s app isiti in is less serici.,,s. It
becomes friot-drae!finc rati cr than a !Meat to the existence of the adult
division.

Faculty a:rarqfements are usually qitite complcx ani riiTiire the
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use of any different types of faculty. The needs of a particular pro-
gram become the determining factor in faculty selection, rather than
any concern about campus acceptance or low standards. The arrange-
ments are deliberately mixed as a matter of policy. The proportions of
various types of faculty varied, however, from division to division.
Several of the universities had full-time adult faculties. This was not
common, however, and full-time faculty did not seen' to be the preva-
lent tendency in university adult education.

In more than two-thirds of the cases, the deans of assimilated
schools served on the university advisory committees. Commi.tee
service was very effective in solidifying faculty support for adult edu-
cation and in interpreting the work of the division to the university.
(Deans reported that these committees were also very fertile ground
for programming ideas.) However, one of the divisions at the assimila-
tion stage was having difficulty with the main campus: no continuing
faculty committee existed to pi otect it from attacks by the r.aropus. At
this school, a recently formed advisory committee had no representa-
tive from the adult division to recommend organizational changes. This
points up the possibly destructive role that faculty advisory commit-
tees can play vis-a-vis the adult division.

Community Context. Divisions at the stage of assimilation were
most likely to have complex community support for their programs.
They sponsored special programs for industry. labor. business execu-
tives, civil service personnel. housewives. etc. These prigrams elic-
ited diversified support from the local community.

The big advantage at this final stage is that the division has built
up enough community confidence and can persuade various segments
within the community of the importancr of liberal education. Some di-
visions have used the general vote of confidence as a lever to inect
liberalizing elements into programs for various professional and voca-
tional groups. The danger at this stage is that the division \;ill settle
fur the status quo and let its experimental and Innovative functions lan-
guish. The big temptation in these larger divisions is to consume all
staff time in maintaining the enterprise.

A kilt Dean or Director. deans of assinulaie I dkisions came
Dom cithc r liberal arts ciicali,n and most of them had th..ir
Ph.D.'s. The la ri.est er.rip came from university iroinistt
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tion, but their voressional origins were diverse. The dean was just as
likely to have come from a faculty, or from university administration,
or from some post outside the university. (If thr;y had come from the
faculty, it was some time ago.) These deans were the long-tenure men,
many of them having served over 10 years on the job. The majority,
however, had been on the job for less than 10 years. The divisions with
old-timers as deans had lost most of the vitality and imagination they
once may have had: these were the divisions that were suffering from
hardening of the arteries and were usually run by civil service admin-
istrators, some local, some cosmopolitan. In either case, the basic in-
terest was in the maintenance of the enterprise. The remaining divi-
sions were staffed by cosmopolitan social worker types. These were
men from the field of education, or men "converted" from some sub-
ject discipline.

Liberal Adult Education at the Stage of Assimilation

Divisions at the stage of assimilation were very congenial to lib-
eral programming. Conditions at this stage were most favorable hr
developing creative and succe.i.sful liberal offerings, both credit and
non-credit. This is not true, however, if the dean is a civil service ad-
ministrato:. In this case all the favorable conditions count for nothirg:
the program will be big, booming, and bustlingwith an absolute mini-
mum of liberal education. The struggle at this stage is to keep the pr-3-
gram viable and experimental. What could be the best turns out to be
the 1,1 erst it the dean is a civil service administratorthe worst rIA in
terms of what actually g es on, but in terms of frustrated expectations.

The Prospect for Charge

We designed this study deliberately as an exercise in policy re-
search. implying an explicit view of desirable directions in the field of
university adult education. which determined the selection of impor-
tant questions to explore and -he general values by which we inter-
preted our data. From the beginning oar interest has centered on the
chances for the entrancement of a specific. and on the whole. quantita-
tively minor activity among the total. almost .nfinitely varied range of
activities undertaken by the adult units .if the American university. The
sharp f,i,cos on the one aspect results inevita')Iy in a bhirring of r.; st

of the other features of the university landscape: this is rcgrettahle but
incscaPable, as all photographers and re F.ea rcher s know.
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We are in a position, however, to assess now with considerably
more confidence than before the strength and character of those forces
which, were they coherent and unhindered, would result in an increase
in the level of liberal adult education in the university, in both amount
and quality. The preceding chapter identified the forces and discussed
their interrelations and relative strengths, keeping as close to trie data
as possible. We propose now to apply a broader perspective and ask,
under what conditions might the constellation of forces we have identi-
fied as important move the field as a whole in the direction we have
specified as desirable?

For this purpose we need first of all to discriminate among the
forces themselves. Some of them are obviously more accessible than
others. The most feasible approach seems to be to consider some
forces as structural, that is, clearly anchored to larger institutional
and social contexts: this is not to say that they are unchangeable by any
means, but that change occurs by linkage to larger social events. Uni-
versity size, fo-.- example, has been changing quite rapidly, but only be-
cause it is related to shifts in cultural attitudes toward higher educa-
tion, and to changes in the birthrate. A second order of forces it is
convenient to call accessible, either because they are local in charac-
ter or because they appear to change fairly rapidly in an almost ran-
dom fashion. Budget flexibility is a good example, for in many cases
all that seems required to achieve it is a minor change in a local situ-
ation.

Structural Forces

Perhaps the most important of these is the position of the adult
unit on what we have posited as a growth cycle of growth and develop-
ment. The chances for a vigorous and creative program of adult liberal
education seem slim for those institutions at the stage of departmental
domination, best for those in the advanced stage of assimilation. We
must in fairness point out what the attentive reader has already ob-
served, that this relationship between growth cycle and a favorable en-
vironment for liberal adult education is in part an artifact of the re-
search design itself. Some of the factors which ue have used to judge
positirin on the cycle are also, by themselves. indicators of favorable
or unfavorable influences on creative programming.

By tnd large. Tiowever, the growth cycle. as a concept,, appears to
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offer sufficient explanation for many of the characteristics of the field
to persuade us of its usefulness as a tool. But it is obviously a condi-
tion which is very difficult to influence one way or another. Further
research may eventually yield a considerably more detailed picture of
the laws by which it operates, if indeed there is ;awfulness present,
and may tell us what combinations of historical events and institutional
arrangements move divisions from one phase to another. Even if we
knew those laws now we would find it difficult to envision a way of has-
tening the process.

There would be some basis for complacency if we could assume
what the growth cycle, as a construct, appears to assert: that the ma-
jor historical thrust in the field is in the direction of an assimilated
adult unit. This is seductive, as most historical determinisms are, but
recent events in the field make It difficult to hold to such a view. Sev-
eral of the assimilated divisions which ware part of this study have
been involved in struggles as yet unresolved that look a good deal as
though regression to an earlier phase of the cycle is possible. This
raises several pos. Jilities. Instead of a steady movement in one di-
recdon along the cycle, perhaps the real movement is a type of for-
ward moving oscillation. Or, what we have been assuming is a straight-
line is in actuality circular, and there may be a tendency for institu-
tions to go back through the cycle again.

It Is easy to speculate that these recent counter-pressures on as-
similated adult units arise as a rearguard action of the most tradition-
al core elements of the university. or as one adult educator has pro-
posed, are a symptom of the growing awareness of the previously &e-
lle academic man that he now has considerable power if he chooses to
exercise it. Whatever the reasons may be, the main issue for the
growth cycle theory is whether the recent events mean merely that
university faculties, awakening at last to a danger that they had previ-
ously only grumbled about. are trying to assure their control over the
standards of the credit program. or that the stage of assimilation car-
ries within it the seeds of its own possible destruction. In the first
case, the result may be a happy resolution of the ambiguities which are
a part of university ad.ilt education generally, as it tries to Qperate
both a relatively pure adult program and a remedial 'night if
the consequent financial problems can be solved. In the other case.' i e
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may be forced to conclude that the assimilated adult unit within the
context of the American university is an anomaly rather than an ex-
pected culmination of known developmental forces.

But, like the Bernelmans' waiter, for one cutlet we cannot cut up
our elephant. The growth cycle concept seems at the moment too useful
as a general approach to abandon, until events have become consider-
ably more clear than they are now. Although it may be far from offer-
ing a comforting sense of determinism, or a readily manipulable force
for change, it provides the leadership of university adult education with
a relatively orderly perspective for judging their own institutional po-
sition and trends in the field generally.

A somewhat related structural force is the presence of a consoli-
dated separate unit for adult education. One might take as axiomatic
that institutions will spend time, money, and energy only on those
things it c,nsiders important, and one of the measures of importance
here are the tangible buildings and salaries of the separate adminis-
trative unit. The existence of such an entity by no means guarantees or
even predisposes toward an active, creative liberal program but it ap-
pears to be an almost indispensible prerequisite for it, and we might
suppose that as the number of separate units increases the basic
chances for liberal adult education will better.

The trend is somewhat in doubt, not only in the present university
world but in the large society that may be assumed to influence it. A
decade ago, perhaps, one might have confidently assumed that in a so-
ciety on the road to a thoroughgoing bureaucrakization, increasing
complexity of task would predictably result in a specialization of func-
tion an i a consequent separation of specialized unitr. But even In in-
dustry the proliferation of specialized units seems time after time to
hit a point of ,liminishing returns, and the counter-trend of centralized
c. Itrol appears. A good example. in an area at least peripheral to the
education,-,I .corld. is the Ford Foundatior, w .ch began by establishing
highly specialized, autonomous units and has reversed itself in the past
ten years. The university is a bit to chaotic, h-iwever. t nilke any
firm generalizations: the increasing specialization -.4 ti e scholarly
discivlines. and the r,,,torL,us indifference of most F chrlars to %%hat
goes on in fields ,Jther than their own, may substantially aid the basi-
cally strong, forces totAard decentralization.
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Increasing specialization of the disciplines may influence favor-
ably still another of the structural forces, the status within the univer-
sity of the adult unit. As we pointed out in the preceding chapter, the
president's view of the importance of adult education may be decisive
here, but even when that attitude is favorable, the dean or director
must early on day-to-day negotiations with the deans of the various
academic divisions. Our data indicate a slightly better than 50 per cent
chance that the arts and sciences dean will oppose the adult unit. We
might argue, then, that any general trends such as increasing special-
ization of academic disciplines which favor the growth of departmental
autonomy, will tend to be aid of the adult unit. That they also favor
the indifference of the department to outside activities, and might lead
to rejection of co-operation with other divisions, is also likely; but one
toss of the dice is more drastic than thirty tosses.

A fourth force is the control over faculty assignments which we
studied in the form of existing contract arrangements. Not unreason-
ably, it turns out that the most favorable general state of things is a
considerable degree of control by the adult unit administrator over
these arrangements. One would suppose, consequently, that the great-
est degree of control, as represented by the special, separate faculty
for the unit, might be the most favorable. It happens, instead, that the
diversified systems, in which a number of control patterns are possi-
ble and present, are most favorable to creative liberal programming,
suggesting that other and more important factors underlying the con-
trol over faculty are at work.

The explanation of the discrepancy probably lies in the fact that
those units which have been permitted to employ a large proportion of
their own faculty do so only within the standard credit framework, the
only stable financial base in the system. Its very stability, however,
makes unlikely any considerable degree of creative variation, a point
which a number of administrators would surely want to contest but
which seems on the face Jf it a reasonable proposition. The presence
of diversified faculty arrangements, on the other hand, is merely a re-
flection, possibly, of the existence of a diversified program, an indi-
cator Itself of a willingness to depart from basic pattern in s line di-
rections at least. Faculty arrangellents, therefore. is probably almost
completely a de:pendcrit variable. If an administrative staff has not con-
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ceived of a new or special program, they will see no need for making
different kinds of arrangements for faculty members to teach in it.

Finally, several of the structural forces appear to be so basic in
the historical and social context of the individual university that, though
it is easy to generalize about them, any change would appear to involve
geologic time perspectives. One of these is the general position histor-
ically taken by the university toward its responsibility to the public, or
the citizen; more broadly, the university's self-image. The crucial im-
portance of this factor finds demonstration in a recent attempt to dis-
mantle a large and vigorous adult unitthe official responsible invoked
the sanction of a university's primary duty to concentrate on research.
To be sure, the mere existence in a charter of a statement of the im-
portance of public service is not enough; we have pointed out the need
fo an articulate group within the university to call attention to it.

Size and :ige of the university, similarly, appear to be favorable
odifloos which are just given by the circumstances, and we would ex-
:t the m to b so by derivation from the growth cycle hypothesis. One
ght assume hat only after a university has grown to a certain point

thy necessary resources of f tculty and administrative energy for
th devolopme t of a diversified adult unit be present. Again, except

poirting ou the generally favorable trend of increasing university
si. e in in age rising enrollments, one can only suggest that this is
not an area ft r possible planned change, but perhaps a guide for the
concentration of attention and effort.

Potential Change Conditions

We have noted in the preceding discussion where changesare likely
to occur in structural forces by the impact of broad social trends. But

even such obdurate and inaccessible forces may be amenable to some
deflection by planned efforts, and we suggest some possibilities below.

Institutions, no matter how complex and monolithic they may be,
are made up of people, and if their attitudes toward what is important
are crucial one can at least conceive of circumstances which might
change the basic attitudes. The number of universit:, presidents, cleans.
and liberal arts fac,JIty in the general <<<icn we are interested in is
relatively small. and the channels which c,mmancl their attend m are
well t: .red, Pearl examples of the effects Of national studies .,f cd-
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ucational enterprises conducted by committees of great prestige sug-
gest that under favorable circumstances institutional iiews of what is
important can at least be made unstable.

Such a study of university adult education is now under discussin.
It will involve a number of people whose views are bound to be treated
with sonic respect by the audience we have specified and, hopefully, may
make a major contribution to the clarification of educational purpose of
the adult units we have been studying, and of the place of liberal educa-
tion within those purposes. University adult education is far from being
the systematic and well-defined entity that the American high school is;
but it is possible that the very ambiguity of the conflicting cross-cur-
rents in the adult field may help to give importance to a systematic,
vigorous statement of aims from a nationally respected source.

Another unexploited possibility is to make use of already existing
predispositions toward liberal education among university academic
officials, Many of the unfavorable attitudes among this group are di-
rected either toward programs they regard as inappropriate to the uni-
versity, in subject matter or level: or toward those credit programs
they feel are not on the same level of standards. Disregarding the jus-
tice of these views, it is nonetheless true that among them is not in-
cluded university-level liberal education for adults outside the credit
framework. All other things being equal, ore of the forces favoring the
growth of such programs, then, ought to be her usefulness in modify-
ing altitudes toward the adult unit in general. The possibility of acti-
vating the force, however, aepends on a number of factors to be dis-
cussed later.

Beyond the potential change in the forces themselves lies the pos-
sibility of improving strategies on the local level for employing the ex-
isting framework of forces. More accurate and systematic knowledge
of relevant processes such as teaching. learning, and curriculum de-
velopment can lead to more intelligent choices in a given force field.
The academic man, moreover. by training and inclination, is apt to
recognize as meriting respect any 111 atter or c)ncepts which have
I,een carefully st idled and about which there is a tyicly of knowledge
and gene avail;:i1c. A grniAing ariv:,urit Icsearch in the
fielt university alLilt cdvcati,in is Ihicra ire wc,ith cnc,uragir on

two niAj.,r c,iunts. The following Areas suggest themselves immediately:
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1. We need to know which teachers of adults are most effective,
and why; if possible, we should have a set of workable criteria for
identifying these teachers without great difficulty.

2. We need to know how adults learn best, and under what condi-
tions; to be convincing, such data needs to be a great deal more rigor-
ous than our present hunches or convictions, no matter how persua-
sively stated they may be, and require the development of adequate
tests and measurements devices.

3. We need to gather data on a great variety of curriculum pat-
terns, and find ways of making clear the principles underlying their
development.

On a more general level, we have already indicated the desirabil-
ity of further work on the growth-cycle approach to the broader ques-
tions of university adult education. Investigation might center on any of
the following issues:

1. How do the forces hypothesized as liberal program determi-
nants cluster or pattern at the various stages?

2. The theory of growth was based on large niulti-purpose univer-
sity developments. Does the theory apply to other than these? In what
ways would we have to qualify or modify the approach for smaller uni-
versities or liberal arts colleges?

3. How does the growth of the adult division relate to the cycle of
growth of the university itself?

4. Why du some adult divisions of complex university structures
never develop beyond the first stage of growth?

5. What is the time sequence from one stage to another? Why do
some move more rapidly than others? Does the fact that a division
moved quickly at first tell us anything about the later stages of growth?

Accessible Forces

By all odds the most important determining force for the presence
or absence of a creative liberal education program is the attitude of
the administrative pers)n in command of the unit, the dean or director
of the evening college or extension divisian. Given unfavorable struc-
tural farces in which to nper a1e sich a persan if 7ealaus enough could
outweigh them: given a relatively favarat,le situati-n an administrator
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indifferent to liberal education as a value can ignore the opportunities
available.

This is by no means a fully expected conclusion. Under conditions
of increasing bureaucratization the "middle-management" role in our
society is a restricted one. One has to go quite a considerable distance
up the institutional ladder before one begins io find figures with free-
dom to order events as they wish, although middle levels of manage-
ment may have abundant opportunity to block or divert action. The po-
tential freedom of the command administrator of the adult unit, there-
fore, is Quite surprising: lest some readers, on the basis of personal
experience, find it not surprising but incredible, we hasten to stress
the general nature of the finding, not its specific application.

We place the discussion of this force with those more readily ac-
cessible to change for a number of reasons. Perhaps the most power-
ful one is that should the administrator become convinced of the value
of developing special types of liberal education for adults he is in a po-
sition to set appropriate forces immediately into action. This is not to
say that conviction Liways and inevitably results in programany num-
ber of local factors enter here as possible intermediatesbut the
probability is high. which is about all one can ask. A second reason re-
lates to the shifting nature cd the field itself. Over half of the adminis-
trators surveyed had been in their position for less than five years,
which argues for a rather rapid turnover in such posts. The most rapid
turnover occurs, to be sure, in institutions at early stages in the
growth cycle, where any newcomer with bright ideas would have the
greatest difficilty carrying them out, but the general situation is fa-
vorable. Recent signs of at least the beginnings of a development of
professionalization in the field constitute a third reason. because pro-
fessionalization favors a cosmopolitan outlook ',nd encourages horizon-
tal movement from adult unit to adult unit, rather than to other divi-
sions of the university. To take the most optimistic view of the possi-
bilities. professionalization of any sort encourages the development of
commitment to adult education which tends to be favorable to liberal
education: it zlso results in a certain amount of group pressure on the
i-elatively large number of new pe ple coming into the field to ad-,pt
such a commitment and thus accelerates a trend to cosmopolitanism.

Of course. one might argJe that generally opposcki to such a tren.,:i
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toward professionalization are those weighty forces in the culture act-
ing on the administrative role to push it toward the image of the organ-
ization man. There is considerable evidence, too, that the adult educa-
tion field tends to resist professionalization as well as tentatively
reach toward it. The lack of any accurate data makes it difficult to as-
sess the possible resolution of such conflicting trends, but there seems
to be at least as much reason for concluding that existing trends favor
the positive increase of this force as for taking the opposite view.

Most of the other important forces are to some extent under the
control of the administrator in command. A good example is the pres-
ence on his staff of a person whose time is devoted to liberal education
programming. The importance for the creation of successful liberal
programs of the availability of sufficient energy for planning and pro-
motion seems painfully obvious, but many busy administrators have
renounced liberal education as hopeless after trying to launch a pro-
gram with an already over-busy left hand. Our data are unclear on the
supporting trends, but there seems to be some evidence that the larger
operations are hiring more, and more highly specialized, staffs. If this
is a real trend, then the prospect is encouraging for the growth in sig-
n.,icance of this particular force. There is perhaps room here for a
positive modifiration of Parkinson's Law, which we might state as: if
an administrator is hired to do something which the organization con-
siders a minor activity, he will try to make it a major activity.

The proportion of campus faculty used in the general adult pro-
gram appears, on analysis, to be a force of considerable ambiguity.
Our data indicates that a high proportion of campus faculty is favorable
to the presence of the sorts of programming we are interested in. This
seems obvious enough, because liberal programs almost require cam-
pus staffing, traditionally; flyAt historians, philosophers, social scien-
tists, and the like are found on university faculties. Moreover, where
the proportion of teachers in the unit recruited from the community
approaches the hall-way mark it appears to mobilize the fears of the
faculty about standards. The ambiguity arises from the need. in special
adult programming, for a considerable degree of adaptability to stu-
dent requireme; is in the form of reality-testing demands and theap-
plication of theory and generalization to experience. Some campus fac-
ulty can adjust to these requirements. but a good many (arm t, and in-
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creasing academic specialization argues against a rise in the number
who can.

The increase in the force in the future, and its favorable utiliza-
tion, then, probably depends on the extent to which administrators can
develop criteria for selecting adaptable faculty, on how willing they are
to enforce such selection procedures, and perhaps on the acceptance of
effective training methods.

A related force is the presence of a faculty committee, which ap-
parently acts to legitimize the adult unit, particularly if it is appointed
by the president. Perhaps it appears to relate so closely to creative
programming because as a strategic device it is worth the effort only
if one is actually doing something different from the basic, accepted
pattern. If this is the case, then to encourage the development of fac-
ulty committees, as an isolated act, would be futile. One might expect,
however, that any increase in diversified programming might result in
an increase In the number of committees on the general scene, and
they might thus turn out to be a useful indirect indicator.

The beginnings of what may be a general trend toward increasing
concern among faculties about adult units and their activities, dis-
cussed previously, suggest that the strategy of the faculty committee
may be more widely used in the future than our data indicates has been
true in the past.

Finally, a force which is only partly under the control of the ad-
ministrator, budget flexibility. Vaether this is favorable or not de-
pends clearly on whether the administrator wishes to take advantage of
its existence to further strong liberzl education convictions. In a num-
ber of cases. existing flexibility remained unutilized.

It Is difficult to assess the future of this force. Recent cuts. by
some state legislatures, in subsidies previously available to large ex-
tension divisions, suggest that for some parts of the field the immedi-
ate future might hold a reduction of flexibility. No one can guess very
accurately at this stage whether this represents a trend or Is merely a
reflection of immediate political factors. There appears to be n).5im-
ilar movement among the urban evening colleges, s it may be a tran-
sient political factor at %ork.
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Potential Change Coi,ditions

Clearly, this set of forces relates so significantly to the attitudes
and actions of the chief administrative officer of the adult unit that the
discussion of conditions for change can concentrate almost entirely on
the conditions as he sees them, or may see them in the future. This
final section is therefore devoted to some suggestions whicn might help
him to become a more effective force for liberal adult education.

1. Attitudes toward Education. A growing literature on the pur-
poses of adult education and its relation to the university needs to be
maintained as a stable part of the field's environment. No one part of it
is likely ever to changt. anyone's mind, but the impact of continued,
thoughtful reflection on a given field -in have a general effect on the
level of activity. More narrowly, we suggest that particular attention
be devoted to the clarificntion of the meaning of liberal education,
about which there is considerable confusion. Widely held assumptions
about the relation between the liberal arts, liberal education, general
education, etc., require close examination, alternative and clear defi-
nition, and discussion.

11. Attitudes toward Administrative Role. The importance of the
issue of professionalization can hardly be over-emphasized. The con-
dition for greatest potential change might well be the establishment of
a firm sense of profession among the administrative staffs of univer-
sity adult units, a condition which ct the present seems somewhat
mirage-like. Continued discussion in the field of the issue would have
considerable value in clarifying the various resistances to the idea of
professionalization and to its closely related need for professional
training.

Experiences which are cons :)nant with a self-image of "educator'
rather than an image of pure 'administrator" appear to be valuable
conditions, if we interpret our data correctly. Opportunity for personal
contact with ideas and the arts in an adult learner role has experimen-
tally proved successful in affecting role concept of administrators to
some degree and the more of this. presumably, the better.

Ill. Attitudes toward Probable Success. Many administrators re-
gard liberal pr,gramining as terra incognita is which the chances of
costly failure are high. The fear of failure. an extraordinarily cr
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fut deterrent, can be lessened partially at leas', by relevant kinds of
knowledge, some of which are not now available. Some solid experi-
mentation which pin .points the publics for liberal education would be
helpful, particularly if it included inform: 'ion on the effectiveness of
various approaches to them. Exchange of personnel, or the establish-
ment of internships at institutions firmly in the stage of assimilation
and with active liberal education programs would result in the wider
spread of personal experience with effective technical procedores.
More generally, there is need for a greater opportunity for sucress
experiences, or at least the meaningful perception of the successes of
others, not only through publications, which are least effective it also
least expensive, but contact at workshops, visits, etc.

Studies of budgeting practices would provide another type of needed
information, if they emphasize the search for ways of using budgets
flexibly. Pure status studies are likely, at the present, to inhibit
change, to the extent that individuals in the field look to them for guid-
ancepresent norms thus take on the character of rules. Usable ways
of introducing liberal aims into educational programs other than the
liberal arts would provide an opportunity for taking an exceedingly im-
portant step without also taking the risk of total program creation.

The education of adults by the university Is still a youthful field,
buoyant and incredibly active and, again like the young, uncertain and
conflicted. The present study could not attempt to be calmly sc:entific
and definitive, it was the first such exploratory look at this level that
has been attempted. The suggestions we have made in this final chapter
consequently have a kind of rough, hopeful, approximation about them
that suit the air of the study itself. If one asks: What, over all an:i in
the final balance, are chances for the eventual development of a truly
welt - educated body of adult citizens in this countiywho will appreci-
ate and support a high level of the arts, who are rational and callable of
exercising discriminating judgment on important matters. who love
ideas and willingly tolerate wide diversity in them- -what are the odds?
We should have to say that if the American university is the only in-
st riment that can achieve such a state. the present study does not en-
courage any reckless betting.

nut there is another answer, which suggests that the qoestion
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ought properly to be addressed to the developing and changing Ameri-
can character. Does an aging population mean that we will have more
mature, questioning, responsible individuals, seeking answers to the
ultimate questions raised by the human conditions, or more settled-in,
middle class complacency? Will the complex and terrifying dangers of
a hydrogen age produce a challenging response, an active effort to find
ratknal solutions, or a desperate search for whatever security can be
found in clinging to the stereotyped, safe ones? No one knows, and it is
surely too much to ask a single Institution to do something about. But
should any considerable body of citizens come to the university and ask
it to help confound the theorists of mass culture, the university will
just as surely respondand it has the resources and structures to do
it.
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Appendix 1

METHODOLOGICAL NOTES

A description of:

A. The criteria used in defining categories of
activity;

B. The kind of methodology employed;

C. The definitional and operational problems
encountered, and their solutions;

D. The theoretical framework that shaped the
research;

E. The specific statistical method used in the
preliminary analysis o; data.
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A. Liberal Program Activity

Announcements, brochures, and catalogs of evening and extension
organizations were relied upon exclusively as the source for the data
on activity. The quality of the liberal offerings in both the credit and
non-credit fields was examined. Schools were ranged along a four-part
continuum from ''inactive" to "very active," as follows:

1. Inactive: Adult divisions in this category copy campus or day-
time operations and do little more than put on extension classes. "In-
active" programs are oriented toward vocational, professional, and/or
technical advancement and towi,rd the needs of late st-krters. Credit
courses predominate; non-credit offerings arc minimal where they ex-
ist at all.

2. Slightly active: This categt ry includes schools that offer credit
programs exclusively, but that hate nevertheless raised themselves
from the inactive level by offering two-year certificates, or a solid
program of liberal education courses or workshops. The category also
includes schools that offer credit and non-credit programs reflecting
some interest in liberal education. Emphasis has shifted slightly from
the needs of late starters to the needs of the community. However, it is
difficult to identify any strong commitment to liberal education.

3. Active: These schools offer both credit and non-credit liberal
arts courses and are aware of the notion of "especially for adults."
Most of their experimentation is in the non-credit field but a variety of
methods is utilized in program presentation.

4. VerLactive: These four schools arc doing as much or more in
adult liberal education as can be expected. They have high-quality
courses in both the credit and the non-credit areas. They are charac-
terized by a willingness to experiment with loth c, ntent and method.

B. Type of Research

A combination of survey research and case-study analyses was
ch)sen to accumulate data for the study.

A detailed questionnaire was sent to 266 universities and colleges.
This questionnaire was designed to elicit imormation regarding the
forces that shaped program activity. Two-hundred and twelve (79.7;)
of the schools resr,nded, but only 194 of the responses were usable.
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Intensive interviewing was conducted in eighteen universities for
the purposes of validating information revealed in the questionnaires,
clarifying problems identified therein, and getting a more adequate
picture of the dynamics of the situation within particular universities.

The eighteen schools were chosen as a representative sample of
the 266-school total;

1. Type

A. Seven state universities: two comprehensive state uni-
versities, three separate state universities, one land-
grant university, one extension center

B. One municipal university
C. Eight private universities
D. One liberal arts college
E. One technical institute

2. Region

A, Northeast area: six institutions
B. North Central: three institutions
C. South Atlantic: six Institutions
D. West South Central: one institution
E. West area: two institutions

3. Associational membership

A. AUEC: eleven institutions
B. NUEA: seven institutions

4. Breakdown by liberal program activity

A. Inactive: two institutions
13. Slightly active: ten institutions
C. Active: six institutions
D. Very active: novel

1. The bjective here was not merely to get a representative
sample of all the schools but to focus on those schools which had son):
pi.,Vntiality for moving up to the next activity category. Consequently.
the distribution is loaded toward the inactive end of the continuum. The
iyLost active FCht.)01S were covered in preliminary interviewing so that
we could build up our obsertations and hypotheses.
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5. Year adult division was established as a separate unit

A. Not a separate unit: foui.

B. Before 1929: four
C. 1929-1946: four
D. 1947-present: six

The interviewing was conducted by the CSLEA staff after an in-
tensive two-day interviewing institute. The interviewing was done by
six teams of two people each, visits lasting from two days to a week.
Interviews were conducted with the evening or extension deans, the
chief budget officer in the university, the vice president of academic
affairs, and favorable and unfavorable department chairman.

The chief budget officer was selected because of an interest in
(a) the extent to which the budget system determines the activities of
the evening and extension dean, in (b) the ways in which the budget
system binds the dean formally and informally, and in (c) the influence
of the budget officer on the program. The vice president of academic
affairs was interviewed to determine the attitude of central adminis-
tration regarding adult division activities and to determine the Influ-
ence of central administration upon the policies of the adult division.
Interviewing favorable and unfavorable department chairmen was a way
of sampling faculty attitOes toward the adult program.

All of the people interviewed were questioned along the following
lines:

110'4' did the program berin?
How is it presuilly sustained?
What would it take to change the program?

ter', ewers were aged to runtact and interview othr.r univer-
sity people on their ov,n. especially if surh pipplenientary interviews

r.ild help them fill in the story of adult education at a particular uni-
ersity. in some instances, consequently, former deans were inter-
sewed,

Interviewers were asked to note environmental features that
would help in interpreting interview material: impressions of the city
and of the university location; impressions of the university as a whole
and of the location of the adult division 'till) reference to the rest of
the university. (Ecoloi.dcally this seemed quite significant. A marginal
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enterprise tends to be located at the periphery of the university or in
sonic situation (e.g., in a basement] that suggests recent arrival and
low status. At one municipal college the adult division was located
squarely in the center of the campus; this location pointed to the tre-
mendous influence of that division within the larger university. At an-
other university the adult division was located at the edge of the cam-
pus in a cornier school for the blind.)

Interviewers also looked at the town-gown relationship. Did cab
drivers, policemen, and hotel personnel know where the university was
and how to get to it? (In one instance four cab drivers had to be ap-
proached before one knew even vaguely where a private evening college
was located.) Some intervievs were held in cabs or in restaurants.
One staff member interviewed two campus deans, one at a time, on the
steps of a gym on a gusty autumn clay: registration was being held in
the gym and the deans were reluctant to leave the premises.

I3udget officers, imposing and tight lipped, were most difficult to
interview. Whether this was because university financing is an espe-
cially sensitive area or because the budget officers were trying to be
helpful but not informative, is an open question.

Reception of Center personnel was generally quite cordial. Uni-
versity personnel were most helpful in co-operating in the study, al-
though many of then were not quite sure what the interviewers were
up to. At several universities, Center staff members were treated as
visiting dignitaries and much time was spent in isit 'fig with the brass:
this tended to obscure the interviewers' roles as interviewers engaged
in a research project.

C. Some Definitional and Operational Problems

The overall aim of the study was In ol,tain the kind of knowledge
ab,iut adult education in institutions of higher learning that will beet aid
in developing strategies for broadening and making more effective
activities in these instilutions.'' 'This general aim had to be translated
into more specific and concrete terms before research could begin. In

the process of translation, a number of important definitional problems
emerged.
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1. What is meant by "institutions of higher learning"?

All the schools of the Association of University Evening Col-
leges and the National University Extension Association were
selected as part of the sample. Another 100 schools holding
membership in the American Association of Colleges, prin-
cipally small liberal arts colleges, were acicled. The convic-
tion on the part of the investigators was that this was a real-
istic sample of most of the work being carried on in adult
education at the university level. Indeed, the sample covered
most of what is presently being done: must of university adult
education (in terms of money spent and of faculty and students
involved) is concentrated in these schools.

2. How can the wide variation iu activity be dealt with?

Because there was such a bewildering variety of activities
concert series. classes, community-development projects,
etc.mo: of the data was non-comparable. except insofar as
it was regrouped into equally-weighted units. Included in the
Statistical Supplement was a wide range of activities, includ-
ing courses, conferences and institutes, tutorials, and in-
struction through media. The goal was to determine enroll-
ments In all of these activities and then to translate the en-
rollments into full-time equivalents.

3. How is it possible to deal with the great variation in sizes of
the oreniziTffilicr

The school:; studied ranged from small ones with several
hundred students and a part-time director to large ones with
thousands of students and sixty professional faculty members.
flow could a'y instrument be constructed so that it would be
meaningful to all these divisions? The detailed questionnaire
was designed so that it would catch all the nuances of the
largest organisations. This made sections of irrelevant to
the smaller organisations or those with part-time directors.
No problems emerged here: whet. a section of the instrument
did it apply in a particular situation. the respondent simply
ignored it.
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4. Not only is there a great variation in size, but there is a great
range in organizational patterns of the adult division. Row
coo is a an d)e3?

Here the task was to set up a whole range of organizational
patterns and make certain that all were covered. Three basic
models were in ovided for the respondents to relate to. (Which
comes closest to yours?) Respondents were also asked to
diagram their organizational set-ups. These diagrams were
used to provide an idea of the amourt of variation; they were
also valuable checks on the adequacy of the models used and
valuable tools for sharpening the details of the models.

5. Just what is meant by making liberal education more effec-
five?

This important question is discussed in detail in the first
chapter.

D. Theoretical Considerations

The situation within which university adult education functions
may be viewed as an "equilibrium in movement." The question to be
asked, then, is the same one Lewin asked in looking at German cul-
ture. l -flow can a situation be brought about which would permanently
change the level on which the counteracting forces find their quasi-
stationary equilibrium?" The constellation of particular forcas oper-
ating to maintain the present equilibrium has to be upset and a new
pattern established. Some of the conservative forces can be attacked
most easily frjm within the situation, others can be worked on most
effectively by outside agencies like foundation groups. Ilefore a pro-
gram can be worked out a detailed analysis of the present situation
is required: the forces operating within the situatiori must be identified
and their tendencies to further or thwart desired changes must bo de-
termined. This kind of analysis can ef'cctively isolate areas that arc
amenable to attack, using limited resources. to finish the steps built
into the scheme. Once these changes are effected, the new situation
must (hen be stabilized so that it will be maintained.

The study attempts to bring together ill() different explanatory

1. Ncrt Lewin, -The Special Case of Germany." Public Opinion
Oonterlv VII. Winter. 1918 (555-59).
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schemesthe growth-cycle approach and the force-field analysis. So-
cial science studies that use organic or biological imagery (growth cy-
cle, natui-al history, organism) lend to focus on the more enduring fea-
tures of the phenomena wider invcsti6ation. Studies that use field anal-
ogies or mechanical imagery tend to be more concerned 'A, t h the phe-
nomena in terms of how it can be changed. Thus a growth cycle ap-
proach tends to be more congenial to the "conservative," while the me-
chanical approach tends to be more congenial to the "radical."

The report first sketches in some of the factors that led to the
pres,ent picture in liberal adult programming at a university level. It

then attempts to distingutsh some of the forces that at presort tend to
sustain this equilibrium. Then, some of the influences that are shaping
the liberal education picture for better and v-orse are delineated.
Th.y report concludes with a series of recommenda.ions to the Center
and the E.:ra.t for Adult Education, outside agencies interested in cer-
tain cnanges fi the field, and to personnel within the );->ld itself

E. Statistics

Definitions Utilized- -------
In all of the report's statistical charts, the following definitions

Were utilized: (J) Enrollments: Respondents were asked to record the
number of enrollments or reistrations rather than the number of dif-
ferent people involved. (2) Distributionly, Field: Here the breakdown
sug6ested by the U. S. Office of Education Categories was used. The
Liberal Arts thus tncludes Biological Sciences, Humanities, Physical
Sciences, 2nd Social Sciences. (3) Types of Instruction: The two math
types of instruction were those in which the participants met with the
instructor face -to-face and those in which the contact wad only through
media (radio, TV, correspondence). If troth kinels of instruction were
involved in the same program, it was classified as face-to-face in-
struction. (4; Extended Non-Credit: In order to omit those programs
that were so E hurt as to be ephemeral. the respondents were asked to
report only not- credit courses that met four or more times and con-
ferences and institutes that met for four or more days (counting frac-
tions at the teginring and end as whole days). (5) Part-time Student:
Any student ho carried three-fourths of a normal load for one aca-
demic term was to be classified as a full-time student. All others
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were to :,)e classified as part-time students. (6) Types of Credit: Hach
program was to be categorized according to the most valuable type of
cmbt v.as available. It was n.)t necessary that all of the students
iii (;,, r an, artually received this kind of credit. For example, if
any student in a specific course could receive residence credit for the
work, the course was to be classified as offering residence credit. If
none of the students could receive residence credit but some or all
could receive extension credit, the program was to be classified as
offering extension credit. If no student could receive any kind of credit,
it was to be classified as a non-credit course.

Percentage Response by Program

The responses to (he three charts on program were as follows:
Chart OneTotal program, 119 statistical forms received. 55 usable
(4w'n; Chart Two AUEC Program, 74 statistical forms received, 32
usable (43); Chart ThreeNUEA Pr%,ram, 45 statistical forms re-
ceived, 23 usable (51q).

Response by Enrollments

The response to the three charts on enrollment were as follows:
Chart FourTotal Enrollments, 119 statistical ferns received, 67
usable (56'r(); Chart Fire AUEC Enrollments, 74 statistical forms
received, 42 usable (577); Chart SixNUEA Enrollments, 45 statistical
forms received. 25 usable (56%).

Response by Field of Study

The responses to the three charts on field of study were as fol-
lows: Chart Seven Total Field, 119 statistical forms received, 45
usable OM; Chart EightAUEC Field, 74 statistical forms received,
28 usable (381); Chart NineNUT:A Field, 45 statistical forms re-
ceived, 17 j sable (373). 'these charts are compiled in terms of enroll-
ments.
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Appendix 2

FOIICE SITUATION

Certain factors which tend to encourage liberal edu-
cation fo,- adults have been ideotified and quantified.
Appendix 2 explains the way in which the schools
were assigned to a particular category.
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Frr imrpciFpF,; six major categories were established to

group pertine!It que.7tier.riaire recFor,;,cc. The
lows:

1. Budget

1. Amount
2. Deficit Operation
3. Disposition of Surplus
4. Risk Capital
5. Percentage of Risk Capital

11. Traditions

1. Siparate Administrative Unit
2. Source of Control
3. Guiding Principles

HI. President and Key Deans

1. Attitude of President
2. Attitude of Liberal Arts Dean
3. Attitude of Engineering Dean
4. Attitude of Education Dean
5. Attitude of Commerce Dean

IV. Community Support

V. Faculty

1. Faculty Arrangements
2. Faculty Advisory Committee

VI. Dean Himself and His Staff

1. Research Person
2. Primary Responsibility
3. Last Responsibility
4. Emphasis Revealed in Choice of Responsibility
5. Plans for Liberal Education
6. Staff in Liberal Education
7. Dean's Degree
8. Dean's Field
9. Pride in Program
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10. Future Plans
11. Definition of Liberal Arts

Every possible answer to a given question was given a nut,.erical
value reflecting the importance of the item in influencing the luta]

force situation. For example, o, the major categories, the "Dean Him-
self and His Staff" and the "President and Key Deans" were considered
the most siunificant, the character of community support least signifi-
cant; and the points awarded were weighted accordingly, The response
to the question regarding the President's attitude toward adult educa-
tion xas given the single highest weight for certain of the possible
answers. Fveulty arrangements came next in importance.

The highest possible point accumulation amounted to 112; the high-
est possible score a point average, wa3 41.5. Each questionnaire was
evaluated and the sch')ol was assigned a score. Most of the schools fell
considerably below the high score of 41.5.

The cut-off poi ts for each of the divisions of the force situation
as bet.veen "Unfavorable" and "Slightly Favorable," etc., were deter-
mined in part by considering the percentage of schools in each cate-
gory of activity. It addition, the schools tended to cluster around par-
ticular force scores.
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Appendix 3

THE GROWTH CYCLE

A description of the criteria used in placing adult
divisions on a growth continuum.
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Table 43 (see p. 170) outlines the characteristics of each of the four
stages of the growth cycle, constructed from conclusions about stages
of growth o[ adult divisions resulting from preliminary interviewing.

chart :4-rose:Its, for the mest part, ar. "idea!" composite of each
stage, based upon theoretical criteria adjusted in minor details (as in
the cases o[ the personal data on the Dean or Director) to correspond
with questionnaire data.

In order to identify the stage o[ the growth cycle of each school in
the sample, individual questionnaire responses were compared with
Table 43. No school corresponded to the "ideal" in all features; how-
ever, certain combinations of features made the school's location on
the growth cycle easily identifiable.

Schools having any or all of the following characteristics were
placed automatically at the Departmental Domination stage: ro sepa-
rate administrative unit, part-time director, no separate budget. In

addition, a number of schools were included at the Departmental Dom-
ination level because they evidenced a preponderance of features char-
acteristic of the first stage of the growth cycleeven though they re-
vealed none of the above-listed characteristics.

For placing a school at the Autonomous stage, the following were
the most significant criteria: source of control, president's view, fac-
ulty arrangements, general budget situation.

In determining which schools were at the Integration stage, the
existence of a staff in liberal education and/or the existence of re-
search personnel were stressed.

Standards for admission to the final stage of tle growth cycle were
high. In order to be assigned to the Assimilation stage, the school had
to comply very clo ;ely to the criteria listed in Table 43.
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Appendix 4

PROFILES OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE ADULT DIVISION

The following six profiles isolate features that relate ultirr tely
to liberal adult programming. The profiles were developed around the
following five areas:

1. Source of control and organization of the adult division. The
type of organization responding is distinguished by (liberal
arts college, extension division, evening college), what the
character of the staff is (do they have a research person or
liberal education staff?) and how old the adult division is.

2. Bt dget. The size of the budget is noted and the amount of
budget flexibilitycan the adult division make up deficits in
their own program and .1Se surpluses ac they see fit? Is there
any risk capital in the adult division?

3. University Acceptance. Several dimensions of university ac-
ceptance were distinguishedwhether the adult dean held

membership in key university committees, what the presi-
dent's view of the adult division was (primarily a ll'o;-,ey

making venture, good for public relations, etc.) what kind of
support there vas from key deans in the institution, what type
of faculty personnel system was operating and whether there
was a faculty advisory committee from the campus operating.

4. Community support referred to the kind of contacts the adult
division had in the community. Did the adult dean have in-
formal contacts in his (YA n community? Was he more likely to
have separate program advisory committees or was his pro-
gram so diversified that he had a wide variety of community
support?

3. The dean's characteristics referred to his educational prep-
aration, the field In which he held his degrees and his previ-
ous job. 215
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Profiles of Adult Divisions by Type of Formal Control

the responses were grouped into three general categories: those
organizations indicating that their division had no separate o;.--
ganization (all adult progran,ming under the control of :esidencr ri,-
partnients); those responding ti,at their adult program was under a full
time director of adult education and those programs directed by a
dean, The three groups almost paralleled the kind of institution in
which the adult program functioned. Residence control was character-
istic of the liberal arts college, directorship of adult programs in a
separate unit was characteristic of the extension divisions and the
collegial structure (as a University College) was more often found in
the large private universities in urban areas. Liberal programming
was least effective in those divisions which were under residence con-
trol.

Profiles of Adult Divisions by Type of Guiding Principles

The responses were isolated by the type of guiding principles the
adult division had: no guiding principles formulated. informal princi-
ples and formal principles worked out by a policy making group. These
three groups were compared. The characteristics of those adult divi-
sions that had guiding principles as over and against those who had
none and those who had informal cl4ectives were sufficiently striking
to be noted. Those divisions who had formal guiding principles were
the most diversified and most likely to have active liberal programs.

Profiles of Adult Divisions by Age

The responses were grouped according to the age of the adult
divisionthose established prior to 1929, those established from 1929
to 1946 and those started after the war. The similarities among the
divisions established during the same period were more striking than
the differences. The older divisions usually had the resources to con-
duct effective liberal programs but whether they did or not depended
on the convictions of the dean.

Profiles of Adult Divisions by Their President's Image

The attitude the president had toward the adult division seemed to
be a very important determinant of the kind of liberal programming
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that occurred. Four characteristic views warn elictirguichn* Ihn

money-making view, which emphasizes the financial contribution the
adult divs the ubl rclatic,nsv p view,

which emphasizes the adult division's role ia community relations; the
equal status view. which recognizes an independent adult colle,;e with
traditions of its own: and the missionary zeal view, which emphasizes
the role the adult division plays in educating the adults of the commu-
nity. The divisions who had presidents with these four distil ctive
views were likely to be quite varied in type of support within the uni-
versity. size of budget, and the like. This is brought out most clearly
in the profile.

Profiles of Adult Divisions by Type of Faculty

The faculty personnel system functioning at a particular adult (I--
vision was not an independent variable, but those divisions emphasizing
one particular arrangement at the expense cf another tended to look
like one another and were grouped accordingb,.. The four possibilities
were: exclusive use of day or campus faculty, extra compensation
faculty, joint appointment faculty arrangements and a mixed or diver-
sified system.

Profiles of Adult Divisions by Growth Cycle Stage

This is a summary growth chart that groups the responding divi-
sions by the various stages of the growth cycle. The stage of develop-
ment the division had achieved was the most important determinant of
the character of the division and the amount of liberal adult program-
ming offered.
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PROFILES OF ADULT DIVISIONS DY TYPE OF FORMAL CONTPOI

7

Residence C,ritriiF1 Full -ti nee
Part-ii,ge Director Director bean 01 Loliege

Source of Control
and Organization of
Adult Education
IT-Type Pivate-church Extension Division Evening College

College Evening Calico Extension Division
2. Objectives None-informal Informal Infor mai-Formal
3. Staff None Program Staff &

some Liberal Ed-
Research Person &
Liberal Education

. ucat ion Staff Staff

4. When began Not applicable 1929 to 1946 & Pre-1929
1947 to present

Budgeting
17Stze Partly none, $100.000 to

partly under $600,000
$100,000 to over
$2,000.000

$25,000
2. Can make up

deficit s
Not applicable Yes-No Yes

3. Who gets
surplus

1.Iniscrsity. Divisional Fund Divisional Fund-
Univer City

4. Risk Capital Nine No fixed pet cent -
age & 10i or more

No fixed percentage

University
Acceptance
17Majoi= Comm. Sonic membership Some membership Powerful Commit-

tees
2. Pres. view Income-P.R. P.R.-Equal Equal status -

Missionary
3. Key deans A & S and Engi- A & S and Engi A & S and Engineer-

neering Dean Op- :leering opposed; Iry opposed; Educ.
posed: others are
not

Educ. L. Comm.
favorable

L. Comm. favorable

4. Faculty system Daytime Faculty Daytime & Diver
sifted

Diversified system

5. Faculty Com- None Yes, appointed by appointed by
mittee adult dean President

Community
Suppor t
Type Yupport None or it-lc:twat Informalsepa-

rate adv. commit-
tees

Diversified support

The Dean
Di'OrEse s Master's Master's Doctorate

Doctorate
2. Field Du c AA.-11b. Arts Education Liberal Arts
3. Previous Job Univ. Ad. -Fac. Ad. -Non University Ad -

Univ. educ Faculty
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PROFILES OF ADULT DIVISIONS BY TYPE OF GUIDING PRINCIPLE

No Guiding
Pr inciples

Informal
Principles

Formal
Principles

S 011 ' ce of Cuiliroi
& Organization of
Adult EducaG:n

Small Liberal Arts
Colleges
None

Not separately
organized

Extension Division

No research per-
son - small mi-
nority - with Lib-
eral Education
Staff
Part ly pre-1929.
partly 1947 to
present

Evening College

Research person &
Liberal Education
Staff

Prc -1929 and
1929-1946

I. Type

2. Staff

3. When began

MO
$1-50,000 and
$100,000 to
$499,999

N,

University

Nom

$,00.poo to
$499.99

Yes

Divisional Fund

No fixed percent-
age or SOT or
more

$500,000 10 over
$2,000,000

Yes-No

University

5-10q or more

77-Size

2. Ca make up
deficits

3. Is'ho gets
surplus

4. Risk capital

Univer city
Acceptance
I. Major commit-

tees

2. President's
view

3. Key deans

4. Faculty system

Some committees

Income view' &
P.R.

Support of Educ.
& Commerce; not
A & S or Engineer-
ing

Dept. control-
extra compensation

t

Sonic powerful
committees

P.R. & equal
status
All support nit-
nor ity ve/A & S
opposed & Engi
ncering
Dept. control and
diversified

Powerful commit-
tees & chairman-
ship
Equal status & rnis-
sionary real
All support minority
w./A & S opposed &
Engineering

Extra compensaticn
and diversified

rrittce

Community
Su pp..r
1.).Pe Informal supp,rt

or /1 ne
Info mat supp.rt

separa'e adv.
icommittct

The Dean
1. Degree

2. Field

3. Previous Job

Master's

liberal Arts-
pe,sici:5! Adrn

Adm. or Fac

Master's-
Dctorate
liberal Arts-
Ectim al ion

Adm. or Fac.

President

cr since/ 5urpirl

lYtorat,.

tdocation

Univ. Adm. or Fac.
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PROFILES OF ADULT DIVIGION BY AGE

Pre-1929 1929-46 1947 to Present

Source of Control
& Organization of
Acillt Educationr two--
2. Objectives

3. Staff

State Ex.ension
Division
formal orinciples

Likely to haw, re-
search person ;nd
liberal education,
staff

Private Evening
college & church
Partly no, partly
formal
Split between those
having research
persons and liberal
education staff and
not

Private, church &
state extension
Partly no, par tly
informal
No research per-
sons, no liberal edu-
cation staff

Budget
17gli7

2. Can make up
deficits

3. Who gets
surplus

4. Risk capital

$500,000 to
$1,000,000; Prob-
ably over
$2,000.000
Yes

Divisional Fund

No fixed vercent-
age or 101 or
over

$10,000 to
$500,000

Yes

University

No fixod percent-
age or lOrl) or
over

$25,000 to
$100,000

Yes

llraver sity-Division-
al Fund
None

University
Acceptance
r.---cirom-

mittees
2. President's

view

3. Key cleans

4. Faculty system

5. faculty com-
millee

Yes, powerful
committees
Equal status

All deans but
Engineer ing
would support
Diversified

Faculty Adv.
Comm.; appointed
by President

Yes, powerful
committees
Public rel.

All deans but
Engineering
would support
Departmental
contror & diver-
sified
Partly Faculty
Adv. Comm., ap-
pointed by Presi-
dent - partly cione

No - or some com-
tnittees
Income -P.R.

Education & Comm.
support - A & S and
Engineering opposed
Daytime

None

Community
Support

Diversified Informal-Separate
Advisory Comm.

None or informal'hype

Ttie Dean
Masters-
Dyetorate
liberal Arts
Univ, Admin.
Faculty

Doctorate

Education
Univ. Faculty-
Non Univ. Educa
Bon

Master's

Felurat,on
Univ. Adm.-Non
Uni%. Education

1. Degrees

2. Field
3. Previy.., Job
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PROFILES OF ADULT DIVISIONS

Money Making
View

Public Relations
View

Source of Control
and Organization ci
the Adult Division

Small private or
church-related

Control with part-
time director
No objectives
formulated
Apt to be one-man
operation

After 1946

Partly prate urban
evening colleges, partly
state extension division
Control with full-time
director
Informal objectives

Full-time research
person likely; minority
with liberal education
staff
Partly pre-1929, partly
1929-1946

1. Type

2. Control

3. Objectives

4. Staff

5. When began

Pldget
1: Ificrget site

2. Budget flexible
in to risk capital
& disp. of surplus
& deficit

Most likely to have
no separate butet;
if separate, between
$10 and $100,000
Less than standard
flexibility

Between $100 and
$500,000

Less than standard to
standard flexibility

University
Acceptance

Likely to be on some
Major univ. comm.
Support of Educ. &
Commerce, not A & f,

Departmental control.
Extra compensation
No Fac. Adv. Comm.
or watchdog comm.

Likely to be on power-
1.1 committees
Support of Sduc. &
Comm., not A & S or
Engineering
Daytime & diversified

No Fac. Adv. Comm.
or watchdog comm.

1. 3f ajor committee
assignments

2. Key deans

3. Faculty' system

4. Faculty committee

Community Support
Little or none Partly informal sup-

port. ,:iartly diversified
support

1. Type support

The Dean Himself
Bachelor's or
Master's
Liberal Arts

Other university ad-
ministration and non-
university education

Master's or Doctorate

Liberal Arts or
Education
University Willy

Degrees

2 fleld

3. Previous j.,b
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BY THEIR PRESIDENT'S VIEW

Equal Status
View Missionary Zeal

Partly large private evening
colleges, partly state extension
divisions
Dean or director of a collegiate
organization
Formal objectives

Large second-level staff,
minority with liberal education

Usually pre-1929

Partly large private evening
colleges, partly state extension
divisions
Dean or director of a collegiate
organization
Formal objectives

Research person and liberal
education staff

Partly pre-1929, partly 1929.1946

Between $100,000 and $500,000;
some over $1,000,000

Standard to better than standard
flexibility

Over $5Cii,000; most likely to be
over $1,000,000

Better than standard flexibility

Likely to be on powerful com-
mittees
Support of Education, Commerce,
A & S and Engineering

Diversified faculty

Faculty Advtso y Committee,
appointed by president

Membership on powerful com-
mittees, chairman in some cases
Support of all deans

Diversified faculty system

Faculty Advi.4ory Committee,
appointed by president

informal support and diversifie, Diversified committee support

Doctorate

Education

University faculty

Master's or Doctorate

Education

Other university administration
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PROFILES OF ADULT DIVISONS

Extra Compensation
Faculty

Day or Campus
Faculty

Source of Control
and Organization of
Adult Division
T.Type

2. Control

3. Objectives

4. Staff
5. When began

Small private eveni,ig
college

Control with part-
time director
No objectives for-
mulated
One-man operation
After 1946

Private evening college
and state extension di-
vision
Full-time director

Formal guiding princi-
ples
Program staff
Pre-1929 & 1929-46

Budget
17B.4.get size

2. Budget flex. in re
risk capital &
disp. of surplus &
deficit

$1,000 to $100,000

Less than standard
flexibility

$100,000 to $500,000

Standard flexibility

University
Acce_p5tarle
1.. fa or committee

2. President's view

3. Key deans

4. Faculty Advisory
Committee

No committee mem-
berships
Public Relations

Educ., Commerce
favorable. A & S and
Eng. opposed
Have Fnc. Adv.
Comm. appointed by
adult dean

Powerful committee

P.R. w/minority money
view

Support of Educ., Com-
merce. opposition of
A & S and Engineering
Have Fac. Adv. Comm.,
appointed by adult dean

Community Support Little or none Informal. partly, and
separate adv. commit-
tees

The Dean
"Fr-beg r s

2. Field
3. Previous job

Master' s
Educ.-Bus. AO.
Univ. Admin.

Bachelor's
Liberal Arts
Industry or Govern-
ment

The profile of the full-time adult faculty arra igement was not in-
cluded since it du} heated the mixed system profile.
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BY TYPF OF FACULTY

Joint Appointment
Faculty Mixed System

Large pri-,.ate evening college

Full-time dear or director of
collegiate organization
Informal guiding principles

May have research person
Pre-1929 & 1929-96

State extension division

Full-time director of collegiate
organization
Partly formal-partly informal

Res. pers. & liberal educ, staff
Pre-1929

$100,000 to $500,000 & over
$2,000,000

Standard flexibility

Over $500,000; more likely to
be over $2,000,000
Better than standard flexibility

Powerful committee member-
ship-some chairmanships
Public Reiations-equal status

Support of all deans, minority
have A & S opposition

Partly yes, partly nn; appointed
by President

Powerfu; committee member-
ship
Equal status-missonary

Support of all deans

Has Faculty Advisory Commis-
sion, appointed by President

Diversified support Diversified community support

Doctorate
Education-Liberal Arts
No university education

Doctorate
Liberal Arts-Education
University administration &
faculty
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PROFILES OF ADULT DIVISIONS

(127)
Departmental

Domination

(29.ei
Autonomous
Development

Source of Control
and Organization of
Adult Division
I. Control
2. ObjectiNes

3 Liberal education
staff

4. Research per-
sonnel

5. When began

Traditions and Budget
I. Charter or policy

recognition of
adult education

2. Budget size

3. Budget flexibility
in re risk capital
f dispos. of surp.
& deficit

University

17 us u adult
Acce tance

a

division
2. President's atti-

tude

3. Key deans

4. Faculty
Arrangements

5. Faculty Advisory
Committee--

Community Support

Adult Dean
IT-TaTTFona I back-

ground

2. Educational at-
tainment

3. Previous Job

4. lime on job
S. Crientatiot and

attitude typology
6. Personal involve-

ment

Part-time director
No objectives tot -
mulated

No

No

Alter 1945

Full-time co-ordinator
Informal statement of
objectives
No

1929-1946

None

No separate budget
or $1 to $50,000
Less than standard
flexibility

None

$50 to $500,000

Less than standard to
standard flexibility

Less than equal

Daytimeat-night or
money-making new
Support of Education
& Commerce; opposi-
tion of Liberal Arts
Denartmental control

No faculty ad%is, ey
committee

Less than equal

Moneymaking or pub-
lic relations view
Support of Education
Commerce; opposition
of LIberal Arts
Extra compensation or
comb. dept'l control &
c \Ira compensation
Watchdog faculty ad-
visory committee

No community sup- No community support
port to informal sup- to informal suptort
port

Business Adminislra
lion or Liberal Arts
Bachelor's or
Master's
University faculty

0-5 )ears
Scholar or business-
man
Local

Liberal Arts

Master's or Doctorate

Univ. rac. or outside
univ.
0.5 years
Scholar or social
worker
focal
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BY GROWTH CYCLE STAGE

(261)
Integration

WO
Assimilation

Full-1i ine dean or director
Informal to formal statement
of objectives
No-Yes

No

Before 1929

Dean or dir. of a college structure
Formal statement of objectives

Yes

No

Before 1929

Some recognition In policy
staiements

$500,000 to $1,000,000

Standard to better than standard
flexibility

Explicit recognition of adult
education function

Over $1,000,000

Better than standard flexibiiity

Equal

Equably

All deans support

Joint appointment or diversified
faculty

Faculty advisory committee
appointed by I resident

Equal

Equality or missionary zeal

All deans support

Full-time or diversified faculty

}acuity advisory committee
appointed by Pre 5 ideot

Separate advisory committee
or diversified support

Diversified support

Eeurat ion

Master's or Doctorate

University administration or
outside university
6-15 years
Social worker

Cosmopolitan

Education or Liberal Arts

Doctorate

Diverse origins

0-15 years
Social worker or civil service
admini
Cosm, le.

RIC Cf,,,-",.,1:
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